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 First Women
The Grace and Power of America's Modern First Ladies
by Kate Andersen Brower

ISBN: 9780062439659
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins
Pub. Date: 2016-04-12
Pages: 400
Price: $34.99

From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of the groundbreaking backstairs look at the White House, The Residence, comes an intimate, news-making
look at the true modern power brokers at 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue: the First Ladies, from Jackie Kennedy to Michelle Obama.
One of the most underestimated--and challenging--positions in the world, the First Lady of the United States must be many things: an inspiring leader with a
forward-thinking agenda of her own; a savvy politician, skilled at navigating the treacherous rapids of Washington; a wife and mother operating under
constant scrutiny; and an able CEO responsible for the smooth operation of countless services and special events at the White House. Now, as she did in her
smash #1 bestseller The Residence, former White House correspondent Kate Andersen Brower draws on a wide array of untapped, candid sources--from
residence staff and social secretaries to friends and political advisers--to tell the stories of the ten remarkable women who have defined that role since 1960.
Brower offers new insights into this privileged group of remarkable women, including Jacqueline Kennedy, Lady Bird Johnson, Patricia Nixon, Betty Ford,
Rosalynn Carter, Nancy Reagan, Barbara Bush, Hillary Clinton, Laura Bush, and Michelle Obama. The stories she shares range from the heartwarming to
the shocking and tragic, exploring everything from the first ladies' political crusades to their rivalries with Washington figures; from their friendships with
other first ladies to their public and private relationships with their husbands. She also offers a detailed and insightful new portrait of one of the most-
watched first ladies of all time, Hillary Clinton, asking what her tumultuous years in the White House may tell us about her own historic presidential run . . .
and what life could be like with the nation's first First Husband.
Candid and illuminating, this first group biography of the modern first ladies provides a revealing look at life upstairs and downstairs at the world's most
powerful address.

 Seven Last Words
An Invitation to a Deeper Friendship with Jesus
by James Martin

ISBN: 9780062431387
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins
Pub. Date: 2016-02-02
Pages: 144
Price: $23.99

Based on his talks at New York's St. Patrick's Cathedral on Good Friday 2015, the New York Times bestselling author and editor at large of America
magazine offers a portrait of Jesus, using his last words on the cross to reveal how deeply he understood our predicaments, what it means to be fully human,
and why we can turn to Christ completely, in mind, heart, and soul.
Each meditation is dedicated to one of the seven sayings:
"Father, forgive them, for they do not know what they do."
"Today you will be with me in Paradise."
"Woman, this is your son"  . . .  "This is your mother."?
"My God, my God, why have you forsaken me?"?
"I thirst."?
"It is finished."?
"Father, into your hands I commend my spirit."
With the warmth, wisdom, and grace that infuse his works, Father James Martin explains why Jesus's crucifixion and death on the cross is an important
teaching moment in the Gospels. Jesus's final statements, words that are deeply cherished by his followers, exemplify the depth of his suffering but also
provide a key to his empathy and why we can connect with him so deeply.
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 The Abundance

Narrative Essays Old and New
by Annie Dillard

ISBN: 9780062432971
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins
Pub. Date: 2016-03-15
Pages: 304
Price: $31.99

In recognition of the Pulitzer Prize-winning author's long and lauded career as a master essayist, a landmark collection, including her most beloved pieces
and some rarely seen work, rigorously curated by the author herself.
"A writer who never seems tired, who has never plodded her way through a page or sentence, Dillard can only be enjoyed by a wide-awake reader," warns
Geoff Dyer in his introduction to this stellar collection. Carefully culled from her past work, The Abundance is quintessential Annie Dillard, delivered in her
fierce and undeniably singular voice, filled with fascinating detail and metaphysical fact. The pieces within will exhilarate both admiring fans and a new
generation of readers, having been "re-framed and re-hung," with fresh editing and reordering by the author, to situate these now seminal works within her
larger canon.
The Abundance reminds us that Dillard's brand of "novelized nonfiction" pioneered the form long before it came to be widely appreciated. Intense, vivid,
and fearless, her work endows the true and seemingly ordinary aspects of life--a commuter chases snowball-throwing children through neighborhood streets,
a teenager memorizes Rimbaud's poetry--with beauty and irony, inviting readers onto sweeping landscapes, to join her in exploring the complexities of time
and death, with a sense of humor: on one page, an eagle falls from the sky with a weasel attached to its throat; on another, a man walks into a bar.
Reminding us of the indelible contributions of this formative figure in contemporary nonfiction, The Abundance exquisitely showcases Annie Dillard's
enigmatic, enduring genius, as Dillard herself wishes it to be marked.

 Abundance Now
Amplify Your Life & Achieve Prosperity Today
by Lisa Nichols

ISBN: 9780062412201
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins
Pub. Date: 2016-01-05
Pages: 336
Price: $31.99

New York Times bestselling author, Personal Transformation guru, and life coach for the Steve Harvey Show and Today, Lisa Nichols shares her journey
from scarcity to abundance, outlining steps everyone can take to create abundance in career, relationships, self, and finances--while creating a legacy for
others to follow.
Twenty years ago, Lisa Nichols was a single mother dependent on public assistance and jumping from one dead end job to the next. Determined to break out
of the defeatist mindset, negative behavior, and bad habits that were holding her back from success, she resolved to change her life. Today, she leads the life
of her dreams.
In Abundance Now, this icon in the field of personal transformation shares her secrets to creating a life that is rich in every way possible. Focusing on the
four areas of life that must be refined to bring true abundance, or the 4 E's--Enrichment, Enchantment, Engagement, Endowment--Nichols identifies the
framework upon which a fulfilled existence is built. Abundance Now offers provocative lessons, actionable plans and real-life case-studies, and makes clear
what we must do every day to attract abundance, how to act as if we are already leading abundant lives, and how to open the door to a life of richness in our
work, our relationships, our finances, and in our view of ourselves.
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 Agnostic

A Spirited Manifesto
by Lesley Hazleton

ISBN: 9781594634130
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Riverhead
Pub. Date: 2016-04-05
Pages: 224
Price: $33.95

A widely admired writer on religion celebrates agnosticism as the most vibrant, engaging--and ultimately the most honest--stance toward the mysteries of
existence.
 
 One in four Americans reject any affiliation with organized religion, and nearly half of those under thirty describe themselves as "spiritual but not religious."
But as the airwaves resound with the haranguing of preachers and pundits, who speaks for the millions who find no joy in whittling the wonder of existence
to a simple yes/no choice?

 Lesley Hazleton does. In this provocative, brilliant book, she gives voice to the case for agnosticism, breaks it free of its stereotypes as watered-down
atheism or amorphous "seeking," and celebrates it as a reasoned, revealing, and sustaining stance toward life. Stepping over the lines imposed by rigid
conviction, she draws on philosophy, theology, psychology, science, and more to explore, with curiosity and passion, the vital role of mystery in a
deceptively information-rich world; to ask what we mean by the search for meaning; to invoke the humbling yet elating perspective of infinity; to challenge
received ideas about death; and to reconsider what "the soul" might be. Inspired and inspiring, Agnostic recasts the question of belief not as a problem to be
solved but as an invitation to an ongoing, open-ended adventure of the mind.

 Algorithms to Live By
The Computer Science of Human Decisions
by Brian Christian

ISBN: 9780670068319
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Penguin Canada
Pub. Date: 2016-04-26
Pages: 368
Price: $32.00

A fascinating exploration of how computer algorithms can be applied to our everyday lives, helping to solve common decision-making problems and
illuminate the workings of the human mind

All our lives are constrained by limited space and time, limits that give rise to a particular set of problems. What should we do, or leave undone, in a day or a
lifetime? How much messiness should we accept? What balance of new activities and familiar favourites is the most fulfilling? These may seem like
uniquely human quandaries, but they are not: computers, too, face the same constraints, so computer scientists have been grappling with their version of such
problems for decades. And the solutions they've found have much to teach us.
     In a dazzlingly interdisciplinary work, acclaimed author Brian Christian (who holds degrees in computer science, philosophy, and poetry, and works at
the intersection of all three) and Tom Griffiths (a UC Berkeley professor of cognitive science and psychology) show how the simple, precise algorithms used
by computers can also untangle very human questions. They explain how to have better hunches and when to leave things to chance, how to deal with
overwhelming choices and how best to connect with others. From finding a spouse to finding a parking spot, from organizing one's inbox to understanding
the workings of human memory, Algorithms to Live By transforms the wisdom of computer science into strategies for human living.
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 Alibaba

The House That Jack Ma Built
by Duncan Clark

ISBN: 9780062413406
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins
Pub. Date: 2016-04-12
Pages: 304
Price: $33.50

An engrossing, insider's account of how a teacher built one of the world's most valuable companies--rivaling Walmart & Amazon--and forever reshaped the
global economy.
In just a decade and half Jack Ma, a man from modest beginnings who started out as an English teacher, founded and built Alibaba into one of the world's
largest companies, an e-commerce empire on which hundreds of millions of Chinese consumers depend. Alibaba's $25 billion IPO in 2014 was the largest
global IPO ever. A Rockefeller of his age who is courted by CEOs and Presidents around the world, Jack is an icon for China's booming private sector and
the gatekeeper to hundreds of millions of middle class consumers.
Duncan Clark first met Jack in 1999 in the small apartment where Jack founded Alibaba. Granted unprecedented access to a wealth of new material
including exclusive interviews, Clark draws on his own experience as an early advisor to Alibaba and two decades in China chronicling the Internet's impact
on the country to create an authoritative, compelling narrative account of Alibaba's rise.
How did Jack overcome his humble origins and early failures to achieve massive success with Alibaba? How did he outsmart rival entrepreneurs from China
and Silicon Valley? Can Alibaba maintain its 80% market share? As it forges ahead into finance and entertainment, are there limits to Alibaba's ambitions? 
How does the Chinese government view its rise?  Will Alibaba expand further overseas, including in the U.S.?
Clark tells Alibaba's tale in the context of China's momentous economic and social changes, illuminating an unlikely corporate titan as never before.
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 The Allergy Solution

Unlock the Surprising, Hidden Truth about Why You Are Sick and How to Get Well
by Leo Galland

ISBN: 9781401949396
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Hay House
Pub. Date: 2016-05-10
Pages: 352
Price: $25.99

One of the world's leading experts in integrated medicine sheds new light on the causes of allergy-as well as the epidemic of "hidden" allergies that can
underlie other chronic ailments-and lays out a revolutionary program of natural steps to recover our health.An epidemic of allergies is spreading around the
world. One billion people suffer from allergic diseases such as asthma, hay fever, eczema, and food allergies. But this is just the tip of the iceberg. In this
groundbreaking book, award-winning doctor Leo Galland, M.D., reveals the shocking rise of hidden allergies that lead to weight gain, fatigue, brain fog,
depression, joint pain, headaches, ADHD, digestive problems, and much more. Astonishing new research shows how each of these is linked to the immune
imbalance that is at the root of allergy.      A brilliant clinician, Dr. Galland has unlocked the power of this breakthrough science to help thousands of patients
who have struggled with mysterious symptoms answer the question: Doctor, what's wrong with me?" Here, he is joined by his son, Jonathan Galland, J.D., a
passionate health writer and environmental advocate, in exposing the truth that just as the earth's environment is out of balance, our bodies are out of balance.
The modern world, with pollution, unhealthy eating habits, lack of exercise, and excessive exposure to antibiotics, is fueling the rise in allergies.  The
Allergy Solution  takes an in-depth look at how we can balance immunity through nutrition and lifestyle to reverse allergies without drugs. It offers an easy
nutritional program, starting with a Three-Day Power Wash designed to "clear the tracks," to help us take back control. Do you suffer from asthma, eczema,
or sinusitis? Are you sick of pain, fatigue, brain fog, weight gain, depression, anxiety, or wondering what is behind your mysterious symptoms? Let Dr.
Galland's clinical experience and unique insights into cutting-edge science guide you back to health.     "Leo Galland and Jonathan Galland unite two
important initiatives: how to use science to heal the body of allergies and chronic illness, and how to live in true harmony with nature. Reading this book can
inspire personal and environmental transformation."- Deepak Chopra, M.D., author of 22 New York Times  best- ...

 Anatomy of Love
A Natural History of Mating, Marriage, and Why We Stray; revised/updated
by Helen Fisher

ISBN: 9780393285222
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: WW Norton
Pub. Date: 2016-02-16
Pages: 304
Price: $34.95

First published in 1992, Helen Fisher's "fascinating" (New York Times) Anatomy of Love quickly became a classic. Since then, Fisher has conducted
pioneering brain research on lust, romantic love, and attachment; gathered data on more than 80,000 people to explain why you love who you love; and
collected information on more than 30,000 men and women on sexting, hooking up, friends with benefits, and other current trends in courtship and marriage.
And she presents a new, scientifically based and optimistic perspective on relationships in our digital age--what she calls "slow love." This is a cutting-edge
tour de force that traces human family life from its origins in Africa over 20 million years ago to the Internet dating sites and bedrooms of today. And it's got
it all: the copulatory gaze and other natural courting ploys; the who, when, where, and why of adultery; love addictions; her discovery of four broad
chemically based personality styles and what each seeks in romance; the newest data on worldwide (biologically based) patterns of divorce; how and why
men and women think differently; the real story of women, men, and power; the rise--and fall--of the sexual double standard; and what brain science tells us
about how to make and keep a happy partnership.
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 #AskGaryVee

One Entrepreneur's Take on Leadership, Social Media, and Self-Awareness
by Gary Vaynerchuk

ISBN: 9780062273123
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins
Pub. Date: 2016-03-08
Pages: 384
Price: $36.99

The New York Times bestselling author draws from his popular show #AskGaryVee to offer surprising, often outrageous, and imminently useful and honest
answers to everything you've ever wanted to know--and more--about navigating the new world.
Gary Vaynerchuk--the inspiring and unconventional entrepreneur who introduced us to the concept of crush it--knows how to get things done, have fun, and
be massively successful. A marketing and business genius, Gary had the foresight to go beyond traditional methods and use social media tools such as
Twitter, Facebook, and YouTube to reach an untapped audience that continues to grow.
#AskGaryVee showcases the most useful and interesting questions Gary has addressed on his popular show. Distilling and expanding on the podcast's most
urgent and evergreen themes, Gary presents practical, timely, and timeless advice on marketing, social media, entrepreneurship, and everything else you've
been afraid to ask but are dying to know. Gary gives you the insights and information you need on everything from effectively using Twitter to launching a
small business, hiring superstars to creating a personal brand, launching products effectively to staying healthy--and even buying wine.
Whether you're planning to start your own company, working in digital media, or have landed your first job in a traditional company, #AskGaryVee is your
essential guide to making things happen in a big way.

 The Bad-Ass Librarians of Timbuktu
And Their Race to Save the World's Most Precious Manuscripts
by Joshua Hammer

ISBN: 9781476777405
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Simon & Schuster
Pub. Date: 2016-04-19
Pages: 288
Price: $34.00

To save precious centuries-old Arabic texts from Al Qaeda, a band of librarians in Timbuktu pulls off a brazen heist worthy of Ocean's Eleven.In the 1980s,
a young adventurer and collector for a government library, Abdel Kader Haidara, journeyed across the Sahara Desert and along the Niger River, tracking
down and salvaging tens of thousands of ancient Islamic and secular manuscripts that had fallen into obscurity. The Bad-Ass Librarians of Timbuktu tells the
incredible story of how Haidara, a mild-mannered archivist and historian from the legendary city of Timbuktu, later became one of the world's greatest and
most brazen smugglers. In 2012, thousands of Al Qaeda militants from northwest Africa seized control of most of Mali, including Timbuktu. They imposed
Sharia law, chopped off the hands of accused thieves, stoned to death unmarried couples, and threatened to destroy the great manuscripts. As the militants
tightened their control over Timbuktu, Haidara organized a dangerous operation to sneak all 350,000 volumes out of the city to the safety of southern Mali.
Over the past twenty years, journalist Joshua Hammer visited Timbuktu numerous times and is uniquely qualified to tell the story of Haidara's heroic and
ultimately successful effort to outwit Al Qaeda and preserve Mali's--and the world's--literary patrimony. Hammer explores the city's manuscript heritage and
offers never-before-reported details about the militants' march into northwest Africa. But above all, The Bad-Ass Librarians of Timbuktu is an inspiring
account of the victory of art and literature over extremism.
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 The Ballad of Danny Wolfe

Life of a Modern Outlaw
by Joe Friesen

ISBN: 9780771030239
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: McClelland & Stewart
Pub. Date: 2016-04-26
Pages: 368
Price: $30.00

The harrowing story of the life and death of the man who founded and ran the first and largest Aboriginal street gang. 
     In 2008, Danny Wolfe, a Winnipeg Aboriginal man, was 31-years-old and awaiting trial on two counts of first-degree murder in at the Regina
Correctional Centre. In spite of his young age, it wasn't his first time behind bars -- in fact, Danny had found himself in and out of correctional facilities since
his teenage years, sometimes even finding his own way out. Now, fifteen years after his last break out of prison, in an adult facility only a few cells down
from his younger brother, Preston, Danny was orchestrating a bold move: a bigger escape from a jail where the notion was inconceivable. 
     Tracing the early years of Daniel Wolfe's life, from his birth in Regina to his mother Susan Creeley, a First Nations woman; to his first brush with the law
at the age of four and then his subsequent placement in foster care; to the birth of the Indian Posse -- the Aboriginal street gang in Canada that would
eventually claim the title of the largest street gang with over 12,000 members and Danny at the helm; to Danny's death in 2010, Joe Friesen's account of this
fascinating character is gripping and provocative.

 Becoming Grandma
The Joys and Science of the New Grandparenting
by Lesley Stahl

ISBN: 9780399168154
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Blue Rider Press
Pub. Date: 2016-04-05
Pages: 288
Price: $34.95

From one of the country's most recognizable journalists: How becoming a grandmother transforms a woman's life.
  
After four decades as a reporter, Lesley Stahl's most vivid and transformative experience of her life was not covering the White House, interviewing heads of
state, or researching stories at 60 Minutes. It was becoming a grandmother. She was hit with a jolt of joy so intense and unexpected, she wanted to
"investigate" it--as though it were a news flash. And so, using her 60 Minutes skills, she explored how grandmothering changes a woman's life, interviewing
friends like Whoopi Goldberg, colleagues like Diane Sawyer (and grandfathers, including Tom Brokaw), as well as the proverbial woman next door.

Along with these personal accounts, Stahl speakswith scientists and doctors about physiological changes that occur in women when they have grandchildren;
anthropologists about why there are grandmothers, in evolutionary terms; and psychiatrists about the therapeutic effects of grandchildren on both
grandmothers and grandfathers.

Throughout Becoming Grandma, Stahl shares stories about her own life with granddaughters Jordan and Chloe, about how her relationship with her
daughter, Taylor, has changed, and about how being a grandfather has affected her husband, Aaron.

In an era when baby boomers are becoming grandparents in droves and when young parents need all the help they can get raising their ...
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 Becoming Nicole

The Transformation of an American Family
by Amy Ellis Nutt

ISBN: 9780812995411
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Random House
Pub. Date: 2015-10-20
Pages: 304
Price: $35.00

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER o A NEW YORK TIMES NOTABLE BOOK o NAMED ONE OF THE TEN BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY
PEOPLE AND ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY MEN'S JOURNAL o A STONEWALL HONOR BOOK IN NONFICTION

The inspiring true story of a transgender girl, her identical twin brother, and an ordinary American family's extraordinary journey to understand, nurture, and
celebrate the uniqueness in us all, from the Pulitzer Prize-winning science reporter for The Washington Post

 When Wayne and Kelly Maines adopted identical twin boys, they thought their lives were complete. But it wasn't long before they noticed a marked
difference between Jonas and his brother, Wyatt. Jonas preferred sports and trucks and many of the things little boys were "supposed" to like; but Wyatt
liked princess dolls and dress-up and playing Little Mermaid. By the time the twins were toddlers, confusion over Wyatt's insistence that he was female
began to tear the family apart. In the years that followed, the Maineses came to question their long-held views on gender and identity, to accept and embrace
Wyatt's transition to Nicole, and to undergo an emotionally wrenching transformation of their own that would change all their lives forever.

 Becoming Nicole chronicles a journey that could have destroyed a family but instead brought it closer toge ...

 The Best of Writers & Company
by Elanor Wachtel

ISBN: 9781771960748
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Biblioasis
Pub. Date: 2016-03-08
Pages: 320
Price: $22.95

Eleanor Wachtel is one of the English-speaking world's most respected and sought-after interviewers. This book, celebrating her show's twenty-five year
anniversary, presents her conversations with legendary authors like Jonathan Franzen, Alice Munro, and J.M. Coetzee, who share their views on process, the
writing life, and the hazards of literary fame.

 Bet On Me
Leading and Succeeding in Business and in Life
by Annette Verschuren

ISBN: 9781443437592
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins
Pub. Date: 2016-04-19
Pages: 272
Price: $32.99

In Bet On Me, entrepreneur Annette Verschuren lays out her surprising and inspiring philosophy for what it takes to lead and succeed in today's economy:
tenacity, the willingness to embrace risk and an unwavering commitment to remain true to yourself, no matter how unorthodox you may seem. Drawing on
her experiences as a Cape Breton farm girl who went on to lead Home Depot Canada's expansion from 19 to 179 stores, among other business ventures,
Verschuren's bold vision will change the way you approach your work and your business. The book's key message: modern leadership is not about learning
skills and techniques in order to become someone else. Rather, transformational, authentic leaders achieve break-through results when they learn to trust in,
listen to, and fully be themselves.
Bet On Me takes readers on one woman's journey of authentic and transformational leadership. And when it comes to taking the path less travelled, there
could be no better guide. Verschuren shares her own remarkable rise to the upper echelons of the corporate world, while offering practical life, management
and leadership lessons for entrepreneurs and other business readers--anyone looking to reinvigorate their life or their career.
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 The Big Book of Hacks (Rev. Edition)

264 Amazing DIY Tech Projects
by Doug Cantor

ISBN: 9781681880426
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Weldon Owen
Pub. Date: 2016-04-19
Pages: 256
Price: $32.00

In this reboot of the popular 2012 title, readers will find a collection of the most up-to-date and thrilling DIY tech projects around--straight from the experts
at Popular Science magazine. Updated with new and more modern projects, the Big Book of Hacks the perfect book for aspiring makers, curious young
techies and old-school enthusiasts alike ... especially any who love using a soldering iron!Charge up that drill, fire up your soldering iron, and get ready to
hack! Starting with a robust introduction to basic yet essential maker skills and followed by four comprehensive chapters of hack projects, this book has
everything you'll need.   BASIC MAKER SKILLS From setting up your workspace to using basic hand and power tools to tinkering with robotics, find the
top tips and essential skills every maker and maker-in-training needs to be successful. Other skills include 3-D printing, lasercutting, CAD design, and more!
 GEEK TOYS Be the life of the party with quirky drinking amusements, amazing pyrotechnics, and robots. Includes projects for installing a shower beer
caddy, freezing LEGO ice cubes, wielding a potato launcher, building an LED-light dance floor, and constructing a light saber, with updates like a sword
that detects free Wi-Fi, a solar-powered rover that really goes, a replica of a Roman catapult, and more!  HOME IMPROVEMENTS Pimp out your pad with
a laser-security system, an improvised sous-vide cooker, a secret door, an aquarium in an old TV, the perfect gaming chair or a life-size cardboard display of
anyone you want. New projects include a sensor that lets you control your home's temperature and energy use from afar, an automated pet-feeder, and a light
made with pennies!  GADGET UPGRADES Want to use an XBOX 360 controller as a phone case or build a polygraph test? Looking to brighten up a
standard flashlight or charge your phone with solar rays? Improvise a fisheye lens for your camera or dye your laptop? Now you can upgrade many           
household items without breaking the bank. Look for updated content, such as a hacked radio that lets you listen to meteor showers, your very own DIY
particle detector, and a cool soldering stencil.  THINGS THAT GO Give your motorbike a Tron vibe or make a unicycle out of an old bike ...

 Block Wonders
How to Build Super Structures in Minecraft
by Kirsten Kearney

ISBN: 9781419720161
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Abrams
Pub. Date: 2016-03-29
Pages: 256
Price: $27.50

Block Wonders is the ultimate guidebook for seasoned Minecraft players eager to take the game's "creative mode" to the max, presenting more than 30 of the
most spectacular buildings, structures, and objects created by master Minecraft builders.   This guide includes step-by-step instructions as well as interviews
and tips with representations of ancient wonders, modern landmarks, and icons of transportation, as well as fantastic structures and working contraptions.
Architectural gems such as the Colosseum, Beijing Stadium, and Taj Mahal are featured alongside gamer favorites like giant floating dragons and incredible
panoramas of fantasy worlds. From the pyramids of Giza to a perfect space shuttle replica, these enormous projects are showcased in full color.   A
companion volume to Block City, Block Wonders demonstrates why this global phenomenon has captured the imagination of over 36 million gamers around
the world.
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 Bone Broth Secret

A Culinary Adventure in Health, Beauty, and Longevity
by Louise Hay

ISBN: 9781401950088
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Hay House
Pub. Date: 2015-12-17
Pages: 400
Price: $24.99

One of the oldest healing forms of nourishment is now the most popular food trend! New York Times best-selling author and alternative-health pioneer
Louise Hay, in collaboration with health coach and nutrition guru Heather Dane, presents easy recipes and remedies using bone broth-nature's wholesome
cure-all.    &nbspWhen a forgotten, time-honored traditional food is rediscovered for its health and beauty benefits, we all pay attention. In this one-of-a-kind
culinary adventure, internationally renowned self-help pioneer Louise Hay  and "21st-century medicine woman" Heather Dane  join together to explore a
fresh and fun take on the art of cooking with bone broth, as well as the science behind its impressive curative applications.    &nbspChock-full of research,
how-tos, and tips, this inventive cookbook offers a practical, playful, and delicious approach to improving your digestion, energy, and moods. With over 100
gut-healing recipes for broths, elixirs, main dishes, breads, desserts-and even beauty remedies and cocktails-Louise and Heather will show you how to add a
dose of nourishment into every aspect of your diet. You'll also get entertaining stories along the way that remind you toadd joy back onto your plate and into
your life. Plus, you'll find out how Louise not only starts her day with bone broth, but uses it as an ingredient in many of her meals as well-discovering why
it is one of her secrets to vibrant wellness and longevity. "Wherever I go, I'm asked, 'How do you stay so healthy and young?' Or I'm complimented on how
beautiful my skin, hair, and nails look. I always say that the key is positive thoughts and healthy food. For many years, the staple of my diet has been bone
broth. My doctors keep pointing out that my blood tests and other health-test results are better than people half my age. I tell them, 'I'm a big, strong, healthy
girl!' Then I talk about bone broth. I want everyone to know about it because I believe it is an integral part of my health, energy, and vitality."  - Louise Hay

 A Burglar's Guide to the City
by Geoff Manaugh

ISBN: 9780771059131
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: McClelland & Stewart
Pub. Date: 2016-04-19
Pages: 304
Price: $24.95

Encompassing nearly 2,000 years of heists and tunnel jobs, break-ins and escapes, A Burglar's Guide to the City offers an unexpected blueprint to the
criminal possibilities in the world all around us. You'll never see the city the same way again. 
At the core of A Burglar's Guide to the City is an unexpected and thrilling insight: how any building transforms when seen through the eyes of someone
hoping to break into it. Studying architecture the way a burglar would, Geoff Manaugh takes readers through walls, down elevator shafts, into panic rooms,
up to the buried vaults of banks, and out across the rooftops of an unsuspecting city.
     With the help of FBI Special Agents, reformed bank robbers, private security consultants, the LAPD. Air Support Division, and architects past and
present, the book dissects the built environment from both sides of the law. Whether picking padlocks or climbing the walls of high-rise apartments, finding
gaps in a museum's surveillance routine or discussing home invasions in ancient Rome, A Burglar's Guide to the City has the tools, the tales, and the x-ray
vision you need to see architecture as nothing more than an obstacle that can be outwitted and undercut.
     Full of real-life heists--both spectacular and absurd--A Burglar's Guide to the City ensures that readers will never enter a bank again without imagining
how to loot the vault or walk down the street without planning the perfect getaway.
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 But You Did Not Come Back

by M. Loridan-ivens

ISBN: 9780670070114
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Penguin Canada
Pub. Date: 2016-01-13
Pages: 112
Price: $25.00

A breathtakingly beautiful memoir by a survivor of Auschwitz-Birkenau and an astonishing addition to the library of literature on the Holocaust

Marceline Loridan-Ivens was just fifteen when she was arrested along with her father in the Vichy-ruled part of France. Her mother and siblings managed to
escape arrest. On their arrival at the camps, the two were separated--her father sent to Auschwitz, she to the neighboring camp of Birkenau. The three
kilometres that separated them were an insurmountable distance, and yet her father managed to send her a short note, addressed to "My darling little girl". In
But You Did Not Come Back, Marceline writes a letter responding to the father she would never know as an adult, to the man whose death enveloped her
whole life. As a documentary film-maker in the 1970s and '80s, working in China and Vietnam, Marceline ultimately found purpose in her life, but the loss
of her father never diminished in its intensity. And now, as anti-Semitism resurfaces in many parts of the world, Loridan-Ivens's testimony is a haunting and
challenging reminder of one of the worst crimes humanity has ever seen. It is a deeply affecting personal story of a woman whose life was shattered and
gradually rebuilt, and an irrefutable example of how memory survives and shapes everything.

 By Chance Alone
A Remarkable True Story of Courage and Survival at Auschwitz
by Max Eisen

ISBN: 9781443449281
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins
Pub. Date: 2016-04-19
Pages: 296
Price: $32.99

In the tradition of Elie Wiesel's Night and Primo Levi's Survival in Auschwitz comes a new memoir by Canadian survivor
More than 70 years after the Nazi camps were liberated by the Allies, a new Canadian Holocaust memoir details the rural Hungarian deportations to
Auschwitz-Birkenau, back-breaking slave labour in Auschwitz I, the infamous "death march" in January 1945, the painful aftermath of liberation, a journey
of physical and psychological healing.
Tibor "Max" Eisen was born in Moldava, Czechoslovakia into an Orthodox Jewish family. He had an extended family of sixty members, and he lived in a
family compound with his parents, his two younger brothers, his baby sister, his paternal grandparents and his uncle and aunt. In the spring of1944--five and
a half years after his region had been annexed to Hungary and the morning after the family's yearly Passover Seder--gendarmes forcibly removed Eisen and
his family from their home. They were brought to a brickyard and eventually loaded onto crowded cattle cars bound for Auschwitz-Birkenau. At fifteen
years of age, Eisen survived the selection process and he was inducted into the camp as a slave labourer.
One day, Eisen received a terrible blow from an SS guard. Severely injured, he was dumped at the hospital where a Polish political prisoner and physician,
Tadeusz Orzeszko, operated on him. Despite his significant injury, Orzeszko saved Eisen from certain death in the gas chambers by giving him a job as a
cleaner in the operating room. After his liberation and new trials in Communist Czechoslovakia, Eisen immigrated to Canada in 1949, where he has
dedicated the last twenty-two years of his life to educating others about the Holocaust across Canada and around the world.
The author will be donating a portion of his royalties from this book to institutions promoting tolerance and understanding.
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   Adult Nonfiction
 By Chance Alone

A Remarkable True Story of Courage and Survival at Auschwitz
by Max Eisen

ISBN: 9781443448536
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins
Pub. Date: 2016-04-19
Pages: 296
Price: $22.99

In the tradition of Elie Wiesel's Night and Primo Levi's Survival in Auschwitz comes a new memoir by Canadian survivor
More than 70 years after the Nazi camps were liberated by the Allies, a new Canadian Holocaust memoir details the rural Hungarian deportations to
Auschwitz-Birkenau, back-breaking slave labour in Auschwitz I, the infamous "death march" in January 1945, the painful aftermath of liberation, a journey
of physical and psychological healing.
Tibor "Max" Eisen was born in Moldava, Czechoslovakia into an Orthodox Jewish family. He had an extended family of sixty members, and he lived in a
family compound with his parents, his two younger brothers, his baby sister, his paternal grandparents and his uncle and aunt. In the spring of1944--five and
a half years after his region had been annexed to Hungary and the morning after the family's yearly Passover Seder--gendarmes forcibly removed Eisen and
his family from their home. They were brought to a brickyard and eventually loaded onto crowded cattle cars bound for Auschwitz-Birkenau. At fifteen
years of age, Eisen survived the selection process and he was inducted into the camp as a slave labourer.
One day, Eisen received a terrible blow from an SS guard. Severely injured, he was dumped at the hospital where a Polish political prisoner and physician,
Tadeusz Orzeszko, operated on him. Despite his significant injury, Orzeszko saved Eisen from certain death in the gas chambers by giving him a job as a
cleaner in the operating room. After his liberation and new trials in Communist Czechoslovakia, Eisen immigrated to Canada in 1949, where he has
dedicated the last twenty-two years of his life to educating others about the Holocaust across Canada and around the world.
The author will be donating a portion of his royalties from this book to institutions promoting tolerance and understanding.

 Lauren Conrad Celebrate
by Lauren Conrad

ISBN: 9780062438324
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins
Pub. Date: 2016-03-29
Pages: 304
Price: $33.50

From lifestyle and fashion icon Lauren Conrad--#1 New York Times bestselling author of Lauren Conrad Style and Lauren Conrad Beauty--comes her
dazzling and essential guide to entertaining, filled with an inspiring array of lifestyle tips and personal stories and lavishly illustrated with dozens of color
photographs throughout.
Now that Lauren Conrad has gotten everyone all dressed up and looking their most beautiful, she gives them somewhere to go in this must-have guide to
entertaining. Showcasing the same approachable attitude and insight that have made her books smash bestsellers, Lauren Conrad Celebrate shows how easy
it is to throw a fantastic party.
Filled with lush and inspiring original four-color photos and budget friendly tips, Lauren Conrad Celebrate offers advice about the basics to make planning
any type of event a breeze, including suggestions for the perfect invitations, food, drinks, decorations, and gifts. Lauren shows how to put it all together for a
diverse range of events that span the calendar, from a charming Baby shower to a festive holiday party. And she packs the book with creative full-color
photos and stories from her own life, including her housewarming party, and her recent bridal shower and wedding.
Just as her trusted advice has inspired women to look and feel their best, now Lauren Conrad brings out the fabulous party-giver in all of us in this elegant,
must-have guide.
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   Adult Nonfiction
 Change Up

How to Make the Great Game of Baseball Even Better
by Buck Martinez

ISBN: 9781443440738
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins
Pub. Date: 2016-03-15
Pages: 304
Price: $32.99

In the spirit of Moneyball, the voice of the Toronto Blue Jays offers cutting insights on baseball
Buck Martinez has been in and around professional baseball for nearly fifty years as a player, manager and broadcaster. Currently the play-by-play
announcer for the Toronto Blue Jays, Martinez has witnessed enormous change in the game he loves, as it has morphed from a grassroots pastime to big
business. Not all of the change has been for the better, and today's fans struggle to connect to their on-the-field heroes as loyalty to club and player wavers
and free agency constantly changes the face of every team's roster.
In Change Up, Martinez offers his unique insights into how Major League Baseball might reconnect with its fanbase, how the clubs might train and prepare
their players for their time in "The Show," and how players might approach the sport in a time of sagging fan interest. Martinez isn't shy with his opinions,
whether they be on pitch count, how to develop players through the minor-league system, and even if there should be a minor-league system at all. Always
entertaining, ever insightful, Martinez shares brilliant insights and inside pitches about summer's favourite game.

 Charlotte Bronte
A Fiery Heart
by Claire Harman

ISBN: 9780307363190
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Knopf Random Vintage Canada
Pub. Date: 2016-03-01
Pages: 480
Price: $39.95

A groundbreaking biography that places an obsessive, unrequited love at the heart of the writer's life story, transforming her from the tragic figure we have
previously known into a smoldering Jane Eyre.
Famed for her beloved novels, Charlotte BrontÃ« has been known as well for her insular, tragic family life. The genius of this biography is that it delves
behind this image to reveal a life in which loss and heartache existed alongside rebellion and fierce ambition. Harman seizes on a crucial moment in the
1840s when Charlotte worked at a girls' school in Brussels and fell hopelessly in love with the husband of the school's headmistress. Her torment spawned
her first attempts at writing for publication, and he haunts the pages of every one of her novels--he is Rochester in Jane Eyre, Paul Emanuel in Villette.
Another unrequited love--for her publisher--paved the way for Charlotte to enter a marriage that ultimately made her happier than she ever imagined.
Drawing on correspondence unavailable to previous biographers, Claire Harman establishes BrontÃ« as the heroine of her own story, one as dramatic and
triumphant as one of her own novels.
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   Adult Nonfiction
 Chasing the Last Laugh

Mark Twain's Raucous and Redemptive Round-the-World Comedy Tour
by Richard Zacks

ISBN: 9780385536448
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Doubleday
Pub. Date: 2016-04-19
Pages: 464
Price: $38.95

From Richard Zacks, bestselling author of Island of Vice and The Pirate Hunter, a rich and lively account of how Mark Twain's late-life adventures abroad
helped him recover from financial disaster and family tragedy--and revived his world-class sense of humor

Mark Twain, the highest-paid writer in America in 1894, was also one of the nation's worst investors. "There are two times in a man's life when he should
not speculate," he wrote. "When he can't afford it and when he can." The publishing company Twain owned was failing; his investment in a typesetting
device was bleeding red ink. After losing hundreds of thousands of dollars back when a beer cost a nickel, he found himself neck-deep in debt. His heiress
wife, Livy, took the setback hard. "I have a perfect horror and heart-sickness over it," she wrote. "I cannot get away from the feeling that business failure
means disgrace."
     But Twain vowed to Livy he would pay back every penny. And so, just when the fifty-nine-year-old, bushy-browed icon imagined that he would be
settling into literary lionhood, telling jokes at gilded dinners, he forced himself to mount the "platform" again, embarking on a round-the-world stand-up
comedy tour. No author had ever done that. He cherry-picked his best stories--such as stealing his first watermelon and buying a bucking bronco--and spun
them into a ninety-minute performance.
     Twain trekked across the American West and onward by ship to the faraway lands of Australia, New Zealand, Tasmania, India, Ceylon, and South
Africa. He rode an elephant twice and visited the Taj Mahal. He saw Zulus dancing and helped sort diamonds at the Kimberley mines. (He failed to slip
away with a sparkly souvenir.) He played shuffleboard on cruise ships and battled captains for t ...

 Children of Paradise
The Struggle for the Soul of Iran
by Laura Secor

ISBN: 9780670067985
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Penguin Canada
Pub. Date: 2016-02-02
Pages: 528
Price: $35.00

The drama that shaped today's Iran, from the Revolution to the present day 

In 1979, seemingly overnight, Iran became the first revolutionary theocracy in modern times. Since then, the country has been largely a black box to the
West, a sinister presence on the world stage. But inside Iran, a breathtaking drama has unfolded as religious thinkers, political operatives, poets, journalists,
and activists have imagined and reimagined what Iran should be. They have drawn as deeply on the traditions of the West as on the East and have acted upon
their beliefs with urgency and passion, frequently staking their lives for them.
     With more than a decade of experience reporting on, researching, and writing about Iran, Laura Secor narrates this unprecedented history as a story of
individuals caught up in the slipstream of their time, seizing and wielding ideas powerful enough to shift their country's course as they wrestle with Iran's
apparatus of violent repression as well as its rich and often tragic history. Essential reading at this moment when the world has never been more entwined,
Children of Paradise will stand as a classic of political reporting, an indelible portrait of a nation and its people striving for change.
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   Adult Nonfiction
 City of Thorns

Nine Lives in the World's Largest Refugee Camp
by Ben Rawlence

ISBN: 9780345815149
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Knopf Random Vintage Canada
Pub. Date: 2016-01-05
Pages: 400
Price: $34.00

To charity workers, Dadaab refugee camp is a humanitarian crisis; to the Kenyan government, it's a "nursery for terrorists"; to the western media, it's a
dangerous no-go area; but to its half a million residents, it is their last resort.
     Situated hundreds of miles from any other settlement, in the midst of the inhospitable desert of northern Kenya where only thorn bushes grow, Dadaab is
a city like no other. Its buildings are made from mud and its citizens survive on rations and luck. Over the course of four years, Ben Rawlence became a first-
hand witness to a strange and desperate limbo-land, getting to know many of the individuals who have sought sanctuary in the camp. Among them are
Guled, a former child soldier who lives for soccer; Nisho, who scrapes together an existence by pushing a wheelbarrow and dreaming of riches; Tawane, the
indomitable youth leader; and schoolgirl Kheyro, whose future hangs upon her education.
     With deep compassion and rare eloquence, Rawlence interweaves the stories of nine individuals to show what life is like in the camp and to sketch the
wider political forces that keep the refugees trapped there. Lucid, vivid and illuminating, City of Thorns is an urgent human story with profound international
repercussions, brought to life through the people who call Dadaab home.

 Cold Fire
Kennedy's Northern Front
by John Boyko

ISBN: 9780345808936
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Knopf Random Vintage Canada
Pub. Date: 2016-02-02
Pages: 384
Price: $35.00

Forget all you think you know about the Kennedy years. With narrative flair and sparkling storytelling, acclaimed historian John Boyko explores the crucial
period when America and its allies were fighting the Cold War's most treacherous battles, Canadians were trading sovereignty for security, and everyone
feared a nuclear holocaust.

At the centre of this story are three leaders. President John F. Kennedy pledged to pay any price to advance his vision for America's defence and needed
Canada to step smartly in line. Fighting him at every turn was Conservative prime minister John Diefenbaker, an unapologetic nationalist trying to bolster
Canada's autonomy. Liberal leader Lester Pearson, the Nobel Prize-winning diplomat, sought a middle ground. 
     Boyko employs meticulous research and newly released documents to present shocking revelations. During the Cuban Missile Crisis, Canadian warships
guarded America's Atlantic coast and Canada suffered a silent coup d'Ã©tat. Canada was involved in Kennedy's sliding America into Vietnam. Kennedy
knew the nuclear missiles he was forcing on Canada would be decoys, there only to draw Soviet nuclear fire. Kennedy's pollster and political adviser
travelled to Ottawa under a fake passport to help defeat the Canadian government. And, perhaps most startlingly, if not for Diefenbaker, Kennedy may have
survived the bullets in Dallas.

 Fodor's The Complete Guide to the National Parks of the West
by FODORS

ISBN: 9781101879757
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Full-Color Gold Guides
Publisher: Fodor's
Pub. Date: 2016-05-10
Pages: 928
Price: $32.99

Majestic mountains, towering redwoods, and river-carved canyons---a visit to the national parks of the West is a rite of passage. This full-color guide is the
planning tool for a perfect parks trip. It includes 38 of the nation's best-loved parks, among them the Grand Canyon, Yosemite, Yellowstone, and Rocky
Mountain.
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   Adult Nonfiction
 The Complete Illustrated Book of Herbs

Growing Health & Beauty Cooking Crafts
by READER'S DIGEST

ISBN: 9781621453147
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Readers Digest
Pub. Date: 2016-04-12
Pages: 400
Price: $22.99

This beautifully illustrated complete guide to herbs unlocks the secrets of these wonder plants--from planting and harvesting to cooking and
storing--including their health benefits.This beautifully illustrated, complete guide to herbs unlocks the secrets of these wonder plants--from planting and
harvesting to cooking and storing--including their health benefits. Now you can discover the joy and pleasure of growing your own herbs--for spicing up
meals, creating crafts, treating ailments, and more. In this comprehensive and beautifully illustrated herbal guide you'll find information on their history,
cultivation, propagation, and harvesting, along with a wealth of great ideas for using herbs everyday in a variety of ways.     This guide unravels the
mysteries of these versatile plants, with savvy tips and simple formulas for maximizing their powers. Did you know?  ·      Mint can repel ants, flies, mice,
and moths  ·      Garlic can seriously lower cholesterol  ·      Chives, fennel, tarragon, thyme, oregano, and winter savory are perennials  ·      Rosemary was
used in the Middle Ages for its tranquilizing effects, and it is still a digestion aid     Known for alleviating common ailments, herbs are an ancient natural
wonder--herbs are hotter than ever.  Extremely informative and fascinating, this book will help you find which herb can treat various complaints. Throughout
the guide are instructions for bursting-with-flavor recipes, health-care products, decorative craft ideas, insect repellents, cosmetics, cleaning agents, and
much more.         

 The Complete Photo Guide to Cardmaking
More than 800 Large Color Photos
by Judi Watanabe

ISBN: 9781589238824
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Complete Photo Guide
Publisher: Creative Publishing int'l
Pub. Date: 2016-02-01
Pages: 256
Price: $29.99

Handmade cards are gifts, creative expressions, keepsakes, and relationship builders. Beneath the cardstock and embellishments is deep emotion from the
card maker--encouragement, celebration, commemoration, and love. Unlike many store-bought cards that are thrown away, handmade cards are cherished
and displayed. They spark connections, express feelings, evoke laughter, and warm the hearts of friends, relatives, and coworkers. There's joy in the process
of creating, as well as in giving and receiving handmade cards.
The Complete Photo Guide to Cardmaking is the ultimate resource on card making. All paper-crafting techniques that can be employed for card making are
thoroughly covered, including a comprehensive description of paper types available, folding options and techniques, coloring and image transfer methods,
and adding embellishments. Inside, you'll also find methods for using a computer to design and print cards. More than 80 projects give you lots of ideas and
inspiration to create cards of your own, using the techniques you've learned. Unique envelope templates and a helpful source list are included.
Expert paper crafter Judi Watanabe provides you with a one-stop reference for making cards for any occasion. This book includes step-by-step photographed
instructions for a wide range of techniques, as well as projects to accompany each area of card making. Full of gorgeous cards, The Complete Photo Guide to
Cardmaking explores a wide range of techniques and end products, making it a valuable reference for any crafter. So when the mood strikes, use the artistry
you've learned to create personalized greetings for everyone you know!
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   Adult Nonfiction
 Conviction

The Untold Story of Putting Jodi Arias Behind Bars
by  Juan Martinez,  Lisa Pulitzer

ISBN: 9780062444288
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins
Pub. Date: 2016-02-16
Pages: 384
Price: $33.50

Juan Martinez, the fiery prosecutor who convicted notorious murderess Jodi Arias for the disturbing killing of Travis Alexander, speaks for the first time
about the shocking investigation and sensational trial that captivated the nation.
Through two trials, America watched with baited breath as Juan Martinez fought relentlessly to convict Jodi Arias of Murder One for viciously stabbing her
ex-boyfriend Travis Alexander to death. What emerged was a story wrought with sex, manipulation, and deceit that stunned the public at every turn. Arias,
always playing the wronged and innocent woman, changed her story continually as her bizarre behavior surrounding the crime and its aftermath came to
light. Unwavering, Arias and her defense team continued to play off the salacious details of the case, until she was finally found guilty
and--controversially--sentenced to life behind bars.
Now, speaking openly for the first time, prosecutor Juan Martinez will unearth new details from the investigation that were never revealed at trial, exploring
key facts from the case and the pieces of evidence he chose to keep close to the vest. Throughout the trials, his bullish and unfaltering prosecution strategy
was both commended and criticized, and in his book, Martinez will illuminate the unique tactics he utilized in this case and how they lead to a successful
conviction, and-for the first time-discuss how he felt losing the death penalty sentence he'd pursued for years.
Going beyond the news reports, Martinez will explore the truth behind the multiple facades of Jodi Arias. Sparring with her from across the stand, Martinez
came to know Arias like no one else could, dissecting what it took for a seemingly normal girl to become a deluded, cunning, and unrepentant murderer.
With new stories from behind the scenes of the trial and Martinez's own take on his defendant, the book takes you inside the mind of Jodi Arias like never
before. Complete with 16 pages of photos from the case and trial, this book is the definitive account of the case that shocked America.

 Cook. Nourish. Glow
by Amelia Freer

ISBN: 9780147530196
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Appetite by Random House
Pub. Date: 2016-01-19
Pages: 352
Price: $35.00

Cook yourself healthy with Cook. Nourish. Glow, the eagerly anticipated companion to bestselling Eat. Nourish. Glow.

Following the phenomenal success of her first book, Eat. Nourish. Glow, Amelia is back with a much-awaited cookbook. Containing over 100 delicious and
easy-to-prepare recipes, Cook. Nourish. Glow will equip readers with the skills and knowledge to improve their health while empowering them to cook with
confidence.
     Chapters will cover cooking in the simplest terms, featuring step-by-step visuals designed for the novice chef; how to use and prepare staple pantry
ingredients; eating on the go; a "naughty" chapter--because living healthily is about consistency, not perfection--and a chapter full of dishes designed to
combat gut-related issues. Recipes will include: Fine Omelette Layered with Tomato and Saffron, Tapenade and Mixed Herbs; Sweet Potato Cakes with
Grilled Tiger Prawns and Saffron Sauce; Fig and Raspberry Panna Cotta; Eggs and Leeks with Tabasco and Tarragon Dressing.
     Amelia is a firm believer that absolutely everybody can cook delicious, healthy, beautiful food. Many of us feel pressure to be perfect in the kitchen but
with Amelia, anyone can learn how to assemble nourishing food in minutes using fresh ingredients that will transform how you look and feel. As Amelia
says: "My aim is to create a useful, rewarding and ultimately inspiring everyday cookbook. I truly understand how what we eat has the ability to transform
our health and wellbeing, and I love to show people how some simple changes can make a huge difference to how you look and feel."
     Be inspired to cook yourself healthy with Cook. Nourish. Glow.
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   Adult Nonfiction
 The Cost

My Life on a Terrorist Hit List
by Ali Husnain

ISBN: 9780310344865
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Zondervan
Pub. Date: 2016-03-08
Pages: 240
Price: $31.00

Born into a prominent Shia Muslim family in Pakistan, Ali had it all--prestige, security, wealth, social status. The Cost is the extraordinary story of his
dramatic encounter with Jesus that would change everything.
That life-altering choice to follow Jesus would turn Ali from a typical teenager into a target of a terrorist organization based in his hometown--a target they
would soon act on.
The Cost is the riveting and remarkable journey of a young man who left everything behind to follow the one thing he knew to be true. Through
excommunication from his home and family, near-death experience, a miraculous healing, and a cross-continental chase for his life, Ali's faith sustained him
while also compelling him to bring the gospel to Muslims--no matter the cost. This modern epic is a must-read for anyone who wants to be informed about
the state of Christian-Muslim relations today, and inspired by just how much a single light in the darkness can make a difference.

 The Cost (Special Edition)
My Life on a Terrorist Hit List
by Ali Husnain

ISBN: 9780310344889
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Zondervan
Pub. Date: 2016-03-08
Pages: 240
Price: $18.50

The Cost follows the dramatic story of a teenage Muslim boy's miraculous encounter with Jesus, who would call him to bring the gospel to Muslims despite
life-threatening odds.

 Cravings
Recipes for All the Food You Want to Eat
by Chrissy Teigen

ISBN: 9781101903919
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Potter
Pub. Date: 2016-02-23
Pages: 240
Price: $38.99

Maybe she's on a photo shoot in Zanzibar. Maybe she's making people laugh on TV. But all Chrissy Teigen really wants to do is talk about dinner. Or
breakfast. Lunch gets some love, too.
 For years, she's been collecting, cooking, and Instagramming her favorite recipes, and here they are: from breakfast all day to John's famous fried chicken
with spicy honey butter to her mom's Thai classics. 
 Salty, spicy, saucy, and fun as sin (that's the food, but that's Chrissy, too), these dishes are for family, for date night at home, for party time, and for a few
life-sucks moments (salads). You'll learn the importance of chili peppers, the secret to cheesy-cheeseless eggs, and life tips like how to use bacon as a home
fragrance, the single best way to wake up in the morning, and how not to overthink men or Brussels sprouts. Because for Chrissy Teigen, cooking, eating,
life, and love are one and the same.
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   Adult Nonfiction
 Crippled America

How to Make America Great Again
by Donald Trump

ISBN: 9781501137969
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Threshold Editions
Pub. Date: 2015-11-03
Pages: 208
Price: $34.00

Look at the state of the world right now. It's a terrible mess, and that's putting it mildly. There has never been a more dangerous time. The politicians and
special interests in Washington, DC, are directly responsible for the mess we are in. So why should we continue listening to them?It's time to bring America
back to its rightful owners--the American people. I'm not going to play the same game politicians have been playing for decades--all talk, no action, while
special interests and lobbyists dictate our laws. I am shaking up the establishment on both sides of the political aisle because I can't be bought. I want to bring
America back, to make it great and prosperous again, and to be sure we are respected by our allies and feared by our adversaries. It's time for action.
Americans are fed up with politics as usual. And they should be! In this book, I outline my vision to make America great again, including: how to fix our
failing economy; how to reform health care so it is more efficient, cost-effective, and doesn't alienate both doctors and patients; how to rebuild our military
and start winning wars--instead of watching our enemies take over--while keeping our promises to our great veterans; how to ensure that our education
system offers the resources that allow our students to compete internationally, so tomorrow's jobseekers have the tools they need to succeed; and how to
immediately bring jobs back to America by closing our doors to illegal immigrants, and pressuring businesses to produce their goods at home. This book is
my blueprint for how to Make America Great Again. It's not hard. We just need someone with the courage to say what needs to be said. We won't find that in
Washington, DC.

 Cybercrafters
Minecraft Secrets from YouTube's Greatest Builders
by TRIUMPH BOOKS

ISBN: 9781629372341
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Triumph Books
Pub. Date: 2016-05-01
Pages: 128
Price: $17.95

Millions of Mincrafters subscribe to YouTube channels to see their favorite players build amazing creations. Now, for the first time ever, this book brings
those stars up-close and personal. These superstars have gained huge followings both for their builds and their personalities. Minecrafters share their secrets,
tips, and tricks for making the most awesome creations in the game. 
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   Adult Nonfiction
 The Daniel Prayer

Prayer That Moves Heaven and Changes Nations
by Anne Graham Lotz

ISBN: 9780310262909
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Zondervan
Pub. Date: 2016-05-10
Pages: 288
Price: $28.50

Many people today find that their prayers don't "work." And like a broken cell phone, DVD player, or TV remote, they throw prayer out as unnecessary
"clutter" in their busy lives. Anne Graham Lotz has found that while prayer does work, sometimes the "pray-ers" don't. So she has turned to the prophet
Daniel for help.
The Daniel Prayer is born deep within your soul, erupts through your heart, and pours out on your lips, words created by and infused with the Spirit of God
quivering with spiritual electricity. It's really not an everyday type of prayer. It's a prayer birthed under pressure. Heartache. Grief. Desperation. It can be
triggered by a sudden revelation of hope. An answer to prayer, a promise freshly received, a miracle that lies just over the horizon...
Join Anne in a thrilling discovery of prayer that really works.
This book will help readers pray effectively for their nation, for their families, and for themselves. She will answer such questions as:
Does God only hear the prayers of good people?
How do I know the God to whom I pray will listen?
How do I know God cares about my prayer?
How do I know God will answer my prayer?
Why should I pray?
Does it matter where I am when I pray?
Are words in prayer all that matter, or does my atti ...

 The Daniel Prayer (Special Edition)
Prayer That Moves Heaven and Changes Nations
by Anne Graham Lotz

ISBN: 9780310345442
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Zondervan
Pub. Date: 2016-05-10
Pages: 288
Price: $21.99

Many people today find that their prayers don't "work." And like a broken cell phone, DVD player, or TV remote, they throw prayer out as unnecessary
"clutter" in their busy lives. Anne Graham Lotz has found that while prayer does work, sometimes the "pray-ers" don't. So she has turned to the prophet
Daniel for help.
The Daniel Prayer is born deep within your soul, erupts through your heart, and pours out on your lips, words created by and infused with the Spirit of God
quivering with spiritual electricity. It's really not an everyday type of prayer. It's a prayer birthed under pressure. Heartache. Grief. Desperation. It can be
triggered by a sudden revelation of hope. An answer to prayer, a promise freshly received, a miracle that lies just over the horizon...
Join Anne in a thrilling discovery of prayer that really works.
This book will help readers pray effectively for their nation, for their families, and for themselves. She will answer such questions as:
Does God only hear the prayers of good people?
How do I know the God to whom I pray will listen?
How do I know God cares about my prayer?
How do I know God will answer my prayer?
Why should I pray?
Does it matter where I am when I pray?
Are words in prayer all that matter, or does my atti ...
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   Adult Nonfiction
 Dark Territory

The Secret History of Cyber War
by Fred Kaplan

ISBN: 9781476763255
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Simon & Schuster
Pub. Date: 2016-03-01
Pages: 352
Price: $37.00

"A book that grips, informs, and alarms, finely researched and lucidly related." --John le CarrÃ© As cyber-attacks dominate front-page news, as hackers join
terrorists on the list of global threats, and as top generals warn of a coming cyber war, few books are more timely and enlightening than Dark Territory: The
Secret History of Cyber War, by Slate columnist and Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist Fred Kaplan.Kaplan probes the inner corridors of the National
Security Agency, the beyond-top-secret cyber units in the Pentagon, the "information warfare" squads of the military services, and the national security
debates in the White House, to tell this never-before-told story of the officers, policymakers, scientists, and spies who devised this new form of warfare and
who have been planning--and (more often than people know) fighting--these wars for decades. From the 1991 Gulf War to conflicts in Haiti, Serbia, Syria,
the former Soviet republics, Iraq, and Iran, where cyber warfare played a significant role, Dark Territory chronicles, in fascinating detail, a little-known past
that shines an unsettling light on our future.

 Delta Lady
A Memoir
by Rita Coolidge

ISBN: 9780062372048
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins
Pub. Date: 2016-04-05
Pages: 240
Price: $31.99

The two-time Grammy Award-winning singer and songwriter bares her heart and soul in this intimate memoir, a story of music, stardom, love, family,
heritage, and resilience.
She inspired songs--Leon Russell wrote "A Song for You" and "Delta Lady" for her, Stephen Stills wrote "Cherokee." She co-wrote songs--"Superstar" and
the piano coda to "Layla," uncredited. She sang backup for Eric Clapton, Joe Cocker, and Stills, before finding fame as a solo artist with such hits as "We're
All Alone" and "(Your Love Has Lifted Me) Higher and Higher." Following her story from Lafayette, Tennessee to becoming one of the most sought after
rock vocalists in LA in the 1970s, Delta Lady chronicles Rita Coolidge's fascinating journey throughout the '60s-'70s pop/rock universe.
A muse to some of the twentieth century's most influential rock musicians, she broke hearts, and broke up bands. Her relationship with drummer Jim Gordon
took a violent turn during the legendary 1970 Mad Dogs & Englishmen tour; David Crosby maintained that her triangle with Stills and Graham Nash was the
last straw for the group. Her volatile six-year marriage to Kris Kristofferson yielded two Grammys, a daughter, and one of the Baby Boom generation's epic
love stories. Throughout it all, her strength, resilience, and inner and outer beauty--along with her strong sense of heritage and devotion to her family--helped
her to not only survive, but thrive. Co-written with best-selling author Michael Walker, Delta Lady is a rich, deeply personal memoir that offers a front row
seat to an iconic era, and illuminates the life of an artist whose career has helped shape modern American culture.
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 Deskbound

Standing Up to a Sitting World
by Kelly Starrett

ISBN: 9781628600582
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Victory Belt Publishing
Pub. Date: 2016-04-26
Pages: 368
Price: $45.95

You'd better stand up for this bit of news.Sitting can wreak havoc on your health, and not just in the form of minor aches and pains. Recent studies show that
too much sitting contributes to a host of diseases--from obesity and diabetes to cancer and depression. The typical seated office worker suffers from more
musculoskeletal injuries than those workers who do daily manual labor. It turns out that sitting is as much an occupational risk as is lifting heavy weights on
the job. The facts are in: sitting literally shortens your life. Your chair is your enemy, and it is murdering your body.    In this groundbreaking new book, Dr.
Kelly Starrett--renowned physical therapist and author of the New York Times and Wall Street Journal bestseller Becoming a Supple Leopard--unveils a
detailed battle plan for surviving our chair-centric society. Deskbound provides creative solutions for reducing the amount of time you spend perched on
your backside, as well as strategies for transforming your desk into a dynamic, active workstation that can improve your life.     You will learn how to: Easily
identify and fix toxic body positions Eradicate back, neck, and shoulder pain Mitigate carpel tunnel syndrome forever Organize and stabilize your spine and
trunk Walk, hinge, squat, and carry with peak skill Perform daily body maintenance work using 14 mobility templates for resolving pain and increasing
range of motion Whether your goal is to maximize your performance in or out of the workplace, lose weight, or simply live pain-free, Deskbound will work
for you. It is a revolutionary cure for death-by-desk.  

 The Devil's Diary
Alfred Rosenberg and the Stolen Secrets of the Third Reich
by Robert K. Wittman

ISBN: 9780062319012
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins
Pub. Date: 2016-03-29
Pages: 528
Price: $35.99

A groundbreaking World War II narrative wrapped in a riveting detective story, The Devil's Diary investigates the disappearance of a private diary penned
by one of Adolf Hitler's top aides--Alfred Rosenberg, his "chief philosopher"--and mines its long-hidden pages to deliver a fresh, eye-opening account of the
Nazi rise to power and the genesis of the Holocaust
An influential figure in Adolf Hitler's early inner circle from the start, Alfred Rosenberg made his name spreading toxic ideas about the Jews throughout
Germany. By the dawn of the Third Reich, he had published a bestselling masterwork that was a touchstone of Nazi thinking.
His diary was discovered hidden in a Bavarian castle at war's end--five hundred pages providing a harrowing glimpse into the mind of a man whose ideas set
the stage for the Holocaust. Prosecutors examined it during the Nuremberg war crimes trial, but after Rosenberg was convicted, sentenced, and executed, it
mysteriously vanished.
New York Times bestselling author Robert K. Wittman, who as an FBI agent and then a private consultant specialized in recovering artifacts of historic
significance, first learned of the diary in 2001, when the chief archivist for the U.S. Holocaust Memorial Museum contacted him to say that someone was
trying to sell it for upwards of a million dollars. The phone call sparked a decade-long hunt that took them on a twisting path involving a pair of octogenarian
secretaries, an eccentric professor, and an opportunistic trash-picker. From the crusading Nuremberg prosecutor who smuggled the diary out of Germany to
the man who finally turned it over, everyone had reasons for hiding the truth.
Drawing on Rosenberg's entries about his role in the seizure of priceless artwork and the brutal occupation of the Soviet Union, his conversations with Hitler
and his endless rivalries with GÃ¶ring, Goebbels, and Himmler, The Devil's Diary offers vital historical insight of unprecedented scope and intimacy ...
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 The Devil's Diary LP (Large Print Edition)

Alfred Rosenberg and the Stolen Secrets of the Third Reich
by Robert K. Wittman

ISBN: 9780062416896
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins
Pub. Date: 2016-04-05
Pages: 800
Price: $35.99

A groundbreaking World War II narrative wrapped in a riveting detective story, The Devil's Diary investigates the disappearance of a private diary penned
by one of Adolf Hitler's top aides--Alfred Rosenberg, his "chief philosopher"--and mines its long-hidden pages to deliver a fresh, eye-opening account of the
Nazi rise to power and the genesis of the Holocaust
An influential figure in Adolf Hitler's early inner circle from the start, Alfred Rosenberg made his name spreading toxic ideas about the Jews throughout
Germany. By the dawn of the Third Reich, he had published a bestselling masterwork that was a touchstone of Nazi thinking.
His diary was discovered hidden in a Bavarian castle at war's end--five hundred pages providing a harrowing glimpse into the mind of a man whose ideas set
the stage for the Holocaust. Prosecutors examined it during the Nuremberg war crimes trial, but after Rosenberg was convicted, sentenced, and executed, it
mysteriously vanished.
New York Times bestselling author Robert K. Wittman, who as an FBI agent and then a private consultant specialized in recovering artifacts of historic
significance, first learned of the diary in 2001, when the chief archivist for the U.S. Holocaust Memorial Museum contacted him to say that someone was
trying to sell it for upwards of a million dollars. The phone call sparked a decade-long hunt that took them on a twisting path involving a pair of octogenarian
secretaries, an eccentric professor, and an opportunistic trash-picker. From the crusading Nuremberg prosecutor who smuggled the diary out of Germany to
the man who finally turned it over, everyone had reasons for hiding the truth.
Drawing on Rosenberg's entries about his role in the seizure of priceless artwork and the brutal occupation of the Soviet Union, his conversations with Hitler
and his endless rivalries with GÃ¶ring, Goebbels, and Himmler, The Devil's Diary offers vital historical insight of unprecedented scope and intimacy ...

 Dinner A.S.A.P.
150 Meals Made As Simple As Possible
by COOKING LIGHT

ISBN: 9780848746407
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Cooking Light
Publisher: Oxmoor House
Pub. Date: 2016-02-09
Pages: 288
Price: $25.95

A collection of delicious, no-fuss recipes that can be whipped up in minutes using shortcut ingredients.Perfect for today's busy home cooks, Cooking Light
Dinner A.S.A.P. proves that a healthy meal can be only 25 minutes away. Using pre-made foods, pre-chopped fruits and veggies from grocery stores' deli,
bakery, and meat counters as a starting point, these delicious recipes feature fresh, whole ingredients and focus on speed and simplicity. With 150 recipes
ranging from Expedited EntrÃ©es and Superfast Sides to Chop Chop Salads, 10-Minute Treats, and Easy Extras, the book offers tons of simple ideas for
weeknight meals. Easy-to-follow instructions are accompanied by graphic sidebars and beautiful food photography, creating a fun and vibrantly designed
package that will appeal to cooks of all levels. This complete guide also includes a chapter dedicated to simple cooking strategies, ingredient staples, a
seasonal produce guide, and more.
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 Disrupted

My Misadventure in the Start-Up Bubble
by Dan Lyons

ISBN: 9780316306089
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Hachette Books
Pub. Date: 2016-04-05
Pages: 272
Price: $34.00

"Wildly entertaining ... Lyons has injected a dose of sanity into a world gone mad." ---Ashlee Vance, New York Times-bestselling author of Elon Musk

For twenty-five years Dan Lyons was a magazine writer at the top of his profession--until one Friday morning when he received a phone call: Poof. His job
no longer existed. "I think they just want to hire younger people," his boss at Newsweek told him. Fifty years old and with a wife and two young kids, Dan
was, in a word, screwed. Then an idea hit. Dan had long reported on Silicon Valley and the tech explosion. Why not join it? HubSpot, a Boston start-up, was
flush with $100 million in venture capital. They offered Dan a pile of stock options for the vague role of "marketing fellow." What could go wrong? 

HubSpotters were true believers: They were making the world a better place ... by selling email spam. The office vibe was frat house meets cult compound:
The party began at four thirty on Friday and lasted well into the night; "shower pods" became hook-up dens; a push-up club met at noon in the lobby, while
nearby, in the "content factory," Nerf gun fights raged. Groups went on "walking meetings," and Dan's absentee boss sent cryptic emails about employees
who had "graduated" (read: been fired). In the middle of all this was Dan, exactly twice the age of the average HubSpot employee, and literally old enough to
be the father of most of his co-workers, sitting at his desk on his bouncy-ball "chair."

Mixed in with Lyons's uproarious tale of his rise and fall at Hubspot is a trenchant analysis of the start-up world, a de facto conspiracy between those who
start companies and those who fund them, a world where bad ideas are rewarded with hefty ...

 Doctor Who
365 Days of Memorable Moments and Impossible Things
by Justin Richards

ISBN: 9780062455659
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins
Pub. Date: 2016-03-08
Pages: 464
Price: $24.99

Do you remember the first time you saw the TARDIS?
For more than half a century, Doctor Who has entertained and enthralled fans with the time-traveling adventures of the Doctor. From the first glimpse of a
police telephone box in a Totter's Lane junkyard to the fall of the Time Lords' home planet, Gallifrey, Doctor Who has provided a near-inexhaustible list of
indelible memories.
Doctor Who: 365 Days of Memorable Moments and Impossible Things is a unique and captivating chronicle of those moments--flashes of drama or humor,
terror or joy, for each and every day of the year. Revisiting classic battles, thrilling escapes, iconic characters, game-changing plot twists and more, Justin
Richards creates a fascinating portrait of the world's longest running science fiction series, and an essential addition to any Doctor Who fan's collection.
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 Eat Better, Live Better, Feel Better

Alkalize Your Life...One Delicious Recipe at a Time
by Julie Cove

ISBN: 9780147529763
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Appetite by Random House
Pub. Date: 2016-03-01
Pages: 304
Price: $32.00

Clean up your diet and detoxify your body with the alkaline lifestyle. This beautifully packaged book, complete with more than 150 inspiration recipes and
an easy-to-follow four-step program, is focused on long-term health and well-being.
     Eat your way to better health! In Eat Better, Live Better, Feel Better, Julie Cove explains how having too many acid-forming foods in your body creates
an environment that can cause inflammation, resulting in everything from headaches to muscle pain to chronic illness. But, she argues, by adapting to an
alkaline-based lifestyle you can ward off ill health, aid digestion, eliminate acid reflux and increase your energy. In this beautiful book, Julie gives you
everything you need to quickly feel the benefits of the alkaline way of life.
     In Part I, Julie explains the basics of alkalizing, the science behind the food choices you make and what happens in your body when you eat certain foods.
Julie then introduces her easy-to-follow 4-step program. In the first step of the program, Inspire, you ease into the alkaline lifestyle; step 2, Desire,
encourages detoxification; step 3, Aspire, helps you dump years of toxins; and finally, step 4, Acquire, shows you how to maintain a balanced alkaline
lifestyle with food, exercise and a positive outlook.
     With the basics covered, Julie then gives you more than 150 nutritionally-balanced, inspirational recipes to get started. With easy-to-find ingredients and
simple preparations, these recipes offer a multitude of options for alkaline-balanced eating, including: nourishing smoothies, breakfasts, salads, soups, warm
dishes, savory bites and sweet treats. The recipes are easily adaptable and full of flavor, ready for you to mix and match to help you meet your alkaline goals.
     Julie's personal story of overcoming illness is behind the writing of this book. Now a holistic nutritionist and certified plant-based cook, she is the picture
of an energetic, healthy and balanced lifestyle, and she wants to give you the tools to get there, too. Eat Better, Live Better, Feel Better ...

 Eat Dirt
Why Leaky Gut May Be the Root Cause of Your Health Problems and 5 Surprising Steps to
Cure It
by Josh Axe

ISBN: 9780062433640
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins
Pub. Date: 2016-03-29
Pages: 352
Price: $34.99

Doctor of Natural Medicine and wellness authority Dr. Josh Axe delivers a groundbreaking, indispensable guide for understanding, diagnosing, and treating
one of the most discussed yet little-understood health conditions: leaky gut syndrome.
Do you have a leaky gut? For 80% of the population the answer is "yes"--and most people don't even realize it. Leaky gut syndrome is the root cause of a
litany of ailments, including: chronic inflammation, allergies, autoimmune diseases, hypothyroidism, adrenal fatigue, diabetes, and even arthritis.
To keep us in good health, our gut relies on maintaining a symbiotic relationship with trillions of microorganisms that live in our digestive tract. When our
digestive system is out of whack, serious health problems can manifest and our intestinal walls can develop microscopic holes, allowing undigested food
particles, bacteria, and toxins to seep into the bloodstream. This condition is known as leaky gut syndrome.
In Eat Dirt, Dr. Josh Axe explains that what we regard as modern "improvements" to our food supply--including refrigeration, sanitation, and modified
grains--have damaged our intestinal health. In fact, the same organisms in soil that allow plants and animals to flourish are the ones we need for gut health.
In Eat Dirt, Dr. Axe explains that it's essential to get a little "dirty" in our daily lives in order to support our gut bacteria and prevent leaky gut syndrome. Dr.
Axe offers simple ways to get these needed microbes, from incorporating local honey and bee pollen into your diet to forgoing hand sanitizers and even
ingesting a little probiotic-rich soil.
Because leaky gut manifests differently in every individual, Dr. Axe also identifies the five main "gut types" and offers customizable plans--including diet,
supplement, and lifestyle recommendations--to dramatically improve gut health in just thirty days. With a simple diet plan, recipes, and practical advice, Eat
Dirt will help readers restore gut health and eliminate leaky gut for good.
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 Eat Fat, Get Thin

Why the Fat We Eat Is the Key to Sustained Weight Loss and Vibrant Health
by Mark Hyman

ISBN: 9780316338837
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Little, Brown and Company
Pub. Date: 2016-02-23
Pages: 400
Price: $34.00

A revolutionary new diet program based on the latest science showing the importance of fat in weight loss and overall health, from # 1 bestselling author Dr.
Mark Hyman. 

Many of us have long been told that fat makes us fat, contributes to heart disease, and generally erodes our health. Now a growing body of research is
debunking our fat-phobia, revealing the immense health and weight-loss benefits of a high-fat diet rich in eggs, nuts, oils, avocados, and other delicious
super-foods. In his new book, bestselling author Dr. Mark Hyman introduces a new weight-loss and healthy living program based on the latest science and
explains how to EAT FAT, GET THIN, and achieve optimum wellness along the way. Offering practical tools, meal plans, recipes, and shopping lists, as
well as step-by-step, easy-to-follow advice, EAT FAT, GET THIN is the cutting edge way to lose weight, prevent disease, and feel your best.

 The Ripple Effect
by Greg Wells

ISBN: 9781443436939
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins
Pub. Date: 2016-12-20
Pages: 
Price: $21.99

In his new book, Dr. Greg Wells offers concrete strategies on how to get better and stay better--not just for a few weeks or a few months, but for life.
Optimal well-being is obtained through a commitment to the "holy trinity" of healthy living--eating better, moving better, sleeping better. Together these
lead to peak physical performance.
With tremendous insight into the physiology of the human body and the reasons mankind has evolved that way it has, Eat, Move, Sleep exposes exercise and
diet myths, inspiring you and leading you on a clear path to achieve a health and fitness transformation. With small--and very achievable--daily changes in
your life, you'll see the incredible effects of aggregate gains that professional athletes know.
You'll learn how:
Eating broccoli provides the body with more protein per calorie than eating steak;
Using one teaspoon less of sugar per day would help you lose four pounds of fat per year;
Walking for fifteen minutes per day decreases your risk of cancer by fifty per cent;
Playing games like tennis can prevent Alzheimer's disease;
Losing ninety minutes of sleep reduces daytime alertness by nearly a third;
Replacing an hour of television with an hour of sleep could help you lose over fourteen pounds in a year; and much more.
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 The Egyptians

A Radical Story
by Jack Shenker

ISBN: 9781846146329
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Penguin UK
Pub. Date: 2016-02-23
Pages: 256
Price: $31.99

From award-winning journalist Jack Shenker, The Egyptians is the essential book about Egypt and radical politics   In early 2011, Cairo's Tahrir Square
briefly commanded the attention of the world. Half a decade later, the international media has largely moved on from Egypt's explosive cycles of revolution
and counter-revolution - but the Arab World's most populous nation remains as volatile as ever, its turmoil intimately bound up with forms of authoritarian
power and grassroots resistance that stretch right across the globe.   In The Egyptians: A Radical Story, Jack Shenker uncovers the roots of the uprising that
succeeded in toppling Hosni Mubarak, one of the Middle East's most entrenched dictators, and explores a country now divided between two irreconcilable
political orders. Challenging conventional analyses that depict contemporary Egypt as a battle between Islamists and secular forces, The Egyptians
illuminates other, far more important fault lines: the far-flung communities waging war against transnational corporations, the men and women fighting to
subvert long-established gender norms, the workers dramatically seizing control of their own factories, and the cultural producers (novelists, graffiti artists
and illicit bedroom DJs) appropriating public space in defiance of their repressive and increasingly violent western-backed regime.   Situating the Egyptian
revolution in its proper context - not as an isolated event, but as an ongoing popular struggle against a certain model of state authority and economic
exclusion that is replicated in different forms around the world - The Egyptians explains why the events of the past five years have proved so threatening to
elites both inside Egypt and abroad. As Egypt's rulers seek to eliminate all forms of dissent, seeded within the rebellious politics of Egypt's young generation
are big ideas about democracy, sovereignty, social justice and resistance that could yet change the world.

 The Empress of Art
Catherine the Great and the Transformation of Russia
by Susan Jaques

ISBN: 9781605989723
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: WW Norton
Pub. Date: 2016-04-26
Pages: 384
Price: $37.95

An art-oriented biography of the mighty Catherine the Great, who rose from seemingly innocuous beginnings to become one of the most powerful people in
the world. A German princess who married a decadent and lazy Russian prince, Catherine mobilized support amongst the Russian nobles, playing off of her
husband's increasing corruption and abuse of power. She then staged a coup that ended with him being strangled with his own scarf in the halls of the palace,
and she being crowned the Empress of Russia.
 Intelligent and determined, Catherine modeled herself off of her grandfather in-law, Peter the Great, and sought to further modernize and westernize Russia.
She believed that the best way to do this was through a ravenous acquisition of art, which Catherine often used as a form of diplomacy with other powers
throughout Europe. She was a self-proclaimed "glutton for art" and she would be responsible for the creation of the Hermitage, one of the largest museums in
the world, second only to the Louvre. Catherine also spearheaded the further expansion of St. Petersburg, and the magnificent architectural wonder the city
became is largely her doing. There are few women in history more fascinating than Catherine the Great, and for the first time, Susan Jaques brings her to life
through the prism of art.
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 Enter Helen

The Invention of Helen Gurley Brown and the Rise of the Modern Single Woman
by Brooke Hauser

ISBN: 9780062342669
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins
Pub. Date: 2016-04-19
Pages: 480
Price: $31.99

This female Mad Men-like story chronicles the legendary Cosmopolitan magazine editor's rise to power as both a cultural icon and trailblazer who redefined
what it means to be an American woman.
In the mid-Sixties, Helen Gurley Brown, author of the groundbreaking Sex and the Single Girl, took over the ailing Cosmopolitan magazine and revamped it
into one of the most successful brands in the world. At a time when magazines taught housewives how to make the perfect casserole, Helen reimagined
Cosmo and womanhood itself, championing the independent, ambitious, man-loving single woman. Though she was married, to Hollywood producer David
Brown, no one embodied the idea of the Cosmo Girl more than the Ozarks-born Helen, who willed, worked, and--yes--occasionally slept her way to the top,
eventually becoming one of the most influential media players in the world.
Drawing on new interviews with Helen's friends and former colleagues as well as her personal letters, Enter Helen brings New York City vibrantly to life
during the Sexual Revolution and the Women's Movement and features a cast of characters including Hugh Hefner, Nora Ephron, and Gloria Steinem. It is
the cinematic story of an icon who bucked convention, defined her own destiny, and became a controversial model for modern feminism, laying the
groundwork for television shows like Sex and the City and Girls.
"Bad Feminist" or not, Helen Gurley Brown got people talking--about sex, work, reproductive choices, and having it all--forever changing the conversation.

 Epiphany
A Christian's Change of Heart & Mind over Same-Sex Marriage
by Michael Coren

ISBN: 9780771024115
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: McClelland & Stewart
Pub. Date: 2016-04-26
Pages: 240
Price: $29.95

From the posterboy of Catholic conservatism, a major change of heart and soul on one of the Church's most controversial and intractable stances.
"This past February, a conservative Roman Catholic blog, Contra|Diction, gave me perhaps my best headline ever: 'Michael Coren Complicit in Destruction
of Souls Who Practice Homosexuality, Pt 1' (I'm still waiting for part two). It was one of countless posts, tweets, and articles that have condemned me for
coming out in favour of same-sex marriage. I've also been fired from columns that I wrote for years, been banned from various Catholic TV and radio
stations, had speeches cancelled, and been accused of cheating on my wife. My children have been called gay, and I have been compared to a child molester
and a murderer. These are new experiences for me. Until last year, I was considered something of a champion of social conservatism in Canada and was well
known among politically active Christians. I hosted a nightly show on Crossroads Television for twelve years, was a syndicated Sun columnist, and wrote
briskly selling books with such titles as Why Catholics Are Right. Today, I am working away at a new book, Epiphany: Changing Heart and Mind on Same-
Sex Marriage. How and why did it go so terribly wrong?" --Michael Coren

What went "terribly wrong" is that Michael Coren had a profound spiritual and personal change of heart. Epiphany is about how and why that happened; the
reaction from both sides of the fence; and how the Christian doctrine, when studied closely and without bias, heartily supports Michael's findings. As a
middle-aged, very white, very straight, very Christian man, he was obliged, first reluctantly and then eagerly, to explore the complex dynamic between faith
and homosexuality and to work out a new narrative. The crux of that narrative: God is love. 
     Honest, brave, and rigorous in its scholarship, Epiphany is a groundbreaking book on one of society's most pressing issues.
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 Eruption

The Untold Story of Mount St Helens
by Steve Olson

ISBN: 9780393242799
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: WW Norton
Pub. Date: 2016-03-22
Pages: 288
Price: $35.95

For months in early 1980, scientists, journalists, sightseers, and nearby residents listened anxiously to rumblings in Mount St. Helens, part of the chain of
western volcanoes fueled by the 700-mile-long Cascadia fault. Still, no one was prepared when an immense eruption took the top off of the mountain and
laid waste to hundreds of square miles of verdant forests in southwestern Washington State. The eruption was one of the largest in human history, deposited
ash in eleven U.S. states and five Canadian provinces, and caused more than one billion dollars in damage. It killed fifty-seven people, some as far as
thirteen miles away from the volcano's summit. Shedding new light on the cataclysm, author Steve Olson interweaves the history and science behind this
event with page-turning accounts of what happened to those who lived and those who died.
 Powerful economic and historical forces influenced the fates of those around the volcano that sunny Sunday morning, including the construction of the
nation's railroads, the harvest of a continent's vast forests, and the protection of America's treasured public lands. The eruption of Mount St. Helens revealed
how the past is constantly present in the lives of us all. At the same time, it transformed volcanic science, the study of environmental resilience, and,
ultimately, our perceptions of what it will take to survive on an increasingly dangerous planet.
 Rich with vivid personal stories of lumber tycoons, loggers, volcanologists, and conservationists, Eruption delivers a spellbinding narrative built from the
testimonies of those closest to the disaster, and an epic tale of our fraught relationship with the natural world.
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 The Estrogen Window

The Breakthrough Guide to Being Healthy, Energized, and Hormonally Balanced - Through
Perimenopause, Menopause, and Beyond
by Mache Seibel

ISBN: 9781623366742
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Rodale Books
Pub. Date: 2016-04-12
Pages: 256
Price: $29.99

When administered at the right time, estrogen therapy can lead to substantial improvements in a woman's quality of life. Yet, for more than a decade, women
have been told about many worrisome side effects of hormone replacement therapy, including an increased risk of cancer, blood clots, and heart disease. In
The Estrogen Window, Dr. Mache Seibel shows that not taking estrogen at the right time following menopause actually increases the risk of suffering one of
those events. Falling estrogen levels also increase a woman's risk for heart disease and Alzheimer's, as well as osteoporosis.Dr. Seibel presents
groundbreaking research that proves how every woman has an estrogen window," an ideal time to begin estrogen replacement, which can minimize
menopausal symptoms such as hot flashes, night sweats, mood swings, fractured sleep, brain fog, irritability, and weight gain. Not only can women safely
take estrogen during this window, but also taking the hormone this way provides a wide range of health benefits that guarantee women increased protection
from the very conditions they have been led to fear most.  "The Estrogen Window offers an easy-to-read explanation that removes the confusion regarding
how to safely take estrogen. Once women realize they have an estrogen window, they can take back control of their lives." - Sara Gottfried, MD, author of
New York Times bestselling books The Hormone Reset Diet and The Hormone Cure"Dr. Seibel's meticulous review of the most recent scientific evidence
about menopausal hormones will help the reader think about the extra benefits that result from taking estrogen in the right way and at the right time. Clearly
presented, this book shows that estrogen therapy improves quality of life including workability, prevents disease, and can be life-saving." - Philip M. Sarrel,
MD, professor emeritus of obstetrics, gynecology, and reproductive sciences and professor emeritus of psychiatry, Yale University School of Medicine"I
couldn't put this book down! I have been longing for a doctor to write a book that will help women clearly understand the benefits of estrogen, when to use
it, and how. Most women are still basing their health c ...

 Fodor's Essential Europe
The Best of 25 Exceptional Countries
by FODORS

ISBN: 9781101879788
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Travel Guide
Publisher: Fodor's Travel Publications
Pub. Date: unknown
Pages: 1056
Price: $32.99

No Description
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 The Faith of Christopher Hitchens

The Restless Soul of the World's Most Notorious Atheist
by Larry Alex Taunton

ISBN: 9780718022174
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Thomas Nelson
Pub. Date: 2016-04-12
Pages: 224
Price: $31.00

"If everyone in the United States had the same qualities of loyalty and care and concern for others that Larry Taunton had, we'd be living in a much better
society than we do." ~ Christopher Hitchens
At the time of his death, Christopher Hitchens was the most notorious atheist in the world.  And yet, all was not as it seemed.  "Nobody is not a divided self,
of course," he once told an interviewer, "but I think it's rather strong in my case."   Hitchens was a man of many contradictions:   a Marxist in youth who
longed for acceptance among the social elites; a peacenik who revered the military; a champion of the Left who was nonetheless pro-life, pro-war-on-terror,
and after 9/11 something of a neocon; and while he railed against God on stage, he maintained meaningful--though largely hidden from public
view--friendships with evangelical Christians like Francis Collins, Douglas Wilson, and the author Larry Alex Taunton.  
In The Faith of Christopher Hitchens, Taunton offers a very personal perspective of one of our most interesting and most misunderstood public figures.
 Writing with genuine compassion and without compromise, Taunton traces Hitchens's spiritual and intellectual development from his decision as a teenager
to reject belief in God to his rise to prominence as one of the so-called "Four Horsemen" of the New Atheism.  While Hitchens was, in the minds of many
Christians, Public Enemy Number One, away from the lights and the cameras a warm friendship flourished between Hitchens and the author; a friendship
that culminated in not one, but two lengthy road trips where, after Hitchens's diagnosis of esophageal cancer, they studied the Bible together.  The Faith of
Christopher Hitchens gives us a candid glimpse into the inner life of this intriguing, sometimes maddening, and unexpectedly vulnerable man.
"This book should be read by every atheist and theist passionate about the truth."
--Michael Shermer, publisher, Skeptic magazine

 The Faith of Christopher Hitchens (Special Edition)
The Restless Soul of the World's Most Notorious Atheist
by Larry Alex Taunton

ISBN: 9780718081126
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Thomas Nelson
Pub. Date: 2016-04-12
Pages: 224
Price: $19.99

At the time of his death, Christopher Hitchens was the most notorious atheist in the world.  And yet, all was not as it seemed.  "Nobody is not a divided self,
of course," he once told an interviewer, "but I think it's rather strong in my case."   Hitchens was a man of many contradictions:   a Marxist in youth who
longed for acceptance among the social elites; a peacenik who revered the military; a champion of the Left who was nonetheless pro-life, pro-war-on-terror,
and after 9/11 something of a neocon; and while he railed against God on stage, he maintained meaningful--though largely hidden from public
view--friendships with evangelical Christians like Francis Collins, Douglas Wilson, and the author Larry Alex Taunton.  
In The Faith of Christopher Hitchens, Taunton offers a very personal perspective of one of our most interesting and most misunderstood public figures.
 Writing with genuine compassion and without compromise, Taunton traces Hitchens's spiritual and intellectual development from his decision as a teenager
to reject belief in God to his rise to prominence as one of the so-called "Four Horsemen" of the New Atheism.  While Hitchens was, in the minds of many
Christians, Public Enemy Number One, away from the lights and the cameras a warm friendship flourished between Hitchens and the author; a friendship
that culminated in not one, but two lengthy road trips where, after Hitchens's diagnosis of esophageal cancer, they studied the Bible together.  The Faith of
Christopher Hitchens gives us a candid glimpse into the inner life of this intriguing, sometimes maddening, and unexpectedly vulnerable man.
"If everyone in the United States had the same qualities of loyalty and care and concern for others that Larry Taunton had, we'd be living in a much better
society than we do." ~ Christopher Hitchens
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 Family Fun Night

by Cynthia Copeland

ISBN: 9781604330946
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Cider Mill Press
Pub. Date: 2009-10-06
Pages: 300
Price: $19.99

 More than ever before, family time faces stiff competition from other activities that appeal to kids:  video games, text messaging, and checking in on friends
through mySpace or Facebook.  Family Fun Night offers the antidote:  Tips and advice for establishing a weekly family time, as well as dozens of specific
ideas for spending quality time together.  This comprehensive book suggests ways to interest teens (let each one invite a friend or allow them to play their
music in the background on game night), to contend with a large age range (form teams or play games of chance rather than skill), and to manage
competitiveness among siblings (play cooperative games or ones where players change teams throughout).  From clever twists on timeless classics to brand
new games your family will love, this book offers something for every family, during every month of the year.  Interested in family-friendly card games? 
Suggestions for outdoor family games?  Or ideas for last-minute game nights or for game nights that cost less than $10?  It's all covered in this
comprehensive, reader-friendly guide, along with ideas for snacks and meals that complement each family night theme.  Whether family members use the
book to brainstorm ideas for their own unique night or follow each game night to the last detail, they will find that family playtime creates wonderful
memories that will last forever.

 The FibroManual
A Complete Fibromyalgia Treatment Guide for You and Your Doctor
by Ginevra Liptan

ISBN: 9781101967201
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Ballantine
Pub. Date: 2016-05-03
Pages: 384
Price: $24.00

The most up-to-date, comprehensive treatment guide to fibromyalgia, by a renowned physician who herself has the condition
  
 If you suffer from fibromyalgia and are struggling to get help from your doctor, you're far from alone. Ten million Americans experience the widespread
muscle pain, profound fatigue, and fuzzy brain ("fibrofog") that have long frustrated both patients and doctors. In this unique resource, Ginevra Liptan,
M.D., shares a cutting-edge new approach that goes far beyond mainstream medical knowledge to produce dramatic symptom improvement. 
  
 Dr. Liptan's program incorporates clinically proven therapies from both alternative and conventional medicine, along with the latest research on
experimental options like medical marijuana. Since many health care providers have limited fibromyalgia expertise, The FibroManual includes a thoroughly
sourced "health care provider guide" that enables readers to help their doctors help them.
  
 Alleviate fibromyalgia symptoms in four simple steps (Rest, Repair, Rebalance, and Reduce) and you will
  
 o restore deep, restful sleep
 o achiev ...
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 Game of Crowns

Elizabeth, Camilla, Kate, and the Throne
by Christopher Andersen

ISBN: 9781476743950
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Gallery Books
Pub. Date: 2016-04-19
Pages: 352
Price: $34.99

The #1 New York Times bestselling author of William and Kate and The Day Diana Died takes a compulsively readable look into the relationships and
rivalries of Queen Elizabeth, Camilla Parker Bowles, and Kate Middleton.One has been famous longer than anyone on the planet--a wily stateswoman and
an enduring symbol of a fading institution. One is the great-granddaughter of a king's mistress and a celebrated homewrecker who survived a firestorm of
scorn to marry her lover and replace her arch rival, a beloved twentieth-century figure. One is a beautiful commoner, the university-educated daughter of a
self-made entrepreneur, a fashion idol, and wife and mother to two future kings. Master biographer Christopher Andersen takes readers behind palace walls
to examine the surprising similarities and stark differences among three remarkable women--Queen Elizabeth; Camilla, Duchess of Cornwall; and Princess
Kate. Andersen reveals what transpires within the royal family away from the public's prying eyes; how the women actually feel about each other; how they
differ as lovers, wives, and mothers; and how they are reshaping the landscape of the monarchy in this addictive read that will shock even those who are
spellbound by the royal palace.

 Gardening for Birds, Butterflies, and Bees
Everything you need to Know to Create a wildlife Habitat in your Backyard
by BIRDS AND BLOOMS

ISBN: 9781621453031
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Readers Digest
Pub. Date: 2016-02-02
Pages: 256
Price: $19.99

Whether you're installing a new garden bed or trying to attract orioles for the first time, it helps to start with the right information. And here it is! In this
book, experts and readers from North America's #1 Bird and Garden Magazine, Birds & Blooms, give their tried-and-true advice.Attracting birds and
butterflies has never been simpler--plus you'll get the latest tips and advice for supporting the dwindling bee population, which experts say is essential for the
future of gardening. Inside this book, you'll find irresistible plants for birds, butterflies, and bees, creative garden designs for year-round beauty, and our top
plant lists to take the guesswork out of gardening.  No matter what the subject, everyone wants advice they can trust. This is certainly the case when it comes
to the backyard. Whether you're installing a new garden bed or trying to attract orioles for the first time, it helps to start with the right information. And here
it is! Birds, butterflies and bees rely on plants, trees and shrubs to survive and thrive. That's why doing your part for the environment by establishing critter-
friendly areas in your own backyard is so crucial. Chances are, your garden is already a welcoming space for all kinds of nature, but with a little extra
research and planning, you can take your gardening a couple steps further and transform your yard into a healthier and happier sanctuary for birds, butterflies
and bees.             This book, brought to you by the editors of Birds & Blooms magazine, can serve as your guide to attracting new visitors to your landscape.
Birds & Blooms has helped lead the trend we like to call "gardening with a purpose" for over 20 years. We've always recognized the importance of going
beyond just the beauty of a garden, and purposefully choosing flowers, trees and shrubs specifically for their environmental benefits.             Birds count on
healthy trees and plants as natural food sources and nesting sites. Butterflies need nectar-rich blooms for nourishment. Very specific host plants are key to
caterpillar survival. And as bee populations decline, flowers that provide nectar and pollen are more essential than ever. Each of these creatures requires
natural shelter as well, which trees and shrubs readily provide.             If you're ready to commit to sharin ...
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   Adult Nonfiction
 The Genius of Birds

by Jennifer Ackerman

ISBN: 9781594205217
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Penguin Press
Pub. Date: 2016-04-12
Pages: 352
Price: $37.00

Birds are astonishingly intelligent creatures. In fact, according to revolutionary new research, some birds rival primates and even humans in their remarkable
forms of intelligence.  Like humans, many birds have enormous brains relative to their size. Although small, bird brains are packed with neurons that allow
them to punch well above their weight.

 In The Genius of Birds, acclaimed author Jennifer Ackerman explores the newly discovered brilliance of birds and how it came about. As she travels around
the world to the most cutting-edge frontiers of research-- the distant laboratories of Barbados and New Caledonia, the great tit communities of the United
Kingdom and the bowerbird habitats of Australia, the ravaged mid-Atlantic coast after Hurricane Sandy and the warming mountains of central Virginia and
the western states--Ackerman not only tells the story of the recently uncovered genius of birds but also delves deeply into the latest findings about the bird
brain itself that are revolutionizing our view of what it means to be intelligent.

Consider, as Ackerman does, the Clark's nutcracker, a bird that can hide as many as 30,000 seeds over dozens of square miles and remember where it put
them several months later; the mockingbirds and thrashers, species that can store 200 to 2,000 different songs in a brain a thousand times smaller than ours;
the well-known pigeon, which knows where it's going, even thousands of miles from familiar territory; and the New Caledonian crow, an impressive bird
that makes its own tools.

 But beyond highlighting how birds use their unique genius in technical ways, Ackerman points out the impressive ...

 The Germ Files
The Surprising Ways Microbes Can Improve Your Health and Life (and How to Protect
Yourself from the Bad Ones)
by Jason Tetro

ISBN: 9780385685771
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Doubleday Canada
Pub. Date: 2016-02-02
Pages: 288
Price: $22.00

SOME GERMS ARE OUT TO GET US. . . . But we shouldn't let a delinquent, pathogenic minority taint our view of the other 99.9 per cent. 

The microbes living on and inside us outnumber the cells in our bodies three to one. Many provide services on which our well-being, our moods, our very
lives depend. They help to digest our food and operate the immune system. They trade information about potential mates when we kiss.  They alert the brain
to problems in different locations around the body. The balance of their populations in our gut is a crucial factor in our physical and mental health.  

The effect of germs on our lives is not, however, a one-way street. We can help their efforts by the way we lead our lives. 
 
The Germ Files is a one-stop source of the most up-to-date, life-changing information on our relationship with microbes, presented in concise and highly
readable items grouped by theme. Areas covered include health, hygiene, sex, childcare, nutrition and dieting.

The Germ Files will answer your questions about everything from preventing flu to selecting probiotics, while constantly surprising you with revelations
about the miraculous workings of the microscopic world.
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 Girls & Sex

Navigating the Complicated New Landscape
by Peggy Orenstein

ISBN: 9780062209726
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins
Pub. Date: 2016-03-29
Pages: 320
Price: $33.50

The author of the New York Times bestseller Cinderella Ate My Daughter offers a clear-eyed picture of the new sexual landscape girls face in the post-
princess stage--high school through college--and reveals how they are negotiating it.
A generation gap has emerged between parents and their girls. Even in this age of helicopter parenting, the mothers and fathers of tomorrow's women have
little idea what their daughters are up to sexually or how they feel about it. Drawing on in-depth interviews with over seventy young women and a wide
range of psychologists, academics, and experts, renowned journalist Peggy Orenstein goes where most others fear to tread, pulling back the curtain on the
hidden truths, hard lessons, and important possibilities of girls' sex lives in the modern world.
While the media has focused--often to sensational effect--on the rise of casual sex and the prevalence of rape on campus, in Girls and Sex Peggy Orenstein
brings much more to the table. She examines the ways in which porn and all its sexual myths have seeped into young people's lives; what it means to be the
"the perfect slut" and why many girls scorn virginity; the complicated terrain of hookup culture and the unfortunate realities surrounding assault. In
Orenstein's hands these issues are never reduced to simplistic "truths;" rather, her powerful reporting opens up a dialogue on a potent, often silent, subtext of
American life today--giving readers comprehensive and in-depth information with which to understand, and navigate, this complicated new world.

 A Good Death
Making the Most of Our Final Choices
by Sandra Martin

ISBN: 9781443435963
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins
Pub. Date: 2016-04-12
Pages: 256
Price: $27.99

We can't avoid death, but the prospect is a lot less terrifying since the Supreme Court of Canada legalized physician-assisted death.  Competent adults,
suffering grievously from intolerable medical conditions, will have the right to ask for a doctor's help in ending their lives. That much is clear.
The challenge now is to pass legislation that reflects this landmark decision and develop regulations that reconcile the Charter rights of both doctors and
patients.  If we get the balance right between compassion for the suffering and protection of the vulnerable, between individual choice and social
responsibility, we can set an example for the world.
A Good Death is timely, engaging and inspiring.  In taking on our ultimate human right, award-winning journalist Sandra Martin charts the history of the
right to die movement here and abroad through the personal stories of brave campaigners like Sue Rodriguez, Brittany Maynard and Gloria Taylor. Martin
weighs the evidence from permissive jurisdictions such as the Netherlands, Oregon, California, Switzerland and Quebec and portrays her own intellectual
and emotional journey through the tangled legal, medical, religious and political documentation concerning terminal sedation, slippery slopes, and the
sanctity of life.
Modern death has become a wrenching political dilemma, one that becomes more pressing as the population ages. A Good Death confronts our fears about
dying, our struggle for meaning, and our dread of being trapped by voracious medical technology in a nightmare world that has abandoned caring in pursuit
of curing, no matter the cost or the suffering to patients and their families.
A Good Death asks the tough question none of us can avoid: How do we want to die?  The answer will change your life-and your death.
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   Adult Nonfiction
 The Grand Tour

The Life and Music of George Jones
by Rich Kienzle

ISBN: 9780062309914
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins
Pub. Date: 2016-03-29
Pages: 288
Price: $34.99

In the vein of the classic Johnny Cash: The Life, this groundbreaking work explores the wild life and extraordinary musical career of "the definitive country
singer of the last half century" (New York Times), who influenced, among others, Bob Dylan, Buck Owens, Emmylou Harris, John Fogerty, George Strait,
Alan Jackson, and Garth Brooks.
In a masterful biography laden with new revelations, veteran country music journalist/historian Rich Kienzle offers a definitive, full-bodied portrait of
legendary country singer George Jones and the music that remains his legacy. Kienzle meticulously sifted through archival material, government records,
recollections by colleagues and admirers, interviewing many involved in Jones's life and career. The result: an evocative portrait of this enormously gifted,
tragically tormented icon called "the Keith Richards of country."
Kienzle chronicles Jones's impoverished East Texas childhood as the youngest son of a deeply religious mother and alcoholic, often-abusive father. He
examines his three troubled marriages including his union with superstar Tammy Wynette and looks unsparingly at Jones's demons. Alcohol and later
cocaine nearly killed him until fourth wife Nancy helped him learn to love himself. Kienzle also details Jones's remarkable musical journey from singing in
violent Texas honky tonks to Grand Ole Opry star, hitmaker and master vocalist whose raw, emotionally powerful delivery remains the Gold Standard for
country singers.
The George Jones of this heartfelt biography lived hard before finding contentment until he died at eighty-one--a story filled with whiskey, women and drugs
but always the saving grace of music.
Illustrated with eight pages of photos.

 The Grand Tour LP (Large Print Edition)
The Life and Music of George Jones
by Rich Kienzle

ISBN: 9780062370402
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins
Pub. Date: 2016-03-29
Pages: 400
Price: $34.99

In the vein of the classic Johnny Cash: The Life, this groundbreaking work explores the wild life and extraordinary musical career of "the definitive country
singer of the last half century" (New York Times), who influenced, among others, Bob Dylan, Buck Owens, Emmylou Harris, John Fogerty, George Strait,
Alan Jackson, and Garth Brooks.
In a masterful biography laden with new revelations, veteran country music journalist/historian Rich Kienzle offers a definitive, full-bodied portrait of
legendary country singer George Jones and the music that remains his legacy. Kienzle meticulously sifted through archival material, government records,
recollections by colleagues and admirers, interviewing many involved in Jones's life and career. The result: an evocative portrait of this enormously gifted,
tragically tormented icon called "the Keith Richards of country."
Kienzle chronicles Jones's impoverished East Texas childhood as the youngest son of a deeply religious mother and alcoholic, often-abusive father. He
examines his three troubled marriages including his union with superstar Tammy Wynette and looks unsparingly at Jones's demons. Alcohol and later
cocaine nearly killed him until fourth wife Nancy helped him learn to love himself. Kienzle also details Jones's remarkable musical journey from singing in
violent Texas honky tonks to Grand Ole Opry star, hitmaker and master vocalist whose raw, emotionally powerful delivery remains the Gold Standard for
country singers.
The George Jones of this heartfelt biography lived hard before finding contentment until he died at eighty-one--a story filled with whiskey, women and drugs
but always the saving grace of music.
Illustrated with eight pages of photos.
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 The Great Canadian Prairies Bucket List

One-of-a-Kind Travel Experiences
by Robin Esrock

ISBN: 9781459730496
Binding: Paperback 
Series: The Great Canadian Bucket List
Publisher: Dundurn
Pub. Date: 2016-02-06
Pages: 152
Price: $19.99

From Robin Esrock, author of The Great Canadian Bucket List, comes a look at the best that Canada's prairies have to offer.Having travelled to over one
hundred countries on six continents, international travel guru and bestselling author Robin Esrock turns his attention to the Canadian prairies. Robin spent
years personally discovering these one-of-a-kind destinations and activities you have to try in Manitoba and Saskatchewan:Float in "Canada's Dead Sea"
Track polar bears along Hudson Bay 
Horse-ride through herds of free-roaming bison 
Uncover ancient archaeological mysteries in Winnipeg 
Learn what it takes to join the Royal Canadian Mounted Police 
Witness the largest gathering of snakes in the world 
Party with the wildest sports fans in Canada 
Bask on a tropical beach -- on a prairie lake 
Bundled with an extensive up-to-date companion website, The Great Canadian Prairies Bucket List provides all the inspiration and information you'll need to
follow in his footsteps.

 The Great Departure
Mass Migration from Eastern Europe and the Making of the Free World
by Tara Zahra

ISBN: 9780393078015
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: WW Norton
Pub. Date: 2016-04-05
Pages: 356
Price: $37.95

Between 1846 and 1940, more than 50 million Europeans moved to the Americas, irrevocably changing both their new homes and the ones they left behind.
In this groundbreaking study, Tara Zahra explores the deeper story of this astonishing movement of people--one of the largest in human history. The great
exodus out of Eastern Europe hollowed out villages with dizzying speed. As villages emptied and the fear of depopulation ran rampant, anxiety over
"American fever" prevailed, leading to the scapegoating of Jewish emigration agents. Yet others saw vast opportunity: to seed colonies of migrants like the
Polish community in Argentina, to gain economic advantage from an inflow of foreign currency, or to reshape their communities in a new land. In the United
States, their migration fostered the notion of the "land of the free." Globally, the policies that gave shape to this migration provided the precedent for future
events such as the Holocaust, the closing of the Iron Curtain, and the tragedies of ethnic cleansing.
 A sweeping history of the most consequential social phenomenon of the twentieth century, The Great Departure gives poignant attention to the individuals
whose lives were transformed by these decades of mass departure, and a keen historical perspective on their continuing legacy.
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 The Great Northern Canada Bucket List

One-of-a-Kind Travel Experiences
by Robin Esrock

ISBN: 9781459730526
Binding: Paperback 
Series: The Great Canadian Bucket List
Publisher: Dundurn
Pub. Date: 2016-02-06
Pages: 144
Price: $19.99

Following a car accident in Vancouver, Robin Esrock set off on a worldwide expedition to tick off the many items on his personal bucket list. More than one
hundred countries later, he realized that missing among his extraordinary adventures was his adopted home: Canada. Welcome to Robin's acclaimed journey
to discover the bucket-list-worthy experiences that define a nation.Travelling across Canada's vast northern territories, Robin was delighted to find unique
adventures for both visitors and locals alike. Through his discovery of nature, culture, history, food, and a few quirky tidbits of Canadiana, Robin's personal
quest to tick off the exceptional destinations and activities of the North pack in enough adventure for a lifetime. Accompanied by recommendations, and with
bonus content available online, discover one-of-a-kind experiences in Yukon, Northwest Territories, and Nunavut.Categorized by territory, The Great
Northern Canada Bucket List will give you a first-hand perspective on:Camping in the High Arctic.
Crossing the Northwest Passage.
Watching wild beluga whales play at your feet.
Tasting muktuk and Arctic char.
Dogsledding with a Yukon Quest legend.
Flying with Buffalo Air.
Swallowing the Sourtoe Cocktail.
 ... and much more!

 Half-Earth
Our Planets Fight for Life
by Edward O. Wilson

ISBN: 9781631490828
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: WW Norton
Pub. Date: 2016-03-22
Pages: 256
Price: $33.95

In order to stave off the mass extinction of species, including our own, we must move swiftly to preserve the biodiversity of our planet, says Edward O.
Wilson in his most impassioned book to date. Half-Earth argues that the situation facing us is too large to be solved piecemeal and proposes a solution
commensurate with the magnitude of the problem: dedicate fully half the surface of the Earth to nature. If we are to undertake such an ambitious endeavor,
we first must understand just what the biosphere is, why it's essential to our survival, and the manifold threats now facing it. In doing so, Wilson describes
how our species, in only a mere blink of geological time, became the architects and rulers of this epoch and outlines the consequences of this that will affect
all of life, both ours and the natural world, far into the future.
  Half-Earth provides an enormously moving and naturalistic portrait of just what is being lost when we clip "twigs and eventually whole braches of life's
family tree." In elegiac prose, Wilson documents the many ongoing extinctions that are imminent, paying tribute to creatures great and small, not the least of
them the two Sumatran rhinos whom he encounters in captivity. Uniquely, Half-Earth considers not only the large animals and star species of plants but also
the millions of invertebrate animals and microorganisms that, despite being overlooked, form the foundations of Earth's ecosystems.
 In stinging language, he avers that the biosphere does not belong to us and addresses many fallacious notions such as the idea that ongoing extinctions can
be balanced out by the introduction of alien species into new ecosystems or that extinct species might be brought back through cloning. This includes a
critique of the "anthropocenists," a fashionable collection of revisionist environmentalists who believe that the human species alone can be saved through
engineering and technology.
 Despite the Earth's parlous condition, Wilson is no doomsayer, resigned to fata ...
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 The Hell's Kitchen Cookbook

Recipes from the Kitchen
by CHEFS OF HELL'S KITC

ISBN: 9781455535699
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Grand Central Publishing
Pub. Date: 2015-10-27
Pages: 272
Price: $36.00

The first official companion cookbook from the enormously popular Fox cooking competition show.

Hell's Kitchen  debuted in 2005 on Fox and is currently in in its 14th season. On the  show, one explosive, charismatic Head Chef oversees 16 chefs as they 
battle it out to win a job as Head Chef of top restaurant with a total  prize value of $250,000. In each episode the chefs are put to the test  in a skill's-based
challenge, and must follow it up by completing dinner  service at the exclusive Hell's Kitchen restaurant set in Los Angeles.  

Now, in their first ever cookbook, readers will learn how to recreate  over one hundred of the contestant's delectable, restaurant-worthy  dishes in their own
home and will be given access to the recipes, menus,  and behind-the-scenes secrets that they've been craving!

 Heroines of Mercy Street
The Real Nurses of the Civil War
by Pamela D. Toler

ISBN: 9780316392075
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Little, Brown and Company
Pub. Date: 2016-02-16
Pages: 304
Price: $32.50

A look at the lives of the real nurses depicted in the PBS show Mercy Street
HEROINES OF MERCY STREET tells the true stories of the nurses at Mansion House, the Alexandria, Virginia, mansion turned war-time hospital and
setting for the new PBS drama Mercy Street. Among the Union soldiers, doctors, wounded men from both sides, freed slaves, politicians, speculators, and
spies who passed through the hospital in the crossroads of the Civil War, were nurses who gave their time freely and willingly to save lives and aid the
wounded. 
These women saw casualties on a scale Americans had never seen before, and medicine was at a turning point. HEROINES OF MERCY STREET follows
the lives of women like Dorothea Dix, Mary Phinney, Anne Reading, and more before, during, and after their epic struggle in Alexandria and reveals their
personal contributions to this astounding period in the advancement of medicine.
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 The Hockey Stick Principles

The 4 Key Stages to Entrepreneurial Success
by Bobby Martin

ISBN: 9781250066374
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Flatiron Books
Pub. Date: 2016-05-24
Pages: 304
Price: $32.50

Many business books fuel unrealistic notions about what a good idea looks like, how fast a founder should attract investment, and how quickly growth will
take off. The problem with this mythology is that it can sometimes end with entrepreneurs abandoning their dreams too soon if they don't see immediate
results. In  The Hockey Stick Principles,  author Bobby Martin shifts his focus away from all the hype about rapid growth and the pursuit of funding and
instead takes a look at the real process behind getting a good idea off the ground. Using a hockey stick as a metaphor and highlighting four key phases,
Martin shows the healthy way a business should grow and uses entertaining stories and interviews with successful entrepreneurs like the founders of
LendingTree, Under Armour, and iContact, woven throughout the book to not only share a wealth of advice, but to chronicle the ins and outs of these
different phases: -The Tinkering Period: The tip of the stick, or the time when you first develop and hone your idea. -The Blade Years: The formative years
when growth can be flat and navigating the unpredictable process of creating a company can be rocky. -The Inflection Point: The crucial point in time right
before your business takes off when it's important for entrepreneurs to prepare and make decisions to properly manage rapid growth. -Surging Growth: Once
your company proves that they have potential, you need to optimize that growth and scale up in a sensible way. Innovation almost always involves a number
of challenges, misdirections, and uncertainty and can take several years of struggle. But  The Hockey Stick Principles  gives aspiring entrepreneurs and those
in the midst of the messy process a realistic, human, and inspiring understanding of what starting an innovative business is like, while teaching you what to
look out for along the way as you shepherd your business through to success.

 Sara Moulton's Home Cooking 101
How to Make Everything Taste Better
by Sara Moulton

ISBN: 9780848744410
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Oxmoor House
Pub. Date: 2016-03-08
Pages: 368
Price: $44.00

The ultimate everyday cookbook you'll turn to again and again.
 Like her mentor Julia Child, Sara Moulton believes that with the right guidance anyone can become a good cook. After all, great home cooking is in the
details. Having the proper tools, understanding temperature and cooking time, and knowing how to balance flavors are simple skills that elevate everyday
meals. In Sara Moulton's Home Cooking 101, Sara teaches readers how to a make good dish taste even better.
 This invaluable guide is packed with essential techniques, expert tips, and practical advice to sharpen your sense of taste and cultivate confidence in the
kitchen. With wit and wisdom, Sara guide readers through the fundamentals, then offers 150 hit recipes to illustrate, step-by-step, the time-tested methods
that make each so delicious. You'll learn to navigate your stove, season like a pro, and add umami to a dish while discovering new ideas for weeknight
dinners. A stellar cast of guest chefs - including Rick Bayless, Amanda Cohen, Hiroko Shimbo, Jacques Torres, Joanne Chang, and Marc Vetri - also
contribute favorite recipes and in-depth lessons on everything from successful stir-frying to choosing the right steaks.
 Approachable for beginners and inspiring for home cooks of all levels, this is a cookbook you'll want to keep handy on your kitchen shelf.
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 The Homemade Chef

Ordinary Ingredients for Extraordinary Food
by James Tahhan

ISBN: 9781101990414
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Celebra
Pub. Date: 2016-09-13
Pages: 304
Price: $38.95

The debut cookbook from the star co-host of Telemundo's Emmy winning morning show, Un Nuevo Dia, celebrity chef James Tahhan, who has become a
household name by offering expert culinary advice with his signature WOW factor.
  
 Trained at the prestigious Le Cordon Bleu, Chef James is known for his world-class Latin fusion cuisine at his award-winning restaurants, but his passion
extends far beyond his restaurants' kitchens. When it comes to learning about food, preparation and everyday cooking, this innovative chef is hard at work
finding simple and efficient ways to make the kitchen a creative yet comfortable space in the home. Drawing his roots as a young learner in the kitchen of his
foodie neighbor and eventually as a serious home chef, Chef James shows that anyone can cook dishes that are both delicious and impressive for all types of
casual and formal occasions. In his debut cookbook, Chef James focuses on simple, high quality ingredients from different parts of the world and blends it
with Latin recipes and flavors to create extraordinary Latin fusion dishes with his signature WOW factor that put him on the map. 
  
 In addition to the array of spectacular recipes, James invites readers to view behind-the-scenes of his life as a chef, sharing valuable tricks of the trade to
avoid common kitchen errors, be creative when you miss a step or two, pick the best ingredients at the farmer's and supermarket, and learn fool-proof
shortcuts for faster food preparation. Whether you already love to cook or are just starting out, Chef James's book will show that anyone can master cooking
and impress friends and family with simple and wholesome meals that are sophisticated, delicious, and extraordinary.

 How Can I Help?
A Week in My Life as a Psychiatrist
by David Goldbloom

ISBN: 9781476706788
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Touchstone
Pub. Date: 2016-02-23
Pages: 400
Price: $34.99

A humane behind-the-scenes account of a week in the life of a psychiatrist at one of Canada's leading mental health hospitals. How Can I Help? takes us to
the frontlines of modern psychiatric care.How Can I Help? portrays a week in the life of Dr. David Goldbloom as he treats patients, communicates with
families, and trains staff at CAMH, the largest psychiatric facility in Canada. This highly readable and touching behind-the-scenes account of his daily
encounters with a wide range of psychiatric concerns--from his own patients and their families to Emergency Department arrivals--puts a human face on an
often misunderstood area of medical expertise. From schizophrenia and borderline personality disorder to post-traumatic stress syndrome and autism, How
Can I Help? investigates a range of mental issues. What is it like to work as a psychiatrist now? What are the rewards and challenges? What is the impact of
the suffering--and the recovery--of people with mental illness on families and the clinicians who treat them? What does the future hold for psychiatric care?
How Can I Help? demystifies a profession that has undergone profound change over the past twenty-five years, a profession that is often misunderstood by
the public and the media, and even by doctors themselves. It offers a compassionate, realistic picture of a branch of medicine that is entering a new phase, as
increasingly we are able to decode the mysteries of the brain and offer new hope for sufferers of mental illness.
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   Adult Nonfiction
 How Not to Die

Discover the Foods Scientifically Proven to Prevent and Reverse Disease
by Michael Greger

ISBN: 9781427268105
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: Macmillan Audio
Pub. Date: 2015-12-15
Pages: 
Price: $57.50

From the physician behind the wildly popular website  NutritionFacts.org  ,  How Not to Die  reveals the groundbreaking scientific evidence behind the only
diet that can prevent and reverse many of the causes of disease-related death. The vast majority of premature deaths can be prevented through simple changes
in diet and lifestyle. In  How Not to Die  , Dr. Michael Greger, the internationally-renowned nutrition expert, physician, and founder of NutritionFacts.org,
examines the fifteen top causes of premature death in America-heart disease, various cancers, diabetes, Parkinson's, high blood pressure, and more-and
explains how nutritional and lifestyle interventions can sometimes trump prescription pills and other pharmaceutical and surgical approaches, freeing us to
live healthier lives. The simple truth is that most doctors are good at treating acute illnesses but bad at preventing chronic disease. The fifteen leading causes
of death claim the lives of 1.6 million Americans annually. This doesn't have to be the case. By following Dr. Greger's advice, all of it backed up by strong
scientific evidence, you will learn which foods to eat and which lifestyle changes to make to live longer. History of prostate cancer in your family? Put down
that glass of milk and add flaxseed to your diet whenever you can. Have high blood pressure? Hibiscus tea can work better than a leading hypertensive drug-
and without  the side effects. Fighting off liver disease? Drinking coffee can reduce liver inflammation. Battling breast cancer? Consuming soy is associated
with prolonged survival. Worried about heart disease (the number 1 killer in the United States)? Switch to a whole-food, plant-based diet, which has been
repeatedly shown not just to prevent the disease but often stop it in its tracks. In addition to showing what to eat to help treat the top fifteen causes of death, 
How Not to Die   includes Dr. Greger's Daily Dozen -a checklist of the twelve foods we should consume every day. Full of practical, actionable advice and
surprising, cutting edge nutritional science, these doctor's orders are just what we need to live longer, healthier lives.

 How Not to Die
Discover the Foods Scientifically Proven to Prevent and Reverse Disease
by Michael Greger

ISBN: 9781250066114
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Flatiron Books
Pub. Date: 2015-12-08
Pages: 576
Price: $32.50

From the physician behind the wildly popular website  NutritionFacts.org  , How Not to Die reveals the groundbreaking scientific evidence behind the only
diet that can prevent and reverse many of the causes of disease-related death. The vast majority of premature deaths can be prevented through simple changes
in diet and lifestyle. In How Not to Die , Dr. Michael Greger, the internationally-renowned nutrition expert, physician, and founder of NutritionFacts.org,
examines the fifteen top causes of premature death in America-heart disease, various cancers, diabetes, Parkinson's, high blood pressure, and more-and
explains how nutritional and lifestyle interventions can sometimes trump prescription pills and other pharmaceutical and surgical approaches, freeing us to
live healthier lives.The simple truth is that most doctors are good at treating acute illnesses but bad at preventing chronic disease. The fifteen leading causes
of death claim the lives of 1.6 million Americans annually. This doesn't have to be the case. By following Dr. Greger's advice, all of it backed up by strong
scientific evidence, you will learn which foods to eat and which lifestyle changes to make to live longer.History of prostate cancer in your family? Put down
that glass of milk and add flaxseed to your diet whenever you can. Have high blood pressure? Hibiscus tea can work better than a leading hypertensive drug-
and without  the side effects. Fighting off liver disease? Drinking coffee can reduce liver inflammation. Battling breast cancer? Consuming soy is associated
with prolonged survival. Worried about heart disease (the number 1 killer in the United States)? Switch to a whole-food, plant-baseddiet, which has been
repeatedly shown not just to prevent the disease but often stop it in its tracks.In addition to showing what to eat to help treat the top fifteen causes of death,
How Not to Die  includes Dr. Greger's Daily Dozen -a checklist of the twelve foods we should consume every day.Full of practical, actionable advice and
surprising, cutting edge nutritional science, these doctor's orders are just what we need to live longer, healthier lives.
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 The Humane Economy

How Innovators and Enlightened Consumers Are Transforming the Lives of Animals
by Wayne Pacelle

ISBN: 9780062389640
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins
Pub. Date: 2016-04-19
Pages: 368
Price: $33.50

A major new exploration of the economics of animal exploitation and a practical roadmap for how we can use the marketplace to promote the welfare of all
living creatures, from the renowned animal-rights advocate Wayne Pacelle, President/CEO of the Humane Society of the United States and New York Times
bestselling author of The Bond.
In the mid-nineteenth century, New Bedford, Massachusetts was the whaling capital of the world. A half-gallon of sperm oil cost approximately $1,400 in
today's dollars, and whale populations were hunted to near extinction for profit. But with the advent of fossil fuels, the whaling industry collapsed, and today,
the area around New Bedford is instead known as one of the best places in the world for whale watching.
This transformation is emblematic of a new sort of economic revolution, one that has the power to transform the future of animal welfare. In The Humane
Economy, Wayne Pacelle, President/CEO of the Humane Society of the United States, explores how our everyday economic decisions impact the survival
and wellbeing of animals, and how we can make choices that better support them. Though most of us have never harpooned a sea creature, clubbed a seal, or
killed an animal for profit, we are all part of an interconnected web that has a tremendous impact on animal welfare, and the decisions we make--whether
supporting local, not industrial, farming; adopting a rescue dog or a shelter animal instead of one from a "puppy mill"; avoiding products that compromise
the habitat of wild species; or even seeing Cirque du Soleil instead of Ringling Brothers--do matter. The Humane Economy shows us how what we do
everyday as consumers can benefit animals, the environment, and human society, and why these decisions can make economic sense as well.

 Hustling Hitler
The Jewish Vaudevillian Who Fooled the Fuhrer
by Walter Shapiro

ISBN: 9780399161476
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Blue Rider Press
Pub. Date: 2016-06-14
Pages: 432
Price: $35.95

From acclaimed journalist Walter Shapiro, the true life story of how his great-uncle--a Jewish vaudeville impresario and exuberant con man--managed to
cheat Hitler's agents in the run-up to WWII.

 Vaudeville manager, boxing promoter, stock swindler, card shark and self-proclaimed "Jade King of China," Freeman Bernstein was a master of exuberant
excess and no stranger to the hard-hand of the law. But the charges he was arrested for on the evening of February 18, 1937, outside of a Hollywood starlet's
home, were more serious than those he had ever encountered before. The most powerful and feared man in the world--Adolf Hitler--claimed that Bernstein
had committed fraud against the German government. While living in Shanghai in 1936, Bernstein had been asked to procure a large quantity of nickel for
the Germans. Nickel was essential to make stainless steel for armaments, and impossible at that time for Germany to openly buy on the international
markets. When the shipments arrived from Canada, bearing Bernstein's stamp of approval, the Germans found only huge, useless quantities of scrap metal
and tin: a huge blow to their economy and war preparations. 

 All his life, journalist Walter Shapiro assumed that the outlandish stories about his great uncle Freeman were exaggerated pieces of family lore; a
cockamamie Jewish revenge fantasy dreamt up to entertain the kids and venerate their larger-than-life relative. But in recent years, Shapiro decided to search
for the truth, and in this fascinating exploration of Bernstein's life, he investigates the incredible possibility that a New York Jew--born to in 1874 to Polish
immigrants--may have been responsible for a critical shortage of Nazi resources in the  ...
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 I Had a Nice Time And Other Lies...

How to find love & sh*t like that
by THE BETCHES

ISBN: 9781501120947
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Gallery Books
Pub. Date: 2016-04-19
Pages: 320
Price: $32.99

The New York Times bestselling authors of Nice Is Just a Place in France and creators of the online humor and advice phenomenon Betches.com and
Instagram account @Betches explain the brutal truths of how to date like a true betch, with insights from the Head Pro.In the age of Tinder, Hinge, or any
other dating app that matches you with randos, the dating game has grown complex and confusing. Cue the Betches--first, we helped you win at basically
everything, and now we're going to help you win the most important battle a betch can face.  Maybe you're a Delusional Dater who needs to get in touch with
reality (seriously, he's just NOT that f***ing into you) or perhaps you're a TGF who needs to stop being so desperate and start playing the game. Or maybe
you're just tired of swiping left and ready for the pro of your dreams to put a 15-karat diamond ring on it so you can stop pretending to do work. Either way,
we've got you covered. With insight from the Betches' own Head Pro, this book is a must-have bible for any betch looking for love.  So put away the Ben &
Jerry's fro-yo (just because it's low fat doesn't mean it's okay to eat the whole tub) and start dating like a winner.

 I Said Yes
My Story of Heartbreak, Redemption, and True Love
by Emily M. Johnson

ISBN: 9780718038403
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Thomas Nelson
Pub. Date: 2016-03-01
Pages: 240
Price: $31.00

When her high-profile search for romance led Emily Maynard to dead end after dead end, real love finally found her.
Millions know Emily Maynard Johnson from her unprecedented double appearances on The Bachelor and The Bachelorette. Millions also know that neither
of the relationships from those shows lasted much longer than a commercial break.
Overcome with embarrassment following her nationally televised failures at romance, Emily finally committed her heart to the only one she knew would
never leave her empty and alone. Abandoning her desire to be chosen by men and finding peace in the fact that she was already chosen by God, Emily found
the joy she had been looking for in serving God.
In I Said Yes, Emily tells the story of her life before and after reality TV fame, describing the profound new reality she discovered when she forsook fame in
favor of the Lord. At the end of a long, fruitless search for a man, this courageous young woman found the truest love of all waiting right in front of her. To
that love, Emily said yes.
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 I Want My Epidural Back

Adventures in Mediocre Parenting
by Karen Alpert

ISBN: 9780062427083
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins
Pub. Date: 2016-04-05
Pages: 320
Price: $21.00

Now that I'm a mom, I know the most painful part isn't getting something giant through your hooha. It's having a real live child.
If you are the kind of mom who shapes your kiddo's organic quinoa into reproductions of the Mona Lisa, do not read this book. If you stayed up
past midnight to create posters for your PTO presidential campaign, do not read this book. If you look down your nose at parents who have Domino's pizza
on speed dial, do not read this book.
But if you are the kind of parent who accidentally goes ballistic on your rugrats every morning because they won't put their shoes on and then you feel super
guilty about it all day so you take them to McDonald's for a special treat but really it's because you opened up your freezer and panicked because you forgot
to buy more frozen pizzas, then absolutely read this book.
I Want My Epidural Back is a celebration of mediocre parents and how awesome they are and how their kids love them just as much as children with perfect
parents. Karen Alpert's honest but hilarious observations, stories, quips and pictures will have you nodding your head and peeing in your pants. Or on the
toilet if you're smart and read it there.

 The Idea of Canada
Letters to a Nation
by David Johnston

ISBN: 9780771050770
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: McClelland & Stewart
Pub. Date: 2016-04-19
Pages: 320
Price: $30.00

From our present Governor General, a series of 50 (of several thousand) carefully chosen letters he has written to people he has admired and befriended over
his seventy-plus years, that sets out Mr. Johnston's frank, informed, and novel thoughts about Canada.

Touching on a wide range of topics ranging from learning, the law, kindness and courage, to the monarchy, Aboriginal education, justice, bilingualism,
mental health and hockey, David Johnston has always used the letter writing form to tackle the passions, challenges, and goals of his incredibly
accomplished and varied life. From his earliest years at Harvard, he has written several letters each day, starting with those to his large family, and
broadening out to an ever-widening circle of friends that includes ministers and monarchs, educators and entrepreneurs, and many extraordinary Canadians
who have deepened his perspective and touched his heart. The letters included in this beautiful volume are all about Canada -- a project to help him
understand and share his views on this great country, past, present and future. 
     Presented in three parts -- What Shapes Me, What Consumes Me, and What Comforts Me -- His Excellency reaches out to everyone from his
grandchildren, Kevin Vickers, Clara Hughes, Chris Hadfield, the Aga Khan, Tina Fontaine, Mike Lazaridis, the teachers of our country, a grade five class in
Winnipeg, an unknown Inuit boy he met at Rideau Hall, and many others. The perfect gift for graduates, this unique and lovely book should find its home in
every Canadian's library.
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 If at Birth You Don't Succeed

My Adventures with Disaster and Destiny
by Zach Anner

ISBN: 9781427268037
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: Macmillan Audio
Pub. Date: 2016-03-08
Pages: 
Price: $45.99

Zach Anner is way more than an inspirational figure for anyone who has ever felt impossibly different: he's also a great f**king writer. Wise and funny, with
unfailing insight into the booby trap known as the human mind, you will hang on every word as you watch him turn his considerable intellectual gifts into a
life worth envying. I like that this book has no genre, and neither does this special man." - Lena Dunham     Comedian Zach Anner opens his frank and
devilishly funny book,  If at Birth You Don't Succeed  , with an admission: he botched his own birth. Two months early, underweight and under-prepared for
life, he entered the world with cerebral palsy and an uncertain future. So how did this hairless mole-rat of a boy blossom into a viral internet sensation who's
hosted two travel shows, impressed Oprah, driven the Mars Rover, and inspired a John Mayer song? (It wasn't "Your Body is a Wonderland.")Zach lives by
the mantra: when life gives you wheelchair, make lemonade. Whether recounting a valiant childhood attempt to woo Cindy Crawford, encounters with
zealous faith healers, or the time he crapped his pants mere feet from Dr. Phil, Zach shares his fumbles with unflinching honesty and characteristic charm.
By his thirtieth birthday, Zach had grown into an adult with a career in entertainment, millions of fans, a loving family, and friends who would literally carry
him up mountains.          If at Birth You Don't Succeed  is a hilariously irreverent and heartfelt memoir about finding your passion and your path even when
it's paved with epic misadventure. This is the unlikely but not unlucky story of a man who couldn't safely open a bag of Skittles, but still became a fitness
guru with fans around the world. You'll laugh, you'll cry, you'll fall in love with the Olive Garden all over again, and learn why cerebral palsy is, definitively,
"the sexiest of the palsies." Praise for Zach Anner     "Zach makes you want to be a better person, with his humor and his heart and everything he's had to
deal with from the time he was born. I've never met anyone like him, and I've met a lot of people."  -  Oprah Winfrey   "Zach Anner is a truly inspiring and
hysterical human being with a warped sense of humor (and body). He's also an exceptional writer and his memoir is an absolute joy."  - Rainn  ...
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 If at Birth You Don't Succeed

My Adventures with Disaster and Destiny
by Zach Anner

ISBN: 9781627793643
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Henry Holt and Co.
Pub. Date: 2016-03-08
Pages: 352
Price: $31.50

Zach Anner is way more than an inspirational figure for anyone who has  ever felt impossibly different: he's also a great f**king writer. Wise  and funny,
with unfailing insight into the booby trap known as the human  mind, you will hang on every word as you watch him turn his  considerable intellectual gifts
into a life worth envying. I like that  this book has no genre, and neither does this special man." - Lena Dunham     Comedian Zach Anner opens his frank and
devilishly funny book,  If at Birth You Don't Succeed  , with an admission: he botched his own birth. Two months early, underweight and under-prepared for
life, he entered the world with cerebral palsy and an uncertain future. So how did this hairless mole-rat of a boy blossom into a viral internet sensation who's
hosted two travel shows, impressed Oprah, driven the Mars Rover, and inspired a John Mayer song? (It wasn't "Your Body is a Wonderland.") Zach lives by
the mantra: when life gives you wheelchair, make lemonade. Whether recounting a valiant childhood attempt to woo Cindy Crawford, encounters with
zealous faith healers, or the time he crapped his pants mere feet from Dr. Phil, Zach shares his fumbles with unflinching honesty and characteristic charm.
By his thirtieth birthday, Zach had grown into an adult with a career in entertainment, millions of fans, a loving family, and friends who would literally carry
him up mountains.           If at Birth You Don't Succeed  is a hilariously irreverent and heartfelt memoir about finding your passion and your path even when
it's paved with epic misadventure. This is the unlikely but not unlucky story of a man who couldn't safely open a bag of Skittles, but still became a fitness
guru with fans around the world. You'll laugh, you'll cry, you'll fall in love with the Olive Garden all over again, and learn why cerebral palsy is, definitively,
"the sexiest of the palsies." Praise for Zach Anner     "Cerebral palsy couldn't stop Anner from becoming a celeb, traveling the world, and Friending Oprah
(for starters)."  -   Cosmopolitan               "Zach  makes you want to be a better person, with his humor and his heart and  everything he's had to deal with
from the time he was born. I've never  met anyone like him, and I've met a lot of people."  -  Oprah Winfrey   "Zach Anner is a truly inspiring and hy ...

 Independence or Union
Scotland's Past and Scotland's Present
by T.m. Devine

ISBN: 9780241215876
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Penguin UK
Pub. Date: 2016-05-24
Pages: 336
Price: $42.95

There can be no relationship in Europe's history more creative, significant, vexed and uneasy than that between Scotland and England. From the Middle
Ages onwards the island of Britain has been shaped by the unique dynamic between Edinburgh and London, exchanging inhabitants, monarchs, money and
ideas, sometimes in a spirit of friendship and at others in a spirit of murderous dislike.  Tom Devine's seminal new book explores this extraordinary history in
all its ambiguity, from the seventeenth century to the present. When not undermining each other with invading armies, both Scotland and England have
broadly benefitted from each other's presence - indeed for long periods of time nobody questioned the union which joined them. But as Devine makes clear,
it has for the most part been a relationship based on consent, not force, on mutual advantage, rather than antagonism - and it has always held the possibility
of a political parting of the ways.  With the United Kingdom under a level of scrutiny unmatched since the eighteenth century Independence or Union is the
essential guide.
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 The Indian Family Kitchen

Classic Dishes for a New Generation
by Anjali Pathak

ISBN: 9780147529978
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Appetite by Random House
Pub. Date: 2016-02-16
Pages: 224
Price: $29.95

A fresh and friendly introduction to South Asian cuisine, The Indian Family Kitchen reflects how we cook today with seasonal and vegetable-forward
recipes. This striking cookbook shows how to coax flavor out of your favorite foods by adding Indian spices: rub butternut squash with garam masala before
roasting with salty feta and sun-dried tomatoes; marinate chicken wings in a punchy tandoori sauce; and brighten up a quinoa salad with ginger and cumin. 

You'll also find classics refined over the years by the granddaughter of the family that brough Patak's sauces and chutneys to households around the world.
Throughout, The Indian Family Kitchen demystifies traditional cooking methods with kitchen shortcuts and the spices you should always have on hand--for
delicious family meals that'll be loved by generation upon generation.

 The Industries of the Future
by Alec Ross

ISBN: 9781476753652
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Simon & Schuster
Pub. Date: 2016-02-02
Pages: 320
Price: $37.00

Leading innovation expert Alec Ross explains what's next for the world: the advances and stumbling blocks that will emerge in the next ten years, and how
we can navigate them.While Alec Ross was working as Senior Advisor for Innovation to the Secretary of State, he traveled to forty-one countries, exploring
the latest advances coming out of every continent. From startup hubs in Kenya to R&D labs in South Korea, Ross has seen what the future holds. In The
Industries of the Future, Ross shows us what changes are coming in the next ten years, highlighting the best opportunities for progress and explaining why
countries thrive or sputter. He examines the specific fields that will most shape our economic future, including robotics, cybersecurity, the commercialization
of genomics, the next step for big data, and the coming impact of digital technology on money and markets. In each of these realms, Ross addresses the
toughest questions: How will we adapt to the changing nature of work? Is the prospect of cyberwar sparking the next arms race? How can the world's rising
nations hope to match Silicon Valley in creating their own innovation hotspots? And what can today's parents do to prepare their children for tomorrow?
Ross blends storytelling and economic analysis to give a vivid and informed perspective on how sweeping global trends are affecting the ways we live.
Incorporating the insights of leaders ranging from tech moguls to defense experts, The Industries of the Future takes the intimidating, complex topics that
many of us know to be important and boils them down into clear, plainspoken language. This is an essential book for understanding how the world
works--now and tomorrow--and a must-read for businesspeople in every sector, from every country.

 Unti Lunden Health Book
by Joan Lunden

ISBN: 9780062404107
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HARPERCOLLINS
Pub. Date: 2018-04-15
Pages: 272
Price: $34.99

No Description
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 It's Never Too Late to Begin Again

Discovering Creativity and Meaning at Midlife and Beyond
by Julia Cameron

ISBN: 9780399174216
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Perigee
Pub. Date: 2016-04-19
Pages: 304
Price: $21.95

"The book you hold in your hands is the distillate of a quarter century's teaching. It is my attempt to answer, 'What next?' for students who are embarking on
their 'second act.'"
 --Julia Cameron
  
 Julia Cameron has inspired millions with her bestseller on creativity, The Artist's Way. In It's Never Too Late To Begin Again, she turns her eye to a
segment of the population that, ironically, while they have more time to be creative, are often reluctant or intimidated by the creative process. Cameron
shows readers that retirement can, in fact, be the most rich, fulfilling, and creative time of their lives. 

 When someone retires, the newfound freedom can be quite exciting, but also daunting. The life that someone had has changed, and the life to come is yet to
be defined. In this book, Cameron shows readers how cultivating their creative selves can help them navigate this new terrain. She tells the inspiring stories
of retirees who discovered new artistic pursuits and passions that more than filled their days--they nurtured their souls.  
 A twelve-week course aimed at defining--and creating--the life you want to have as you redefine--and re-create--yourself, this book includes simple tools
that will guide and inspire you to make the most of this time in y ...

 Jesus Before the Gospels
How the Earliest Christians Remembered, Changed, and Invented Their Stories of the
Savior
by Bart D. Ehrman

ISBN: 9780062285201
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins
Pub. Date: 2016-03-01
Pages: 336
Price: $34.99

The bestselling author of Misquoting Jesus, one of the most renowned and controversial Bible scholars in the world today examines oral tradition and its role
in shaping the stories about Jesus we encounter in the New Testament--and ultimately in our understanding of Christianity.
Throughout much of human history, our most important stories were passed down orally--including the stories about Jesus before they became written down
in the Gospels. In this fascinating and deeply researched work, leading Bible scholar Bart D. Erhman investigates the role oral history has played in the New
Testament--how the telling of these stories not only spread Jesus' message but helped shape it.
A master explainer of Christian history, texts, and traditions, Ehrman draws on a range of disciplines, including psychology and anthropology, to examine
the role of memory in the creation of the Gospels. Explaining how oral tradition evolves based on the latest scientific research, he demonstrates how the act
of telling and retelling impacts the story, the storyteller, and the listener--crucial insights that challenge our typical historical understanding of the silent
period between when Jesus lived and died and when his stories began to be written down.
As he did in his previous books on religious scholarship, debates on New Testament authorship, and the existence of Jesus of Nazareth, Ehrman combines
his deep knowledge and meticulous scholarship in a compelling and eye-opening narrative that will change the way we read and think about these sacred
texts.
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 Jungle of Stone

The True Story of Two Men, Their Extraordinary Journey, and the Discovery of the Lost
Civilization of the Maya
by William Carlsen

ISBN: 9780062407399
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins
Pub. Date: 2016-04-26
Pages: 544
Price: $35.99

"Thrilling. ...A captivating history of two men who dramatically changed their contemporaries' view of the past." -- Kirkus (starred review)
In 1839 rumors of extraordinary yet baffling stone ruins buried within the unmapped jungles of Central America reached two of the world's most intrepid
travelers. Seized by the reports, American diplomat John Lloyd Stephens and British artist Frederick Catherwood--each already celebrated for their
adventures in Egypt, the Holy Land, Greece, and Rome--sailed together out of New York Harbor on an expedition into the forbidding rainforests of present-
day Honduras, Guatemala, and Mexico. What they found would re-write the West's understanding of human history.
In the tradition of Lost City of Z and In the Kingdom of Ice, former San Francisco Chronicle journalist and Pulitzer Prize finalist William Carlsen reveals the
unforgettable true story of the discovery of the ancient Maya. Enduring disease, war, and the torments of nature and terrain, Stephens and Catherwood
meticulously uncovered and documented the remains of an astonishing civilization that had flourished in the Americas at the same time as classic Greece and
Rome--and had been its rival in art, architecture, and power. Their remarkable book about the experience, written by Stephens and illustrated by Catherwood,
became a sensation, hailed by Edgar Allen Poe as "perhaps the most interesting book of travel ever published" and recognized today as the birth of American
archeology. Most importantly, Stephens and Catherwood were the first to grasp the significance of the Maya remains, recognizing that their antiquity and
sophistication overturned the West's assumptions about the development of civilization.
By the time of the flowering of classical Greece (400 B.C.), the Maya were already constructing pyramids and temples around central plazas. Within a few
hundred years the structures took on a monumental scale that required millions of man-hours of labor, technical and organizational expertise.  Over the next
millennium dozens of city-states evolved, each governed by powerful lords, some with population ...

 The Killing Game
Martyrdom, Murder, and the Lure of ISIS
by Mark Bourrie

ISBN: 9781443447010
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins
Pub. Date: 2016-03-08
Pages: 288
Price: $32.99

On January 21, 2015, a pro-ISIS Twitter account reported that John Maguire, a 23-year-old university drop-out from the Ottawa Valley town of Kemptville,
had been killed fighting Kurds in the Syrian city of Kobani. A few weeks before, Maguire had starred in a YouTube video threatening Canada for bombing
ISIS forces in Iraq. He is one of the dozens of young Canadians who have chosen to fight in a vicious conflict that really had little to do with them and with
Canada.
Why would young people choose to fight in other people's wars, especially one as bloody and cruel as this one? Why has ISIS become so good at attracting
foreign fighters?
This book examines the lure of this radical Islamist movement: its religious beliefs, sophisticated propaganda, and vast social media networks. ISIS is now a
go-to cause for alienated young people in the Islamic World and the West. Does it offer answers to troubled young people?  Are ISIS's crimes -- slavery,
murder, rape, repression, and the destruction of heritage sites -- an attraction in and of themselves? What do we do about the people who take up ISIS's cause
but stay in their home country? What do we do with the ISIS recruits who come home?
The Killing Game examines what draws young men and women to join violent social/political movements. It looks at the psychology of young men and
women today and the propaganda used by all sides in the Middle East conflicts, as well as the security laws and the political initiatives that have been
designed to stop Canadians from being radicalized.
From the irresistible lure of Marxist-Leninism of the 1930s through the '60s and '70s, and including the appeal of Nazism to young Germans in the 1930s,
this book also investigates what it is that draws young people to join and fight for causes as different as the Spanish Civil War of the ...
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 Knitlandia

A Knitter Sees the World
by Clara Parkes

ISBN: 9781617691904
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Stewart, Tabori and Chang
Pub. Date: 2016-02-16
Pages: 160
Price: $23.95

Knitting aficionado and notable artisan Clara Parkes delves into her storied travels with this inspiring and witty memoir on a creative life enriched by her
adventures around the world.    Building on the success of The Yarn Whisperer, Parkes's rich personal essays invite readers and devoted crafters on
excursions to be savored, from a guide who quickly comes to feel like a trusted confidante. In Knitlandia, she takes readers along on 17 of her most
memorable journeys across the globe over the last 15 years, with stories spanning from the fjords of Iceland to a cozy yarn shop in Paris's 13th
arrondissement.   Also known for her PBS television appearances and hugely popular line of small-batch handcrafted yarns, Parkes weaves her personal
blend of wisdom and humor into this eloquently down-to-earth guide that is part personal travel narrative and part cultural history, touching the heart of what
it means to live creatively. Join Parkes as she ventures to locales both foreign and familiar in chapters like:  Chasing a Legend in Taos
Glass, Grass, and the Power of Place: Tacoma, Washington
A Thing for Socks and a Very Big Plan: Portland, Oregon
Autumn on the Hudson: The New York Sheep & Wool Festival
Cashmere Dreams and British Breeds: A Last-Minute Visit to Edinburgh, Scotland
  Fans of travel writing, as well as knitters, crocheters, designers, and fiber artists alike, will enjoy the masterful narrative in these intimate tales from a life
well crafted. Whether you've committed to exploring your own wanderlust or are an armchair traveler curled up in your coziest slippers, Knitlandia is sure to
inspire laughter, tears, and maybe some travel plans of your own.

 Lab Girl
by Hope Jahren

ISBN: 9780345809865
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Knopf Random Vintage Canada
Pub. Date: 2016-04-05
Pages: 304
Price: $32.00

An illuminating debut memoir of a woman in science; a moving portrait of a long-time collaboration, in work and in life; and a stunningly fresh look at
plants that will forever change how you see and think about the natural world.
Acclaimed scientist Hope Jahren has built three laboratories in which she's studied trees, flowers, seeds, and soil. Her first book might have been a revelatory
treatise on plant life. Lab Girl is that, but it is also so much more. Because in it, Jahren also shares with us her inspiring life story, in prose that takes your
breath away. 
Lab Girl is a book about work, about love, and about the mountains that can be moved when those two things come together. It is told through Jahren's
remarkable stories: about the things she's discovered in her lab, as well as how she got there; about her childhood--hours of unfettered play in her father's
laboratory; about how she found a sanctuary in science, and learned to perform lab work "with both the heart and the hands"; about a brilliant and wounded
man named Bill, who became her loyal colleague and best friend; about their adventurous, sometimes rogue research trips, which take them from the
Midwest all across the United States and over the Atlantic, from the ever-light skies of the North Pole to tropical Hawaii; and about her constant striving to
do and be the best she could, never allowing personal or professional obstacles to cloud her dedication to her work. 
     Jahren's insights on nature enliven every page of this book. Lab Girl allows us to see with clear eyes the beautiful, sophisticated mechanisms within every
leaf, blade of grass, and flower petal, and also the power within ourselves to face--with bravery and conviction--life's ultimate challenge: discovering who
you are.
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 The Last Goodnight

A World War II Story of Espionage, Adventure, and Betrayal
by Howard Blum

ISBN: 9780062307675
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins
Pub. Date: 2016-04-12
Pages: 528
Price: $35.99

The New York Times bestselling author of the acclaimed Dark Invasion, channels Erik Larson and Ben Macintyre in this riveting biography of Betty Pack,
the dazzling American debutante who became an Allied spy during WWII and was hailed by OSS chief General "Wild Bill" Donovan as "the greatest
unsung heroine of the war."
Betty Pack was charming, beautiful, and intelligent--and she knew it. As an agent for Britain's MI-6 and then America's OSS during World War II, these
qualities proved crucial to her success. This is the remarkable story of this "Mata Hari from Minnesota" (Time) and the passions that ruled her tempestuous
life--a life filled with dangerous liaisons and death-defying missions vital to the Allied victory.
For decades, much of Betty's career working for MI-6 and the OSS remained classified. Through access to recently unclassified files, Howard Blum
discovers the truth about the attractive blond, codenamed "Cynthia," who seduced diplomats and military attachÃ©s across the globe in exchange for ciphers
and secrets; cracked embassy safes to steal codes; and obtained the Polish notebooks that proved key to Alan Turing's success with Operation Ultra.
Beneath Betty's cool, professional determination, Blum reveals a troubled woman conflicted by the very traits that made her successful: her lack of deep
emotional connections and her readiness to risk everything. The Last Goodnight is a mesmerizing, provocative, and moving portrait of an exceptional
heroine whose undaunted courage helped to save the world.

 Left of Boom
How a Young CIA Case Officer Penetrated the Taliban and Al-Qaeda
by Ralph Pezzullo

ISBN: 9781250081360
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: St. Martin's Press
Pub. Date: 2016-04-05
Pages: 320
Price: $32.50

On September 11, 2001, John Smith was a freshman in college, on the path to becoming a doctor. But with the fall of the Twin Towers came a turning point
in his life. After graduating he joined the Central Intelligence Agency, determined to get himself to Afghanistan and into the center of the action. Through
persistence and hard work he was fast-tracked to a clandestine operations position overseas. Dropped into a remote region of Afghanistan, he received his
baptism by fire. Frustrated by bureaucratic red tape, a widespread lack of knowledge of the local customs and culture and an attitude of complacency that
hindered his ability to combat the local Taliban, John confounded his peers by dressing like a native and mastering the local dialect, making contact and
building sources within several deadly terrorist networks. His new approach resulted in unprecedented successes, including the uncovering the largest IED
network in the world, responsible for killing hundreds of US soldiers. Meanwhile, John had to keep up false pretenses with his family, girlfriend and friends
- nobody could know what he did for a living - and deal with the emotional turbulence of constantly living a lie. His double life was building to an explosive
resolution, with repercussions that would have far reaching consequences.
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 The Legend of Zippy Chippy

Life Lessons from Horse Racing's Most Lovable Loser
by William Thomas

ISBN: 9780771081590
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: McClelland & Stewart
Pub. Date: 2016-04-05
Pages: 304
Price: $30.00

From acclaimed humorist William Thomas comes the funny yet poignant story of a thoroughbred racehorse that lost 100 races in a row -- but, in everyone's
eyes, became the ultimate winner.

On April 20, 1991, at Capritaur Farms in Upstate New York, Zippy Chippy strolled into the world. He was born from American horse racing royalty --
Compliance (his father was Kentucky Derby-winner Northern Dancer; his great-grandfather Native Dancer, the Preakness and Belmont Stakes winner) and
Listen Lady (great-granddaughter of Native Dancer). Even before his birth, the hopes (not to mention the bill for his planned production) for Zippy Chippy
were high. His pedigree was horse racing gold: Northern Dancer, Man o' War, Count Fleet, Bold Ruler, War Admiral, and Buckpasser were all ancestors.
His success and glory seemed inevitable.
     But moments after his birth, Zippy Chippy struggled to his feet, took two steps forward . . . and stopped dead in his tracks. He looked around, took in his
surroundings, maybe indulged in a little daydream, then promptly lay down for a nap in the straw. And thus began Zippy Chippy's storied racing career.
     Vince Lombardi, one of the greatest NFL coaches of all time, famously said, "Winning isn't everything, it's the only thing." These words have become the
battle cry of athletes, coaches, and teams everywhere, but over the years, sports have taken on a literal interpretation of Lombardi's mantra. Match-fixing,
doping, sabotage, cocky and mean sportsmanship, all in the name of winning, have infiltrated and scandalized games, teams, reputations, and newspaper
headlines. Yet, since his first moments in the world, Zippy Chippy ignored Lombardi and turned his nose at the concept of winning-at-all-costs. In fact, he
decided to not win at all, losing, over the course of his career, 100 consecutive races, at some of the greatest tracks in the country: Belmont Park, Aqueduct,
Finger Lakes, and Suffolk Downs among them. An ...

 Leonard
My Fifty-Year Friendship with a Remarkable Man
by William Shatner

ISBN: 9781250083319
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: St. Martin's Press
Pub. Date: 2016-02-16
Pages: 288
Price: $29.99

Leonard Nimoy and William Shatner first crossed paths as actors on the set of  The Man    from U.N.C.L.E.   Little did they know that their next roles, in a
new science fiction television series, would shape their lives in ways no one could have anticipated. In seventy-nine television episodes and six feature films,
they grew to know each other more than most friends could ever imagine.Over the course of half a century, Shatner and Nimoy saw each other through
personal and professional highs and lows. In this powerfully emotional book, Shatner tells the story of a man who was his friend for five decades, recounting
anecdotes and untold stories of their lives on and off set, as well as gathering stories from others who knew Nimoy well, to present a full picture of a rich
life.As much a biography of Nimoy as a story of their friendship,  Leonard   is a uniquely heartfelt book written by one legendary actor in celebration of
another.
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 The Life-Changing Magic of Not Giving a F*ck

How to Stop Spending Time You Don't Have with People You Don't Like Doing Things You
Don't Want to Do
by Sarah Knight

ISBN: 9780316270724
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Little, Brown and Company
Pub. Date: 2015-12-29
Pages: 224
Price: $20.49

THE "GENIUS" (Cosmopolitan) NATIONAL BESTSELLER 
ON THE ART OF CARING LESS AND GETTING MORE
Are you stressed out, overbooked, and underwhelmed by life? Fed up with pleasing everyone else before you please yourself? It's time to stop giving a f*ck.

 This brilliant, hilarious, and practical parody of Marie Kondo's bestseller The Life-Changing Magic of Tidying Up explains how to rid yourself of unwanted
obligations, shame, and guilt--and give your f*cks instead to people and things that make you happy.

 The easy-to-use, two-step NotSorry Method for mental decluttering will help you unleash the power of not giving a f*ck about: 
Family drama
Having a "bikini body"
Iceland
Co-workers' opinions, pets, and children
And other bullsh*t!
  And it will free you to spend your time, energy, and money on the things that really matter. So what are you waiting for? Stop giving a f*ck and start living
your best life today!

 Life Reimagined
The Science, Art, and Opportunity of Midlife
by Barbara Brad Hagerty

ISBN: 9781594631702
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Riverhead
Pub. Date: 2016-03-15
Pages: 464
Price: $35.95

A dynamic and inspiring exploration of the new science that is redrawing the future for people in their forties, fifties, and sixties for the better--and for good.

There's no such thing as an inevitable midlife crisis, Barbara Bradley Hagerty writes in this provocative, hopeful book. It's a myth, an illusion. New scientific
research explodes the fable that midlife is a time when things start to go downhill for everybody. In fact, midlife can be a great new adventure, when you can
embrace fresh possibilities, purposes, and pleasures. In Life Reimagined, Hagerty explains that midlife is about renewal: It's the time to renegotiate your
purpose, refocus your relationships, and transform the way you think about the world and yourself. Drawing from emerging information in neurology,
psychology, biology, genetics, and sociology--as well as her own story of midlife transformation--Hagerty redraws the map for people in midlife and plots a
new course forward in understanding our health, our relationships, even our futures.
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 The Banker and the Blackfoot

A Story of Friendship and the Forgotten Promise of Canada, 1885-1905
by J.edward Chamberlin

ISBN: 9780345810014
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Knopf Random Vintage Canada
Pub. Date: 2016-08-30
Pages: 240
Price: $29.95

From one of our most beloved, respected writers on Canada's past: a visionary yet rip-roaringly entertaining tale of the last years of the Canadian West.

In 1885 in what we now call Canada, two significant things happened: the last spike was driven into the Canadian Pacific Railway and Louis Riel, Metis
leader, was executed for treason. Today, these events are seen as defining the early development of the "Dominion"--and indeed they were signs that Canada
was beginning its settlement of First Nations territory, forever altering the Canadian West.
     But before the deep forests and dry plains of the Northwest Territories became metropolitan backyards, who lived in these far-off hinterlands? This is the
story of Fort MacLeod, a small town nestled in the foothills of modern-day Alberta at the heart of Blackfoot territory in the two decades leading up to the
creation of Alberta and Saskatchewan. It is a tale of the remarkable, colourful individuals who made their homes there--First Nation and Metis, rancher and
settler--and the short period of constructive peace they created. Individuals like John Cowdry, Fort MacLeod's first mayor and hero of its first bank robbery;
or Crop Eared Wolf, the legendary Kainai (Blood) warrior and mastermind of some of the greatest horse heists on the northern plains; or Jerry Potts,
plainsman, guide and idiosyncratic interpreter for the Northwest Mounted Police who straddled the worlds of the white settlers and his Blackfoot heritage. 
     This curious and contradictory community was home to roundups and polo matches, tea dances and sun dances, bibles and medicine bundles, where one
could hear Blackfoot drums, read the latest news journals from London, and get a drink at the local hotel where you might meet Francis Dickens, son of the
novelist, or Henry Longabaugh, better known as the Sundance Kid, at the bar. This is a never-before-told story of Canada, not only what it was, but, as
Chamberlin shows, also what it could be.

 The Lightless Sky
A Twelve-Year-Old Refugee's Harrowing Escape from Afghanistan and His Extraordinary
Journey Across Half the World
by Gulwali Passarlay

ISBN: 9780062443878
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins
Pub. Date: 2016-01-05
Pages: 368
Price: $31.99

A gripping, inspiring, and eye-opening memoir of fortitude and survival--of a twelve-year-old boy's traumatic flight from Afghanistan to the West--that puts
a face to one of the most shocking and devastating humanitarian crises of our time.
"To risk my life had to mean something. Otherwise what was it all for?"
In 2006, after his father was killed, Gulwali Passarlay was caught between the Taliban who wanted to recruit him, and the Americans who wanted to use
him. To protect her son, Gulwali's mother sent him away. The search for safety would lead the twelve-year-old across eight countries, from the mountains of
eastern Afghanistan through Iran and Europe to Britain. Over the course of twelve harrowing months, Gulwali endured imprisonment, hunger, cruelty,
brutality, loneliness, and terror--and nearly drowned crossing the Mediterranean Sea. Eventually granted asylum in England, Gulwali was sent to a good
school, learned English, won a place at a top university, and was chosen to help carry the Olympic Torch in the 2012 London Games.
In The Lightless Sky, Gulwali recalls his remarkable experience and offers a firsthand look at one of the most pressing issues of our time: the modern
refugee crisis--the worst displacement of millions of men, women, and children in generations. Few, like Gulwali, make it to a country that offers the chance
of freedom and opportunity. A celebration of courage and determination, The Lightless Sky is a poignant account of an exceptional human being who is
today an ardent advocate of democracy--and a reminder of our responsibilities to those caught in terrifying and often deadly circumstances beyond their
control.
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 Lives of the Poets (with Guitars)

by Ray Robertson

ISBN: 9781771960724
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Biblioasis
Pub. Date: 2016-03-15
Pages: 224
Price: $19.95

Lives of the Poets (with Guitars) picks up where Samuel Johnson left off nearly 250 years ago, collecting biographical and critical portraits of 13 of rock &
roll, blues, folk, and alt-country?s most inimitable artists. These often irreverent essays offer a riotous, toe-tapping and original take on how each musician
shaped their genre, while looking into their tumultuous lives.

 The Longing in Me
How Everything You Crave Leads to the Heart of God
by Sheila Walsh

ISBN: 9781400204892
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Thomas Nelson
Pub. Date: 2016-04-05
Pages: 208
Price: $28.50

Do your desires have you going around in circles? You may be looking for fulfillment in all the wrong places.
You vowed you'd never repeat the same mistakes--yet you find yourself right where you started. What is it that keeps drawing you back into the same old
traps? The fact is, your longings are built from the blueprint of your needs: for protection, for love, for God. And those needs aren't going anywhere.
Sheila speaks candidly about the trials in her life, including the heartache of her first marriage, and intertwines her story with the biblical saga of King David.
As both Sheila's and David's stories make clear, some cravings are misguided, but they all stem from the same hunger--and they will haunt you until that
hunger gets satisfied properly.
If you keep reaching out to the wrong people at the wrong times in your own life, The Longing in Me will help you understand that your cravings are not the
problem. It's where they lead you that makes all the difference.

 The Longing in Me (Special Edition)
How Everything You Crave Leads to the Heart of God
by Sheila Walsh

ISBN: 9780718079529
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Thomas Nelson
Pub. Date: 2016-04-05
Pages: 208
Price: $19.99

Do your desires have you going around in circles? You may be looking for fulfillment in all the wrong places.
You vowed you'd never repeat the same mistakes--yet you find yourself right where you started. What is it that keeps drawing you back into the same old
traps? The fact is, your longings are built from the blueprint of your needs: for protection, for love, for God. And those needs aren't going anywhere.
Sheila speaks candidly about the trials in her life, including the heartache of her first marriage, and intertwines her story with the biblical saga of King David.
As both Sheila's and David's stories make clear, some cravings are misguided, but they all stem from the same hunger--and they will haunt you until that
hunger gets satisfied properly.
If you keep reaching out to the wrong people at the wrong times in your own life, The Longing in Me will help you understand that your cravings are not the
problem. It's where they lead you that makes all the difference.
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 The Love and Lemons Cookbook

An Apple to Zucchini Celebration of Impromptu Cooking
by Jeanine Donofrio

ISBN: 9780670069514
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Penguin Canada
Pub. Date: 2016-03-29
Pages: 320
Price: $35.00

From the creator of the beloved and award-winning Love and Lemons blog comes an apple-to-zucchini celebration of impromptu cooking, featuring 100 all-
new vegetarian recipes with gorgeous color photography and design

The Love and Lemons blog has taken the internet foodie world by storm with its standout design and delicious recipes, attracting buzz from everyone from
Ottolenghi to Saveur. Now, in her highly anticipated debut cookbook, Jeanine Donofrio celebrates seasonal and impromptu cooking with 100 all-new
delicious vegetarian recipes.
   Donofrio's cooking philosophy is that simple combinations can make exceptionally delicious meals that are easy to put together. Organized by ingredient,
The Love and Lemons Cookbook will teach you to make masterpieces with what you have on hand, whether it's three armfuls of farmers' market arugula or
two pounds of CSA radishes.
   With vibrant, fresh food photography, artful graphic elements, and exceptionally stylish layouts, The Love and Lemons Cookbook caters to today's image-
orientated readers. Stunningly designed and efficiently organized, this will be both a beautiful book and a workhorse kitchen bible that you'll find yourself
using again and again.

 Love, Loss, and What We Ate
A Memoir
by Padma Lakshmi

ISBN: 9780062202611
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins
Pub. Date: 2016-03-08
Pages: 336
Price: $33.50

A vivid memoir of food and family, survival and triumph, Love, Loss, and What We Ate traces the arc of Padma Lakshmi's unlikely path from an immigrant
childhood to a complicated life in front of the camera--a tantalizing blend of Ruth Reichl's Tender at the Bone and Nora Ephron's Heartburn
Long before Padma Lakshmi ever stepped onto a television set, she learned that how we eat is an extension of how we love, how we comfort, how we forge
a sense of home--and how we taste the world as we navigate our way through it. Shuttling between continents as a child, she lived a life of dislocation that
would become habit as an adult, never quite at home in the world. And yet, through all her travels, her favorite food remained the simple rice she first ate
sitting on the cool floor of her grandmother's kitchen in South India.
Poignant and surprising, Love, Loss, and What We Ate is Lakshmi's extraordinary account of her journey from that humble kitchen, ruled by ferocious and
unforgettable women, to the judges' table of Top Chef and beyond. It chronicles the fierce devotion of the remarkable people who shaped her along the way,
from her headstrong mother who flouted conservative Indian convention to make a life in New York, to her Brahmin grandfather--a brilliant engineer with
an irrepressible sweet tooth--to the man seemingly wrong for her in every way who proved to be her truest ally. A memoir rich with sensual prose and
punctuated with evocative recipes, it is alive with the scents, tastes, and textures of a life that spans complex geographies both internal and external.
Love, Loss, and What We Ate is an intimate and unexpected story of food and family--both the ones we are born to and the ones we create--and their
enduring legacies.
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 The Lovers LP (Large Print Edition)

Afghanistan's Romeo and Juliet, the True Story of How They Defied Their Families
by Rod Nordland

ISBN: 9780062442161
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins
Pub. Date: 2016-01-26
Pages: 592
Price: $33.50

A riveting, real-life equivalent of The Kite Runner--an astonishingly powerful and profoundly moving story of a young couple willing to risk everything for
love that puts a human face on the ongoing debate about women's rights in the Muslim world.
Zakia and Ali were from different tribes, but they grew up on neighboring farms in the hinterlands of Afghanistan. By the time they were young teenagers,
Zakia, strikingly beautiful and fiercely opinionated, and Ali, shy and tender, had fallen in love. Defying their families, sectarian differences, cultural
conventions, and Afghan civil and Islamic law, they ran away together only to live under constant threat from Zakia's large and vengeful family, who have
vowed to kill her to restore the family's honor. They are still in hiding.
Despite a decade of American good intentions, women in Afghanistan are still subjected to some of the worst human rights violations in the world. Rod
Nordland, then the Kabul bureau chief of the New York Times, had watched these abuses unfold for years when he came upon Zakia and Ali, and has not
only chronicled their plight, but has also shepherded them from danger.
The Lovers will do for women's rights generally what Malala's story did for women's education. It is an astonishing story about self-determination and the
meaning of love that illustrates, as no policy book could, the limits of Western influence on fundamentalist Islamic culture and, at the same time, the need for
change.

 The Lovers
Afghanistan's Romeo and Juliet, the True Story of How They Defied Their Families and
Escaped an Honor Killing
by Rod Nordland

ISBN: 9780062378828
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins
Pub. Date: 2016-01-26
Pages: 384
Price: $33.50

A riveting, real-life equivalent of The Kite Runner--an astonishingly powerful and profoundly moving story of a young couple willing to risk everything for
love that puts a human face on the ongoing debate about women's rights in the Muslim world.
Zakia and Ali were from different tribes, but they grew up on neighboring farms in the hinterlands of Afghanistan. By the time they were young teenagers,
Zakia, strikingly beautiful and fiercely opinionated, and Ali, shy and tender, had fallen in love. Defying their families, sectarian differences, cultural
conventions, and Afghan civil and Islamic law, they ran away together only to live under constant threat from Zakia's large and vengeful family, who have
vowed to kill her to restore the family's honor. They are still in hiding.
Despite a decade of American good intentions, women in Afghanistan are still subjected to some of the worst human rights violations in the world. Rod
Nordland, then the Kabul bureau chief of the New York Times, had watched these abuses unfold for years when he came upon Zakia and Ali, and has not
only chronicled their plight, but has also shepherded them from danger.
The Lovers will do for women's rights generally what Malala's story did for women's education. It is an astonishing story about self-determination and the
meaning of love that illustrates, as no policy book could, the limits of Western influence on fundamentalist Islamic culture and, at the same time, the need for
change.
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 The Lovers

Afghanistan's Romeo and Juliet, the True Story of How They Defied Their Families and
Escaped an Honor Killing
by Rod Nordland

ISBN: 9780062465764
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins
Pub. Date: 2016-01-26
Pages: 384
Price: $24.99

A riveting, real-life equivalent of The Kite Runner--an astonishingly powerful and profoundly moving story of a young couple willing to risk everything for
love that puts a human face on the ongoing debate about women's rights in the Muslim world.
Zakia and Ali were from different tribes, but they grew up on neighboring farms in the hinterlands of Afghanistan. By the time they were young teenagers,
Zakia, strikingly beautiful and fiercely opinionated, and Ali, shy and tender, had fallen in love. Defying their families, sectarian differences, cultural
conventions, and Afghan civil and Islamic law, they ran away together only to live under constant threat from Zakia's large and vengeful family, who have
vowed to kill her to restore the family's honor. They are still in hiding.
Despite a decade of American good intentions, women in Afghanistan are still subjected to some of the worst human rights violations in the world. Rod
Nordland, then the Kabul bureau chief of the New York Times, had watched these abuses unfold for years when he came upon Zakia and Ali, and has not
only chronicled their plight, but has also shepherded them from danger.
The Lovers will do for women's rights generally what Malala's story did for women's education. It is an astonishing story about self-determination and the
meaning of love that illustrates, as no policy book could, the limits of Western influence on fundamentalist Islamic culture and, at the same time, the need for
change.

 Lust & Wonder
A Memoir
by Augusten Burroughs

ISBN: 9780312342036
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: St. Martin's Press
Pub. Date: 2016-03-29
Pages: 304
Price: $31.50

In chronicling the development and demise of the different relationships he's had while living in New York, Augusten Burroughs examines what it means to
be in love, what it means to be in lust, and what it means to be figuring it all out.  With Augusten's unique and singular observations and his own unabashed
way of detailing both the horrific and the humorous,  Lust and Wonder  is an intimate and honest memoir that his legions of fans have been waiting for.

 Lust & Wonder
A Memoir
by Augusten Burroughs

ISBN: 9781427270689
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: Macmillan Audio
Pub. Date: 2016-03-29
Pages: 
Price: $34.50

In chronicling the development and demise of the different relationships he's had while living in New York, Augusten Burroughs examines what it means to
be in love, what it means to be in lust, and what it means to be figuring it all out.  With Augusten's unique and singular observations and his own unabashed
way of detailing both the horrific and the humorous,  Lust and Wonder  is an intimate and honest memoir that his legions of fans have been waiting for.
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 Made with Love

More than 100 Delicious, Gluten-Free, Plant-Based Recipes for the Sweet and Savory
Moments in Life
by Kelly Childs

ISBN: 9780147529831
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Appetite by Random House
Pub. Date: 2016-04-05
Pages: 216
Price: $29.95

The mother-daughter team behind the fabulously successful, award-winning Kelly's Bake Shoppe and Lettuce Love CafÃ© share their recipes for healthy,
plant-based baking and cooking.

In Made with Love you will discover delicious, accessible, plant-based recipes for every meal and moment of the day. The recipes come from Kelly and
Erinn, the mother and daughter duo behind Kelly's Bake Shoppe and Lettuce Love Cafe. With more than 100 recipes for award-winning baked goods and
savory favorites, Made With Love has something for everyone! From Chocolate Monkey Pancakes for breakfast, to Cumin-scented Corn Bread and Eggless
Quiche for lunch; to Banana Butterscotch Loaf and Lemon Scones as your afternoon treat, or classic Chocolate Cake and Dulce de Leche Cupcakes for
special occassions. 
     As you leaf through the pages of this book it's as if you're walking through the door of Kelly and Erinn's beautiful bakery...and then leaving with all of
their secrets! Kelly and Erinn share the story behind their decision to eat a plant-based diet, including the health benefits and the basics you need to get
started. Their recipes are super-simple, and all the ingredients are readily available in regular grocery stores. Their recipes are vegan and gluten-free, using
natural, plant-based ingredients, so that even those with extreme food intolerances can make their decadent baking and delicious meals at home. 
     Kelly and Erinn are stars on the rise: gorgeous, healthy, successful entrepreneurs who always live up to their commitment to "Bake You Happy!". You
will love this cookbook, filled with easy-to-prepare, healthy recipes, suitable for everyone.

 Maggie Smith
A Biography
by Michael Coveney

ISBN: 9781427271525
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: Macmillan Audio
Pub. Date: 2015-12-29
Pages: 
Price: $45.99

No one does glamour, severity, girlish charm or tight-lipped witticism better than Dame Maggie Smith. Michael Coveny's biography shines a light on the life
and career of a truly remarkable performer, one whose stage and screen career spans six decades. From her days as a West End star of comedy and revue,
Dame Maggie's path would cross with those of the greatest actors, playwrights and directors of the era. Whether stealing scenes from Richard Burton,
answering back to Laurence Olivier, or playing opposite Judi Dench in Breath of Life, her career can be seen as a 'Who's Who' of British theatre. Her film
and television career are just as starry.  From the title character in The Prime of Miss Jean Brodie and the meddling chaperone in A Room With a View to the
Harry Potter films in which she played Minerva McGonagall (as she put it 'Miss Jean Brodie in a wizard's hat') and the Best Exotic Marigold Hotel films in
which she played the wise Muriel Donnelly, Smith has thrilled, engaged and made audiences laugh.  As Violet Crawley, the formidable Dowager Countess
of Downton Abbey she conquered millions more. Paradoxically she remains an enigmatic figure, rarely appearing in public. Michael Coveney's absorbing
biography, written with the actress's blessing and drawing on personal archives, as well as interviews with immediate family and close friends, is a portrait of
one of the greatest actors of our time.
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 Maggie Smith

A Biography
by Michael Coveney

ISBN: 9781250081483
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: St. Martin's Press
Pub. Date: 2015-12-29
Pages: 368
Price: $32.50

No one does glamour, severity, girlish charm or tight-lipped witticism better than Dame Maggie Smith. Michael Coveny's biography shines a light on the life
and career of a truly remarkable performer, one whose stage and screen career spans six decades. From her days as a West End star of comedy and revue,
Dame Maggie's path would cross with those of the greatest actors, playwrights and directors of the era. Whether stealing scenes from Richard Burton,
answering back to Laurence Olivier, or playing opposite Judi Dench in  Breath of Life, her career can be seen as a 'Who's Who' of British theatre. Her film
and television career are just as starry.  From the title character in  The Prime of Miss Jean Brodie  and   the meddling chaperone in  A Room With a View  to
the  Harry Potter  films in which she played Minerva McGonagall (as she put it 'Miss Jean Brodie in a wizard's hat') and the  Best Exotic Marigold Hotel 
films in which she played the wise Muriel Donnelly, Smith has thrilled, engaged and made audiences laugh.  As Violet Crawley, the formidable Dowager
Countess of  Downton Abbey  she conquered millions more. Paradoxically she remains an enigmatic figure, rarely appearing in public. Michael Coveney's
absorbing biography, written with the actress's blessing and drawing on personal archives, as well as interviews with immediate family and close friends, is a
portrait of one of the greatest actors of our time.

 Master of Ceremonies
A Memoir
by Joel Grey

ISBN: 9781427266828
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: Macmillan Audio
Pub. Date: 2016-02-16
Pages: 
Price: $45.99

Willkomen. Bienvenue. Welcome. Joel Grey, the Academy Award-winning  Master of Ceremonies in Cabaret finally tells his remarkable life story. Born Joe
Katz to a boisterous Jewish-American family in 1930's Cleveland (the son of comedian and singer Mickey Katz) Joel began his life in theater at the age of
10, starring in local Cleveland productions of touring Broadway hits. He was hooked, and the hunt for the spotlight takes him from community theater in
Ohio, to seedy, gangster-filled nightclubs in Chicago, and finally to the lights of Broadway and the dizzying glamour of Hollywood.MASTER OF
CEREMONIES is a memoir of a life lived in and out of the limelight, but it is also the story of the man behind the stage makeup. Coming of age in a time
when being yourself is not only difficult, but dangerous, Joel has to act both on and off stage. Deftly capturing the pain and secrets of an age and time we
have only just started to leave behind, Joel's story is one of love, loss and redemption.At once a riveting, heartbreaking memoir, thrilling show business tell-
all and a portrait of a changing time and nation, MASTER OF CEREMONIES is the poignant tour-de-force from a living legend.
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 Master of Ceremonies

A Memoir
by Joel Grey

ISBN: 9781250057235
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Flatiron Books
Pub. Date: 2016-02-16
Pages: 256
Price: $32.50

Joel Grey, the Tony and Academy Award-winning Master of Ceremonies in Cabaret finally tells his remarkable life story. Born Joel David Katz to a wild
and wooly Jewish American family in Cleveland, Ohio in 1932, Joel began his life in the theater at the age of 9, starting in children's theater and then moving
to the main stage. He was hooked, and his seven decades long career charts the evolution of American entertainment - from Vaudeville performances with
his father, Mickey Katz to the seedygangster filled nightclubs of the forties, the bright lights of Broadway and dizzying glamour of Hollywood, to juggernaut
musicals like  Cabaret  ,  Chicago  , and  Wicked  .  Master of Ceremonies   is a memoir of a life lived in and out of the limelight, but it is also the story of the
man behind the stage makeup. Coming of age in a time when being yourself tended to be not only difficult but also dangerous, Joel has to act both on and off
the stage. He spends his high school years sleeping with the girls-next-door while carrying on a scandalous affair with an older man. Romances with to-die-
for Vegas Showgirls are balanced with late night liaisons with like-minded guys, until finallyJoel falls in love and marries a talented and beautiful woman,
starts a family, and has a pretty much picture perfect life.  But 24 years later when the marriage dissolves, Joel has to once again find his place in a world that
has radically changed.Drawing back the curtain on a career filled with show-stopping numbers, larger-than-life stars and even singing in the shower with
Bjork,  Master of Ceremonies   is also a portrait of an artist coming to terms with his evolving identity. When an actor plays a character, he has to find out
what makes them who they are; their needs, dreams, and fears. It's a difficult thing to do, but sometimes the hardest role in an actor's life is that of himself.
Deftly capturing the joy of performing as well as the pain and secrets of an era we have only just started to leave behind, Joel's story is one of love, loss, hard-
won honesty, redemption, and success.

 The Mind Club
Who Thinks, What Feels, and Why It Matters
by Daniel M. Wegner

ISBN: 9780670785834
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Viking
Pub. Date: 2016-03-22
Pages: 400
Price: $37.95

"Daniel Wegner was one of psychology's most creative minds, and Kurt Gray was one of his most creative collaborators. The Mind Club describes their
biggest idea together using thought-provoking examples, clever writing, and brilliant experiments. Essential reading for anyone who owns a mind and wants
to know how to use it!"--Nicholas Epley, Professor of Behavioral Science, University of Chicago Booth School of Business and author of Mindwise

From dogs to gods, the science of understanding mysterious minds--including your own.   

Nothing seems more real than the minds of other people. When you consider what your boss is thinking or whether your spouse is happy, you are admitting
them into the "mind club." It's easy to assume other humans can think and feel, but what about a cow, a computer, a corporation? What kinds of mind do
they have? Daniel M. Wegner and Kurt Gray are award-winning psychologists who have discovered that minds--while incredibly important--are a matter of
perception. Their research opens a trove of new findings, with insights into human behavior that are fascinating, frightening and funny. 
       The Mind Club explains why we love some animals and eat others, why people debate the existence of God so intensely, how good people can be so
cruel, and why robots make such poor lovers.  By investigating the mind perception of extraordinary targets--animals, machines, comatose people,
god--Wegner and Gray explain what it means to have a mind, and why it matters so much.         Fusing cutting-edge research and personal anecdotes, The
Mind Club explores the moral dimensions of mind perception with wit and compassion, revealing the surprisingly simple basis for what compels us to love
and hate, to harm and to protect.
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 The Mindspan Diet

Reduce Alzheimer's Risk, Minimize Memory Loss, and Keep Your Brain Young
by Preston Estep

ISBN: 9781101886120
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Ballantine
Pub. Date: 2016-05-03
Pages: 304
Price: $35.00

From an esteemed geneticist and the director of gerontology at the Personal Genome Project at Harvard Medical School comes a revolutionary plan for
curbing memory loss and improving cognitive longevity that will forever change how you think about diet and aging.

 All around the world people are living longer than ever, but record numbers of us are experiencing cognitive decline and other brain disorders later in life.
New studies show that Alzheimer's disease is the number three cause of death in developed countries, behind heart disease and cancer. But there is good
news: We now have the knowledge to extend both lifespan and mindspan, helping to ensure that our minds and bodies stay in peak form at any age.

 Studying the diets of the "Mindspan Elite"--those populations that live longest with low levels of dementia--as well as the ways that certain food additives
and ingredients interact with our genes, Dr. Preston Estep explains how the recent slew of popular brains-and-aging books have steered us down the wrong
dietary path. Shattering myths about which foods are (and are not) beneficial to our brains, The Mindspan Diet reveals a simple plan to slow cognitive
decline. Startling in its revelations about healthy eating for those over the age of forty, it challenges us to rethink our approach to many common staples,
including:

 o Iron: While iron-fortified foods sound healthy, high iron intake can be toxic, especially for people over for ...

 Miss Fortune
Fresh Perspectives on Having It All from Someone Who Is Not Okay
by Lauren Weedman

ISBN: 9780142180235
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Plume
Pub. Date: 2016-03-15
Pages: 304
Price: $21.00

"Miss Fortune is so gloriously smart, deeply funny, and nakedly vulnerable, I missed it after I finished the last page the way one misses the best friend you
ever had after she goes away. Lauren Weedman tells her sexiest, saddest, strangest, sweetest stories with a thrillingly unabashed voice that's as charming as it
is insightful. I laughed. I cried. I thanked my lucky stars I didn't ever have a threesome with co-workers in the Netherlands. But most of all, I fell in love with
Lauren Weedman and the raw and complicated truths she so honestly explores on every page of this absorbing book."
--Cheryl Strayed, author of Wild

Lauren Weedman is not okay. 

 She's living what should be the good life in sunny Los Angeles. After a gig as a correspondent with The Daily Show with Jon Stewart, she scored parts in
blockbuster movies, which led to memorable recurring roles on HBO's Hung and Looking. She had a loving husband and an adorable baby boy. 

 In these comedic essays, she turns a piercingly observant, darkly funny lens on the ways her life is actually Not Okay. She tells the story of her husband's
affair with their babysitter, her first and only threesome, a tattoo gone horribly awry, and how the birth of her son caused mama drama with her own mother
and birth mother with laugh-out-loud wit and a powerful undercurrent of vulnerability that pulls off a stunning balance between comedy and tragedy.
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 The Modern Couple's Money Guide

7 Smart Steps to Building Wealth Together
by Lesley-anne Scorgie

ISBN: 9781459729773
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Dundurn
Pub. Date: 2016-04-30
Pages: 184
Price: $22.99

Don't let financial woes break the bank -- or your heart!

So you've met the love of your life and have settled down. Or perhaps you're planning a splashy wedding, expecting your first child, or buying a chic house
together. Life is fantabulous!

The trick is keeping it that way. Money matters are the number one cause of separation and divorce in North America and you can avoid heartache by
learning how to merge, manage, and grow your finances together.

Bestselling author Lesley-Anne Scorgie helps couples build a powerful financial, personal, and professional foundation by following these seven steps to
build wealth together:

Get on the same page
Scrap your emotions and sort out your acc ...

 Money Talks
When To Say Yes And How To Say No
by Gail Vaz-oxlade

ISBN: 9781443434072
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins
Pub. Date: 2015-12-08
Pages: 464
Price: $22.99

Take on your toughest money problem: the people you love.
Gail Vaz-Oxlade gets hundreds of letters every month from people who can't figure out how to get their sister off their couch, their mother to stop hitting
them up for money, or their mates to recognize that saving is part of having a solid financial foundation. The letters have a common theme: Gail, how do I
get through to them?
Money Talks is Gail's answer to that tough--and  common--problem that sits at the heart of money and relationships: how to tell your mate, your father, your
best friend or your grandmother it's time for a change. Whether it's sisters fighting over the future of the family home, life partners arguing over whose
shopping is really messing with the budget, or parents wondering when their adult child will ever leave the nest, the "money" gets blamed for what is
actually an inability to figure out the real problem and deal with it objectively. That's where Gail steps in.
With over seventy-five different scenarios drawn from years of working with real Canadians, Gail helps readers see their own situations through stories that
reflect what they're experiencing. Then she gives readers the language to negotiate effectively, showing them that for each problem there are steps they can
take to find a solution.
Gail has long believed that so many money issues have more to do with our behaviour than with the money itself. People can be delusional, selfish,
inconsistent, fearful, lazy, bullying and entitled, and those traits are reflected in how they deal with money. Relationships seldom disintegrate just because
people are 'bad with money'. But how each person responds to the other--and to the real issues--can make or break a relationship.
Have a bully in your life? Wish your brother would grow the hell up and stop counting on y ...
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 Eggerichs Untitled #2

by Emerson Eggerichs

ISBN: 9780849948213
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Thomas Nelson
Pub. Date: 2015-01-06
Pages: 100
Price: $31.00

Love is important, but it is respect that is the key to your son's heart.
The idea of moms respecting their sons may sound alien to some, but it seems to ignite curiosity across the board. It is easy to relate to the need for all of us
to feel a mother's love, but is that the same thing as respect? Even for young boys, the effect of respect is nothing short of astounding when applied properly.
Moms yearn to learn anything that better helps them with their sons. After all, they love their boys, but many find them more difficult to parent than their
girls, especially from age four and up.
What makes this all the more urgent is that moms are coaching fathers to love their daughters, but no one has said boo to moms on specific ways to show
respect to their sons, at least not in a way that is applicable and fully explained. All realize that little girls need daddy's love, but who is strongly promoting
the truth that little boys (and big ones) need Mom's respect? No wonder mothers feel left in the dark on this topic.
Just as Emerson Eggerichs transformed millions of marital relationships with a biblical understanding of love and respect, he now turns these principles to
one of the most important relationships of all, a mother and her son.

 Mother and Son (Special Edition)
The Respect Effect
by Emerson Eggerichs

ISBN: 9780718079581
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Thomas Nelson
Pub. Date: 2016-04-05
Pages: 304
Price: $19.99

Love is important but it is respect that is the key to your son's heart.
The idea of moms respecting their sons may sound alien to some, but it seems to ignite curiosity across the board. It is easy to relate to the need for all of us
to feel a mother's love, but is that the same thing as respect? Even for young boys, the effect of respect is nothing short of astounding when applied properly.
Moms yearn to learn anything that better helps them with their sons. After all, they love their boys, but many find them more difficult to parent than their
girls, especially from age four and up.
What makes this all the more urgent is that moms are coaching fathers to love their daughters, but no one has said boo to moms on specific ways to show
respect to their sons, at least not in a way that is applicable and fully explained. All realize that little girls need daddy's love, but who is strongly promoting
the truth that little boys (and big ones) need Mom's respect? No wonder mothers feel left in the dark on this topic.
Just as Emerson Eggerichs transformed millions of marital relationships with a biblical understanding of love and respect, he now turns these principles to
one of the most important relationships of all, a mother and her son.
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 Mother Tongue

My Family's Globe-Trotting Quest to Dream in Mandarin, Laugh in Arabic, and Sing in
Spanish
by Christine Gilbert

ISBN: 9781592407927
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Avery
Pub. Date: 2016-05-17
Pages: 336
Price: $33.95

One woman's quest to learn Mandarin in Beijing, Arabic in Beirut, and Spanish in Mexico, with her young family along for the ride.
  
 Imagine negotiating for a replacement carburetor in rural Mexico with words you're secretly pulling from a pocket dictionary. Imagine your two-year-
old asking for more niunai at dinner--a Mandarin word for milk that even you don't know
yet. Imagine finding out that you're unexpectedly pregnant while living in war-torn
Beirut. With vivid and evocative language, Christine Gilbert takes us along with her
into foreign lands, showing us what it's like to make a life in an unfamiliar world--and in an unfamiliar tongue.
  
 Gilbert was a young mother when she boldly uprooted her family to move
around the world, studying Mandarin in China, Arabic in Lebanon, and Spanish in Mexico, with her toddler son and all-
American husband along for the ride. Their story takes us from Beijing to Beirut, from Cyprus to Chiang Mai--and also
explores recent breakthroughs in bilingual brain mapping and the controversial debates happening in linguistics right now.
  
 Gilbert's adventures abroad prove just how much language influences culture (and vice versa), and lead her to results she never expected. Mother Tongue
is a fascinating and uplifting story about taking big risks for bigger rewards and trying to find meaning and happiness through tireless pursuit--no matt ...

 A Mother's Reckoning
Living in the Aftermath of Tragedy
by Sue Klebold

ISBN: 9781101902752
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Crown
Pub. Date: 2016-02-15
Pages: 336
Price: $37.00

On April 20, 1999, Eric Harris and Dylan Klebold walked into Columbine High School in Littleton, Colorado. Over the course of minutes, they would kill
twelve students and a teacher and wound twenty-four others before taking their own lives.
  
 For the last sixteen years, Sue Klebold, Dylan's mother, has lived with the indescribable grief and shame of that day. How could her child, the promising
young man she had loved and raised, be responsible for such horror? And how, as his mother, had she not known something was wrong? Were there subtle
signs she had missed? What, if anything, could she have done differently?
  
 These are questions that Klebold has grappled with every day since the Columbine tragedy. In A Mother's Reckoning, she chronicles with unflinching
honesty her journey as a mother trying to come to terms with the incomprehensible. In the hope that the insights and understanding she has gained may help
other families recognize when a child is in distress, she tells her story in full, drawing upon her personal journals, the videos and writings that Dylan left
behind, and on countless interviews with mental health experts.
  
 Filled with hard-won wisdom and compassion, A Mother's Reckoning is a powerful and haunting book that sheds light on one of the most pressing issues of
our time. And with fresh wounds from the recent Newtown and Charleston shootings, never has the need for understanding been more urgent.
  
All author profits from the ...
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 Moving Mountains

Praying with Passion, Confidence, and Authority
by John Eldredge

ISBN: 9780718037512
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Thomas Nelson
Pub. Date: 2016-02-16
Pages: 256
Price: $31.00

 
Why Some Prayers Work, Why Some Don't, and How You and God Can Change Things for Good
How would it feel to enter into prayer with confidence and assurance--certain that God heard you and that your prayers would make a difference?
It would likely feel amazing and unfamiliar. That's because often our prayers seem to be met with silence or don't appear to change anything. Either response
can lead to disappointment or even despair in the face of our ongoing battles and unmet longings--especially when we don't know if we're doing something
wrong or if some prayers just don't work.
New York Times bestselling author John Eldredge confronts these issues directly in Moving Mountains by offering a hopeful approach to prayer that is
effective, relational, and rarely experienced by most Christians.
In a world filled with danger, adventure, and wonder, we have at our disposal prayers that can transform the events and issues that matter most to us and to
God. Moving Mountains shows you how to experience the power of daily prayer, learn the major types of prayers--including those of intervention,
consecration, warfare, and healing--and to discover the intimacy of the cry of the heart prayer, listening prayer, and praying Scripture.
Things can be different, and you personally have a role to play with God in bringing about that change through prayer. It may sound too good to be true, but
this is your invitation to engage in the kind of prayers that can move God's heart as well as the mountains before you.

 Moving Mountains (Special Edition)
Praying with Passion, Confidence, and Authority
by John Eldredge

ISBN: 9780718079536
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Thomas Nelson
Pub. Date: 2016-02-16
Pages: 256
Price: $19.99

Some prayers work. Some prayers don't. Why?
Why does it surprise us when our prayers don't bear fruit? Some diets work, but most don't; some investments produce, but others don't; some schools are
effective, but others fail. With most things, there is simply a way they work best. And so it is with prayer.
We want it to go like this: God is loving and powerful. We need his help. So we ask. The rest is up to him. But the uncomfortable truth is that this is a
naÃ¯ve view of prayer that ignores a simple fact. Namely, there is a way that prayer works best. And it isn't like that.
In The Way It All Works, John Eldredge lays out the truth about how effective prayer works and debunks the myths that are keeping you from the successful
prayer life every Christian wants. If your prayers don't seem to be working, it might be time for a tune-up. Everything is more effective when you understand
the way it works, even prayer.
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 The Name Therapist

How Growing Up with My Odd Name Taught Me Everything You Need to Know about
Yours
by Duana Taha

ISBN: 9780345815309
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Knopf Random Vintage Canada
Pub. Date: 2016-04-05
Pages: 368
Price: $29.95

What's a "stripper" name? For that matter, what's a high-class name? How do you tell the difference? Why does everyone call them "baby" names when they
follow us through our whole lives? And can your name determine your destiny?
 
From a television screenwriter and contributor on the LaineyGossip.com blog comes a book about what names really mean, how we use them, and why they
matter.
            
A child of Irish and Egyptian immigrants to Canada, Duana Taha became fascinated by names, not least because hers felt awkward at best and impossible at
worst. She believed that names explained not only who you were, but where you came from and who you could be. She became a name nerd, and later a
name snob, before settling into the role she was born to play--a Name Therapist, giving straight talk baby-and-grown-up-name advice to just about
everyone. 
      In a romp through North American naming trends, traditions, and pop culture, Duana brings us the hilarious, insightful, and surprising truths about
hipster names in Brooklyn and Malibu, and the most "intelligent" names at Harvard University; digs into the stereotypes about culture and class where names
are concerned; and heads backstage to find out the stories behind those supposed stripper names. And if you don't know what a Starbucks name is, Duana
points out why you obviously never needed one.
      The Name Therapist's explorations will help you understand your feelings ...

 The Network
The Battle for the Airwaves and the Birth of the Communications Age
by Scott Woolley

ISBN: 9780062242754
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins
Pub. Date: 2016-04-26
Pages: 288
Price: $33.50

The astonishing story of America's airwaves, the two friends--one a media mogul, the other a famous inventor--who made them available to us, and the
government which figured out how to put a price on air.
This is the origin story of the airwaves--the foundational technology of the communications age--as told through the forty-year friendship of an
entrepreneurial industrialist and a brilliant inventor.
David Sarnoff, the head of RCA and equal parts Steve Jobs, Jack Welch, and William Randolph Hearst, was the greatest supporter of his friend Edwin
Armstrong, developer of the first amplifier, the modern radio transmitter, and FM radio. Sarnoff was convinced that Armstrong's inventions had the power to
change the way societies communicated with each other forever. He would become a visionary captain of the media industry, even predicting the advent of
the Internet.
In the mid-1930s, however, when Armstrong suspected Sarnoff of orchestrating a cadre of government officials to seize control of the FM airwaves, he
committed suicide. Sarnoff had a very different view of who his friend's enemies were.
Many corrupt politicians and corporations saw in Armstrong's inventions the opportunity to commodify our most ubiquitous natural resource--the air. This
early alliance between high tech and business set the precedent for countless legal and industrial battles over broadband and licensing bandwidth, many of
which continue to influence policy and debate today.
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 The New Canadian Garden

by Mark Cullen

ISBN: 9781459732247
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Dundurn
Pub. Date: 2016-02-06
Pages: 232
Price: $19.99

An exciting vision of the blossoming new role gardening plays for this generation and the next. In The New Canadian Garden, Canada's gardening guru,
Mark Cullen, explores new trends that are redefining today's gardening experiences. Many of us are utilizing small urban spaces -- balconies, patios, and
even rooftops -- and growing our own fruits, vegetables, and herbs, both at home and through community gardens. Mark has lots of suggestions about which
crops will work best for your particular space and how to attract birds, bees, and butterflies to your garden. And he combines the best practical information
with an insightful approach to help improve your gardening skills. The New Canadian Garden is a must-have reference for anyone gardening in a Canadian
climate.

 The New Case for Gold
by James Rickards

ISBN: 9781101980767
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Portfolio
Pub. Date: 2016-04-05
Pages: 192
Price: $33.95

The Myths:
John Maynard Keynes called gold a "barbarous relic." 
There isn't enough gold to support finance and commerce.
The gold supply can't increase fast enough to support world growth.
 
The Reality:
They're wrong.

In this bold manifesto, bestselling author and economic commentator James Rickards steps forward to defend gold--as both as an irreplaceable store of
wealth and a standard for currency.
 
Global political instability and market volatility are on the rise. Gold, always a prudent asset to own, has become the single most important wealth
preservation tool for banks and individuals alike. Rickards draws on historical case studies, monetary theory, and personal experience as an investor to argue
that:
 
·The next financial collapse will be exponentially bigger than the panic of 2008.
·The time will come, sooner than later, when there will be panic  buying and onl ...
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 The New Confessions of an Economic Hit Man

by John Perkins

ISBN: 9781626566743
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Berrett-Koehler Publishers
Pub. Date: 2016-02-09
Pages: 336
Price: $24.95

The previous edition of this now-classic book revealed the existence and subversive manipulations of "economic hit men"." John Perkins wrote that they "are
highly paid professionals who cheat countries around the globe out of trillions of dollars. Their tools include fraudulent financial reports, rigged elections,
payoffs, extortion, sex, and murder."" In Perkins''s case the tool was debt - --convincing strategically important countries to borrow huge amounts of money
for enormous ""development" " projects that served the very rich while driving the country deeper into poverty and debt. And once indebted, these countries
could be controlled. In this latest edition, Perkins provides revealing new details about how he and others did their work. But more importantly, in an
explosive new section he describes how the EHM tools are being used around the world more widely than ever-- - even in the U. S.  itself. The cancer has
metastasized, yet most people still aren''t aware of it. Fear and debt drive the EHM system. We are hammered with messages that terrify us into believing
that we must pay any price, assume any debt, to stop the enemies who, we are told, lurk at our doorsteps. The EHM system - --employing false economics,
bribes, surveillance, deception, debt, coups, assassinations, unbridled military power - --has become the dominant system of economics, government, and
society today. It has created what Perkins calls a ""Death Economy."" But Perkins offers hope: he concludes with dozens of specific, concrete suggestions
for actions all of us can take to wrest control of our world away from the economic hit men, and help give birth to a Life Economy.

 The New Milks
100-Plus Dairy-Free Recipes for Making and Cooking with Soy, Nut, Seed, Grain, and
Coconut Milks
by Dina Cheney

ISBN: 9781501103940
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Atria Books
Pub. Date: 2016-05-03
Pages: 192
Price: $29.00

The definitive guide to nondairy milks--the first comprehensive cookbook demystifying milk alternatives--here's how to make and customize all types of
vegan milks, with one hundred delicious recipes and handy comparison charts, tips, and guidance for choosing the right dairy-free milks for cooking and
baking.Got (non-dairy) milk? Whether you're paleo, vegan, lactose intolerant, kosher, or just plain adventurous in the kitchen, your non-dairy options now
encompass far more than soy, coconut, and almond milks. Consider grain milks, such as oat and amaranth; nut milks, such as cashew and hazelnut; and seed
milks, such as sunflower and hemp. Which ones bake the best biscuits? Complement your coffee? Make your mashed potatoes as creamy as mom's? The
New Milks has the answers. The New Milks is the first bible of milk alternatives, helping you prepare, select, and cook with all varieties. With helpful charts
comparing the texture, nutritional content, taste, and best uses for each milk, plus one hundred flavorful recipes, cooking and baking with non-dairy milks
has never been easier! The first section of the book provides instructions for making an incredible range of non-dairy milks, followed by suggestions for use.
Then, dive into recipes for breakfast, lunch, and dinner; sweets and breads; and smoothies and drinks. Each recipe calls for the ideal type of non-dairy milk,
and most list alternates, so you can tweak them for your dietary needs and taste preferences. From "Buttermilk" Almond Waffles with Warm Berry Agave
Sauce, to Mexican Chocolate Pudding, to Avocado-Basil Smoothies, every recipe is dairy-free, all but two are kosher, the vast majority are vegan, and most
are gluten-free. Who needs the milkman when the alternatives are so much fun?
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 Not Forgotten

The True Story of My Imprisonment in North Korea
by Kenneth Bae

ISBN: 9780718079635
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Thomas Nelson
Pub. Date: 2016-05-03
Pages: 272
Price: $33.50

For the first time, Kenneth Bae tells the full story surrounding his arrest and imprisonment in North Korea.
Not Forgotten is a modern story of intrigue, suspense, and heart. Driven by his passion to help the people of North Korea, Bae moves to neighboring China
to lead guided tours into the secretive nation. Six years later, after eighteen successful excursions in and out of the country, Ken is suddenly stopped at the
border: he inadvertently brought his hard drive, that reveals the true nature of his visits, to customs. He is arrested, brought to Pyongyang for further
questioning, and sentenced to fifteen years of hard labor. His crime? Attempting to overthrow the North Korean government. He may never see his family
again.
Back in America, family and friends rally support by establishing a website and creating a petition for Ken's release. Soon, major media outlets decry Ken's
unjust imprisonment, bringing needed attention that culminates in President Obama's call for prayer on behalf of Ken at the 2014 National Prayer Breakfast.
Meanwhile, Ken grapples with his new, solitary reality as a captive of one of the world's most brutal governments.
From the first harrowing moments of his ordeal to his release--and even today--Ken never wavers in his love for the North Korean people, even his captors.
Not Forgotten is both a compelling narrative of one man's dedication to serving the less fortunate and a modern testament of a missionary forced to rely
solely on the God who sent him into dangerous territory. Readers will marvel at the rare, firsthand tour of life inside the most shrouded country on the planet,
meeting its people, experiencing their daily lives, taking in the landscape, and encountering the tyranny of a totalitarian regime. With its combined spiritual
and secular appeal, this never-before-told story is sure to captivate and inspire readers of all ages.    

 Not Forgotten (Special Edition)
The True Story of My Imprisonment in North Korea
by Kenneth Bae

ISBN: 9780718081119
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Thomas Nelson
Pub. Date: 2016-05-03
Pages: 272
Price: $19.99

For the first time, Kenneth Bae tells the full story surrounding his arrest and imprisonment in North Korea.
Not Forgotten is a modern story of intrigue, suspense, and heart. Driven by his passion to help the people of North Korea, Bae moves to neighboring China
to lead guided tours into the secretive nation. Six years later, after eighteen successful excursions in and out of the country, Ken is suddenly stopped at the
border: he inadvertently brought his hard drive, that reveals the true nature of his visits, to customs. He is arrested, brought to Pyongyang for further
questioning, and sentenced to fifteen years of hard labor. His crime? Attempting to overthrow the North Korean government. He may never see his family
again.
Back in America, family and friends rally support by establishing a website and creating a petition for Ken's release. Soon, major media outlets decry Ken's
unjust imprisonment, bringing needed attention that culminates in President Obama's call for prayer on behalf of Ken at the 2014 National Prayer Breakfast.
Meanwhile, Ken grapples with his new, solitary reality as a captive of one of the world's most brutal governments.
From the first harrowing moments of his ordeal to his release--and even today--Ken never wavers in his love for the North Korean people, even his captors.
Not Forgotten is both a compelling narrative of one man's dedication to serving the less fortunate and a modern testament of a missionary forced to rely
solely on the God who sent him into dangerous territory. Readers will marvel at the rare, firsthand tour of life inside the most shrouded country on the planet,
meeting its people, experiencing their daily lives, taking in the landscape, and encountering the tyranny of a totalitarian regime. With its combined spiritual
and secular appeal, this never-before-told story is sure to captivate and inspire readers of all ages.    
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 November Project

The Book: Inside the Free, Grassroots Fitness Movement That's Taking Over the World
by Brogan Graham

ISBN: 9781623366292
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Rodale Books
Pub. Date: 2016-04-12
Pages: 256
Price: $21.99

November Project: The Book   is the story of how two irreverent, way-outside-the-box fitness fanatics are flipping the fitness industry on its head and
literally making the world a better place, one city at a time. No facility. No machines. Just two dudes and a tribe of thousands. Welcome to November
Project's world takeover.What started 4 years ago as a simple monthlong workout pact between two former Northeastern University oarsmen in Boston has
grown into an international fitness phenomenon. November Project espouses free, public, all-weather, outdoor group sweats that turn strangers into friends
and connect everyone to the city in which they live. It's been described as everything from flashmob fitness to the fight club of running clubs" and a cult. But
November Project prides itself on defying categories.In  November Project: The Book,   Brogan Graham (a.k.a. BG) and Bojan Mandaric, in their own spicy,
big-hearted words, chronicle, along with tribe member and writer Caleb Daniloff, their fitness movement's genesis, evolution, operations, membership,
"secret sauce," and future - and along the way, show you how you can get fit and societally engaged. The book also includes illustrated workouts; the keys to
meaningful civic engagement; information on using your city as a gym; advice on starting an NP tribe; tips on growing, sustaining, and invigorating
membership through social media; and thoughts on the collective power of community."

 Old Records Never Die
One Man's Quest for His Vinyl and His Past
by Eric Spitznagel

ISBN: 9780142181614
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Plume
Pub. Date: 2016-04-12
Pages: 288
Price: $21.00

Foreword by Wilco's Jeff Tweedy

"Memories are far more indelible when married to the physical world, and Spitznagel proves the point in this vivid book. We love vinyl records because they
combine the tactile, the visual, the seeable effects of age and care and carelessless. When he searches for the records he lost and sold, Spitznagel is trying to
return to a tangible past, and he details that process with great sensitivity and impact."
--Dave Eggers, author of The Circle

High Fidelity meets Killing Yourself to Live in this memoir of one man's search for his lost record collection. As he finds himself within spitting distance of
middle-age, journalist Eric Spitznagel feels acutely the loss of...something. Freedom? Maybe. Coolness? Could be. The records he sold in a financial pinch?
Definitely. To find out for sure, he sets out on a quest to find  the original vinyl artifacts from his past. Not just copies. The exact same records:
The Bon Jovi record with his first girlfriend's phone number scrawled on the front sleeve. The KISS Alive II he once shared with his little brother. The
Replacements Let It Be he's pretty sure, 20 years later, would still smell like weed.

 As he embarks on his hero's journey, he reminisces about the actual records, the music, and the people he listened to it with--old girlfriends, his high school
pals, and, most poignantly, his father and his young son. He explores the magic of m ...
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 The Only Average Guy

Inside the Uncommon World of Rob Ford
by John Filion

ISBN: 9780345815996
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Knopf Random Vintage Canada
Pub. Date: 2015-10-08
Pages: 368
Price: $34.00

The first book to go beyond the scandal and distraction of the world's most infamous local politician, and reveal what drives Rob Ford and the many voters
who steadfastly support him. 

Eye-opening and at times frightening, The Only Average Guy cuts through the uproar that followed Ford everywhere. A journalist before entering politics,
Filion peels back the layers of an extremely complicated man. Weaving together the personal and political stories, he explains how Ford's tragic weaknesses
helped propel him to power before leading to his inevitable failure. Through Ford, the book also explains the growing North American phenomenon by
which angry voters are attracted to outspoken candidates flaunting outrageous flaws. 

For fifteen years, Toronto city councillor John Filion has had an uncommon relationship with Rob Ford. Sitting two seats away from the wildly
unpredictable councillor from Etobicoke, who served as mayor from 2010 to 2014, Filion formed an unlikely camaraderie that allowed him to look beyond
Rob's red-faced persona, seeing a boy still longing for the approval of his father, struggling with the impossible expectations of a family that fancied itself a
political dynasty.

 Orchestra of Exiles
The Story of Bronislaw Huberman, the Israel Philharmonic, and the One Thousand Jews
He Saved from Nazi Horrors
by Josh Aronson

ISBN: 9780425281215
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Berkley
Pub. Date: 2016-04-05
Pages: 384
Price: $35.95

The compelling biography of the violinist who founded the Palestine Symphony Orchestra and saved hundreds of people from Hitler--as seen in Josh
Aronson's documentary Orchestra of Exiles.

"The true artist does not create art as an end in itself. He creates art for human beings. Humanity is the goal."--Bronislaw Huberman

At fourteen, Bronislaw Huberman played the Brahms Violin Concerto in Vienna-- winning high praise from the composer himself, who was there. Instantly
famous, Huberman began touring all over the world and received invitations to play for royalty across Europe. But after witnessing the tragedy of World
War I, he committed his phenomenal talent and celebrity to aid humanity.

After studying at the Sorbonne in Paris, Huberman joined the ranks of Sigmund Freud and Albert Einstein in calling for peace through the Pan European
Movement. But when hope for their noble vision was destroyed by the rise of Nazism, Huberman began a crusade that would become his greatest legacy--the
creation, in 1936, of the Palestine Symphony, which twelve years later became the Israel Philharmonic Orchestra.

In creating this world-level orchestra, Huberman miraculously arranged for the very best Jewish musicians and their families to emigrate from Nazi-
threatened territories. His tireless campaigning for the project--including a marathon fundraising concert tour across America--ult ...
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 Originals

How Non-Conformists Move the World
by Adam M. Grant

ISBN: 9780525429562
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Viking
Pub. Date: 2016-02-02
Pages: 336
Price: $35.00

"Reading Originals made me feel like I was seated across from Adam Grant at a dinner party, as one of my favorite thinkers thrilled me with his insights and
his wonderfully new take on the world." --Malcolm Gladwell, #1 New York Times bestselling author of Outliers and The Tipping Point

"Originals is one of the most important and captivating books I have ever read, full of surprising and powerful ideas. It will not only change the way you see
the world; it might just change the way you live your life. And it could very well inspire you to change your world." --Sheryl Sandberg, chief operating
officer of Facebook and #1 New York Times bestselling author of Lean In

The New York Times bestselling author of Give and Take examines how people can champion new ideas--and how leaders can encourage originality in their
organizations
  
With Give and Take, Adam Grant not only introduced a landmark new paradigm for success but also established himself as one of his generation's most
compelling and provocative thought leaders. In Originals he again addresses the challenge of improving the world, but now from the perspective of
becoming original: choosing to champion novel ideas and values that go against the grain, battle conformity, and buck outdated traditions. How can we
originate new ideas, policies, and practices without risking it all?
  
 Using surprising studies and stories spanning business, politics, sports, and entertainment, Grant explores how to recognize a good idea, speak up without
getting silenced, build a coalition of allies, choose the right time to act, and manage fear and dou ...

 Overload
How to Unplug, Unwind, and Unleash Yourself from the Pressure of Stress
by Joyce Meyer

ISBN: 9781455559831
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: FaithWords
Pub. Date: 2016-03-01
Pages: 256
Price: $26.50

#1 New York Times bestselling author Joyce Meyer shows readers how to become free from the burden of stress so that they can achieve God's best for their
lives.
 As technology increases your accessibility, it becomes harder to mute the background noise of your life and receive God's guidance. Joyce Meyer calls this
OVERLOAD, when the demands of your busy life become all-consuming and overwhelming. But to experience the joyful life God has planned, you must
make time to focus on His Word. Then you'll receive His healing calmness and gain the strength to take on life's challenges, from physical ailments to
problems in relationships. Through the practical advice and Scriptural wisdom in this book, you'll learn how to unplug and free yourself from burdens that
weigh you down. You'll gain simple, effective tips for better rest and stress management and discover the fulfilling life you were meant to lead.
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 Paper

Paging Through History
by Mark Kurlansky

ISBN: 9780393239614
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: WW Norton
Pub. Date: 2016-04-19
Pages: 416
Price: $35.95

Paper is one of the simplest and most essential pieces of human technology. For the past two millennia, the ability to produce it in ever more efficient ways
has supported the proliferation of literacy, media, religion, education, commerce, and art; it has formed the foundation of civilizations, promoting revolutions
and restoring stability. One has only to look at history's greatest press run, which produced 6.5 billion copies of MÃ¡o zhuxÃ yulu, Quotations from
Chairman Mao Tse-tung (Zedong)--which doesn't include editions in 37 foreign languages and in braille--to appreciate the range and influence of a single
publication, in paper. Or take the fact that one of history's most revered artists, Leonardo da Vinci, left behind only 15 paintings but 4,000 works on paper.
And though the colonies were at the time calling for a boycott of all British goods, the one exception they made speaks to the essentiality of the material;
they penned the Declaration of Independence on British paper. Now, amid discussion of "going paperless"--and as speculation about the effects of a digitally
dependent society grows rampant--we've come to a world-historic juncture. Thousands of years ago, Socrates and Plato warned that written language would
be the end of "true knowledge," replacing the need to excise memory and think through complex questions. Similar arguments were made about the switch
from handwritten to printed books, and today about the role of computer technology. By tracing paper's evolution from antiquity to the present, with an
emphasis on the contributions made in Asia and the Middle East, Mark Kurlansky challenges common assumptions about technology's influence, affirming
that paper is here to stay. Paper will be the commodity history that guides us forward in the twenty-first century and illuminates our times.

 Canadian Living
Pasta & Noodles
by CANADIAN LIVING TEST

ISBN: 9781988002118
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Canadian Living
Publisher: Juniper Publishing
Pub. Date: 2016-03-01
Pages: 160
Price: $19.95

Who doesn't love noodles? They're fun, filling and nutritious--and a pleasure for people of every age. Now you can add dozens of tasty, new pasta and
noodle dishes to your repertoire, thanks to the food specialists in the The Canadian Living Test Kitchen.  In this book, you'll find 90+ Tested-Till-Perfect
recipes based on noodles of all sorts, including white pastas, whole grain pastas, gluten-free pastas, rice noodles and buckwheat soba noodles. You'll find
traditional Italian dishes (including our Ultimate Lasagna), zesty Asian meals (such as Gluten-Free Pad Thai) and much more. There is also a selection of
sauces and pestos to make and save for later. The food specialists in The Canadian Living Test Kitchen also shares their expert advice on buying, prepping
and cooking pasta perfectly. With their helpful tips and a few simple ingredients, you'll be cooking like an expert, and your family will be saying "More
pasta, please!" Recipes Include: o Soups o Lasagnas and baked pastas o Macaroni and cheese o Italian-style pasta mains o Pad Thai and other Asian-style stir-
fried noodle dishes o Spaghetti and meatballs (including a meatless option!) o Pasta sauces o Pestos
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 Perpetual Becoming

by Alanis Morissette

ISBN: 9780062313959
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins
Pub. Date: 2017-01-17
Pages: 304
Price: $34.99

Grammy award-winning singer and songwriter Alanis Morissette shares her incredible journey from Canadian pop star to international music legend and
spiritual teacher.
In 1995, 21-year-old Alanis Morissette burst onto the international music scene, speaking directly and vulnerably and without apology about her deeply
human experiences of love, loss, and hope . . . something her fans quickly began relying on. Jagged Little Pill was raw, hypnotic, unself-conscious and
surprisingly beautiful, and no one had ever heard anything quite like it. The album was nominated for nine Grammys and won five, including Album of the
Year, making her the youngest artist in history to win the honor. The album would go on to sell 33 million copies, breaking the Guinness World Record of
biggest selling debut, and make Alanis a household name. Sixty million records, multiple awards and international tours later, Alanis continues to imbue her
art with her inimitable style and narrative: direct, clear, powerful, compelling, and sometimes shocking (even to herself).
Perpetual Becoming is memoir Alanis-style, an off-beat, captivating, searingly honest contemplation-meets-revelation on love, fame, celebrity, trauma,
addiction and recovery, and the mad joy of creating and honoring your own true self, day by day. From her tender years in Ottawa as a music prodigy
through the upheaval and trauma of international fame, to her search for meaning when you have "everything" to her current rich and fulfilling life as a multi-
talented artist, wife, mother, activist, teacher, business woman and god girl, Morissette interweaves her personal story with hard-won wisdom, philosophy,
spirituality, guidance, and often cheeky tips on how to live an authentic life--including how to beat love addiction, find a suitable mate, deal with a narcissist,
prioritize self-care, recover from burn-out, and honor your deepest impulses. Profound, profane, heart warming and laugh-your-ass-off funny, Perpetual
Becoming is Alanis at her outspoken best.

 Players
The Story of Sports and Money, and the Visionaries Who Fought to Create a Revolution
by Matthew Futterman

ISBN: 9781476716954
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Simon & Schuster
Pub. Date: 2016-04-26
Pages: 336
Price: $36.50

For fans of Michael Lewis, the astounding untold story of how professional sports transformed, in the span of a single generation, from a cottage industry
into a massive global business.In the cash-soaked world of contemporary sports, where every season brings news of higher salaries, endorsement deals, and
television contracts, it is mind-boggling to remember that as recently as the 1970s elite athletes earned so little money that many were forced to work second
jobs in the off-season to make ends meet. Roger Staubach, for example, made only $25,000 in his first season as the starting quarterback of the Dallas
Cowboys and wound up selling commercial real estate in the summer. Today, when Fortune reports that every athlete on its Top 50 list makes more than
twenty million dollars per year, it's clear that a complete reversal of power occurred under our eyes. Players is the first book to chronicle the astonishing
business story behind modern sports--a true revolution that moved the athletes from the bottom of the financial pyramid to the top. It started in 1960, when a
Cleveland lawyer named Mark McCormack convinced a golfer named Arnold Palmer to sign with him. Within a few years, McCormack raised Palmer's
annual income off-the-course from $5,000 to $500,000 and forever changed the landscape of the sports industry. Futterman introduces a wide-ranging cast of
characters to tell the story of athletes, agents, TV executives, coaches, and owners who together created the dominating and multifaceted industry we know
today. Players is a riveting, fly-on-the-wall account of the creation and rise of the modern sports world, and the people who fought to make it happen. From
landmark moments such as the 1973 Wimbledon boycott and baseball pitcher Catfish Hunter's battle to become MLB's first free agent to the outsize
influence of companies like IMG, Nike, and ESPN, this fascinating book details the wild evolution of sports into the extravaganza we experience today, and
the inevitable trade-offs those changes have wrought.
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 Playing to the Edge

American Intelligence in the Age of Terror
by Michael V. Hayden

ISBN: 9781594206566
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Penguin Press
Pub. Date: 2016-02-23
Pages: 464
Price: $39.00

An unprecedented high-level master narrative of America's intelligence wars, from the only person ever to helm both CIA and NSA, at a time of heinous
new threats and wrenching change
  
 For General Michael Hayden, playing to the edge means playing so close to the line that you get chalk dust on your cleats. Otherwise, by playing back, you
may protect yourself, but you will be less successful in protecting America. "Play to the edge" was Hayden's guiding principle when he ran the National
Security Agency, and it remained so when he ran CIA.  In his view, many shortsighted and uninformed people are quick to criticize, and this book will give
them much to chew on but little easy comfort; it is an unapologetic insider's look told from the perspective of the people who faced awesome responsibilities
head on, in the moment. 
  
 How did American intelligence respond to terrorism, a major war and the most sweeping technological revolution in the last 500 years?  What was NSA
before 9/11 and how did it change in its aftermath?  Why did NSA begin the controversial terrorist surveillance program that included the acquisition of
domestic phone records? What else was set in motion during this period that formed the backdrop for the infamous Snowden revelations in 2013?   
  
 As Director of CIA in the last three years of the Bush administration,  Hayden had to deal with the rendition, detention and interrogation program as
bequeathed to him by his predecessors. He also had to ramp up the agency to support its role in the targeted killing program that began to dramatically
increase in July 2008. This was a time of great c ...

 The Point Is
Making Sense of Birth, Death, and Everything in Between
by Lee Eisenberg

ISBN: 9781455550463
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Grand Central Publishing
Pub. Date: 2016-02-02
Pages: 304
Price: $31.50

In this engaging and provocative new book, Lee Eisenberg, bestselling author of The Number, dares to tackle nothing less than what it takes to find enduring
meaning and purpose in life. 

He explains how from a young age, each of us is compelled to take memories of events and relationships and shape them into a one-of-a-kind personal
narrative. In addition to sharing his own pivotal memories (some of them moving, some just a shade embarrassing), Eisenberg presents striking research
culled from psychology and neuroscience, and draws on insights from a pantheon of thinkers and great writers-Tolstoy, Freud, Joseph Campbell, Virginia
Woolf, among others. 

We also hear from men and women of all ages who are wrestling with the demands of work and family, ever in search of fulfillment and satisfaction. 

It all adds up to a fascinating story, delightfully told, one that goes straight to the heart of how we explain ourselves to ourselves-in other words, who we are
and why.
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 Porcelain

A Memoir
by MOBY

ISBN: 9781594206429
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Penguin Press
Pub. Date: 2016-05-17
Pages: 416
Price: $35.95

From one of the most interesting and iconic musicians of our time, a piercingly tender, funny, and harrowing account of the path from suburban poverty and
alienation to a life of beauty, squalor and unlikely success out of the NYC club scene of the late '80s and '90s.

There were many reasons Moby was never going to make it as a DJ and musician in the New York club scene. This was the New York of Palladium; of
Mars, Limelight, and Twilo; of unchecked, drug-fueled hedonism in pumping clubs where dance music was still largely underground, popular chiefly among
working-class African Americans and Latinos. And then there was Moby--not just a poor, skinny white kid from Connecticut, but a devout Christian, a
vegan, and a teetotaler. He would learn what it was to be spat on, to live on almost nothing. But it was perhaps the last good time for an artist to live on
nothing in New York City: the age of AIDS and crack but also of a defiantly festive cultural underworld. Not without drama, he found his way. But success
was not uncomplicated; it led to wretched, if in hindsight sometimes hilarious, excess and proved all too fleeting. And so by the end of the decade, Moby
contemplated an end in his career and elsewhere in his life, and put that emotion into what he assumed would be his swan song, his good-bye to all that, the
album that would in fact be the beginning of an astonishing new phase: the multimillion-selling Play.
  
 At once bighearted and remorseless in its excavation of a lost world, Porcelain is both a chronicle of a city and a time and a deeply intimate exploration of
finding one's place during the most gloriously anxious period in life, when you're on your own, betting on yourself, but have no idea how the story ends, and
so you live with the honest dread that you're one false step from being thrown out on your face. Mo ...

 Precious Cargo
My Year of Driving the Kids on School Bus 3077
by Craig Davidson

ISBN: 9780345810519
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Knopf Random Vintage Canada
Pub. Date: 2016-04-12
Pages: 320
Price: $24.95

Surprising and revelatory non-fiction from a talented young writer whose last book, Cataract City, was shortlisted for the Giller Prize and the Trillium Book
Prize, and was a Globe Best Book and national bestseller.
With his last novel, Cataract City, Craig Davidson established himself as one of our most talented novelists. But in his early thirties, before writing that novel
and before his previous work, Rust and Bone, was made into an Oscar-nominated film, Davidson experienced a period of poverty, apparent failure and
despair. In this new work of intimate, riveting and timely non-fiction, based loosely on a National Magazine Award-winning article he published in The
Walrus, Davidson tells the story of one year in his life--a year during which he came to a new, mature understanding of his own life and his connection to
others. Or, as Davidson would say, he became an adult.
     One morning in 2008, desperate and impoverished and living in a one-room basement apartment while trying unsuccessfully to write, Davidson plucked a
flyer out of his mailbox that read, "Bus Drivers Wanted." That was the first step towards an unlikely new career: driving a school bus full of special-needs
kids for a year. Armed only with a sense of humour akin to that of his charges, a creative approach to the challenge of driving a large, awkward vehicle while
corralling a rowdy gang of kids, and surprising but unsentimental reserves of empathy, Davidson takes us along for the ride. He shows us how his evolving
relationship with the kids on that bus, each of them struggling physically as well as emotionally and socially, slowly but surely changed his life along with
the lives of the "precious cargo" in his care. This is the extraordinary story of that year and those relationships. It is also a moving, important and universal
story about how we see and treat people with special needs in our society.
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 Pretty Happy

Healthy Ways to Love Your Body
by Kate Hudson

ISBN: 9780062434234
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins
Pub. Date: 2016-02-16
Pages: 256
Price: $33.50

I didn't just wake up one day understanding how to take care of myself. I had to learn how to do so over time, and I continue to learn--each and every day.
This is a process, and my body is constantly changing. So is yours. And when I learned how to accept that I will always be like this, I relaxed. Our bodies do
not stand still for time.
When you understand yourself and connect to how you can become body smart, you realize pretty quickly that the perfect, the ideal is not the goal. Instead,
the goal is feeling good in your body. That's what leads to confidence, to feeling and looking fit, and being pretty happy. Doesn't that sound great? I think
so! 
In almost every interview she gives, Kate Hudson is asked the same questions: What do you eat? How do you stay so fit? What workout do you do? What's
your secret? Well, the secret is that the sound bites the media loves so much don't tell the story, and the steps you need to take to have a healthy, vibrant and
happy life can't be captured in a short interview. The key to living well, and healthy, is to plug into what your body needs, understanding that one size does
not fit all, all the time, and being truly honest with yourself about your goals and desires.
Like everyone else, Kate is constantly on the move, with a life full of work, family, responsibilities and relationships. In Pretty Happy, Kate shows how she
honors her relationship with herself through exercise, making the right choices about what she eats, and constantly going back to the drawing board and
starting fresh, instead of holding herself to unrealistic standards of perfection and giving up when she falls short. Focusing on the Four Pillars of Health to
enhance her well-being ...

 The Princess Diarist
by Carrie Fisher

ISBN: 9780399173592
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Blue Rider Press
Pub. Date: 2016-10-18
Pages: 240
Price: $32.49

From Princess Leia herself: another brilliantly hilarious self-examination of her unlikely life and times. A thoroughly original and intimate memoir by the
bestselling author of Postcards from the Edge and Wishful Drinking.
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 The Productivity Project

Accomplishing More by Managing Your Time, Attention, and Energy
by Chris Bailey

ISBN: 9780345815774
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Knopf Random Vintage Canada
Pub. Date: 2016-01-05
Pages: 304
Price: $32.00

A fresh, personal, and entertaining exploration of a topic that concerns all of us: how to be more productive at work and in every facet of our lives.
 
Chris Bailey turned down lucrative job offers to pursue a lifelong dream--to spend a year performing a deep dive experiment into the pursuit of productivity,
a subject he had been enamored with since he was a teenager. After obtaining his business degree, he created a blog to chronicle a year-long series of
productivity experiments he conducted on himself, where he also continued his research and interviews with some of the world's foremost experts, from
Charles Duhigg to David Allen. Among the experiments that he tackled: Bailey went several weeks with getting by on little to no sleep; he cut out caffeine
and sugar; he lived in total isolation for 10 days; he used his smartphone for just an hour a day for three months; he gained ten pounds of muscle mass; he
stretched his work week to 90 hours; a late riser, he got up at 5:30 every morning for three months--all the while monitoring the impact of his experiments on
the quality and quantity of his work. 
 
The Productivity Project--and the lessons Chris learned--are the result of that year-long journey. Among the counterintuitive insights Chris Bailey will teach
you: 
·         slowing down to work more deliberately;
·         shrink ...

 Proof of Angels
The Definitive Book on the Reality of Angels and the Surprising Role They Play in Each of
Our Lives
by Ptolemy Tompkins

ISBN: 9781501129186
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Howard Books
Pub. Date: 2016-02-16
Pages: 208
Price: $32.99

From the collaborator of the blockbuster bestseller Proof of Heaven comes the definitive book proving angels are real, all around us, and interacting in our
lives every day.In March 2015, millions worldwide were captivated by news reports of the dramatic rescue of an eighteen month old girl, Lily Groesbeck,
who'd somehow survived fourteen hours in an overturned car partially submerged in an icy-cold Utah river after her mother apparently lost control of the
vehicle. A voice the four responding officers assumed was the child's mother still trapped inside spurred them on: "Help me, help me." Yet, once the two
victims were recovered, it was clear that the voice could not have come from Lily's mother: she'd been killed on impact. New York Times bestselling author
Ptolemy Tompkins, with the help of Tyler Beddoes, one of the responding officers who helped rescue Lily, share details of this modern-day miracle and
explore the evidence for the existence of angels in our world. Proof of Angels weaves real-life stories into a rich narrative, exploring the history, nature, and
significance of angels in our lives. With an introduction by Colleen Hughes, the editor-in-chief of Angels on Earth magazine, Proof of Angels proves that the
barrier between the spiritual and the scientific is less certain than we often think. Not only does Tompkins offer a highly entertaining look into a universally
fascinating topic, but he also delivers a fresh and deeply reassuring message: we are not alone.
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 Pumpkinflowers

An Israeli Soldier's Story
by Matti Friedman

ISBN: 9780771036903
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: McClelland & Stewart
Pub. Date: 2016-05-03
Pages: 256
Price: $32.00

From an award-winning Canadian-Israeli writer comes the true story of a band of young soldiers, the author among them, charged with holding one remote
outpost in Lebanon, a task that changed them forever and foreshadowed today's unwinnable conflicts in Iraq, Afghanistan, and elsewhere.
It was small hilltop in a small, unnamed war in the late 1990s, but it would send out ripples that continue to emanate worldwide today. The hill was called
the Pumpkin? flowers was the military code word for "casualties." Friedman's visceral narrative recreates harrowing wartime experiences in a work that is
part frontlines memoir, part
journalistic reporting, part military history. The years in question were pivotal ones, and not just for Israel. They saw the perfection of a type of warfare that
would eventually be exported to Afghanistan and Iraq. The new twenty-first century war is one in which there is never any clear victor, and not enough lives
are lost to rally the public against it. Eventually Israel would come to realize that theirs was a losing proposition and pull out. But, of course, by then these
soldiers--those who had survived--and the country had been wounded in ways large and small. Raw, powerful, beautifully rendered, the book will take its
place among classic war stories such as those by George Orwell, Philip Caputo, and Vasily Grossman. Pumpkinflowers is an unflinching look, like the works
of Jon Krakauer and Sebastian Junger, at the way we conduct war today.

 Push Back
Guilt in the Age of Natural Parenting
by Amy Tuteur

ISBN: 9780062407344
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins
Pub. Date: 2016-04-05
Pages: 384
Price: $33.50

A Harvard-trained obstetrician-gynecologist, prominent blogger, and author of the classic How Your Baby Is Born delivers a timely, important, and sure to
be headline-making expose that shines a light on the natural parenting movement and the multimillion-dollar industry behind it.
The natural parenting movement praises the virtues of birth without medical interference, staunchly advocates breastfeeding for all mothers, and hails
attachment parenting. Once the exclusive province of the alternative lifestyle, natural parenting has gone mainstream, becoming a lucrative big business
today.
But those who do not subscribe to this method are often made to feel as if they are doing their children harm. Dr. Amy Tuteur understands their
apprehensions. "Parenting quickly feels synonymous with guilt. And of late, there is no bigger arena for this pervasive guilt than childbirth." As a medical
professional with a long career in obstetrics and gynecology and as the mother of four children, Tuteur is no stranger to the insurmountable pressures and
subsequent feelings of blame and self-condemnation that mothers experience during their children's early years. The natural parenting movement, she
contends, is not helping them raise their children better. Instead, it capitalizes on their uncertainty, manipulating parents when they are most vulnerable.
In Push Back, she chronicles the movement's history from its roots to its modern practices, incorporating her own experiences as a mother and successful OB-
GYN with original research on the latest in childbirth science. She also reveals the dangerous and overtly misogynistic motives of some of its
proponents--conservative men who sought to limit women's control and autonomy. As she debunks, one by one, the guilt-inducing myths of natural birth and
parenting, Dr. Tuteur empowers women to embrace the method of childbirth that is right for them, while reassuring all parents that the most important thing
they can do is love and care for their children.
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 Raising Ryland

Our Story of Parenting a Transgender Child with No Strings Attached
by Hillary Whittington

ISBN: 9780062388889
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins
Pub. Date: 2016-02-23
Pages: 272
Price: $19.99

This powerful, moving story--which has already touched more than seven million through a viral video created by the Whittington family--is a mother's first-
hand account of her emotional choice to embrace her transgender child.
When Hillary and Jeff Whittington posted a YouTube video chronicling their five-year-old son Ryland's transition from girl to boy, they didn't expect it to be
greeted with such fervor. Beautiful and moving, the video documenting Hillary's and Jeff's love for their child instantly went viral and has been seen by more
than seven million viewers since its posting in May 2014.
Now for the first time, they tell their story in full, offering an emotional and moving account of their journey alongside their exceptional child. After they
discovered their daughter Ryland was deaf at age one and needed cochlear implants, the Whittingtons spent nearly four years successfully teaching Ryland to
speak. But once Ryland gained the power of speech, it was time for them to listen as Ryland insisted, "I am a boy!" And listen they did. After learning that
forty-one percent of people who identify as transgender attempt to take their own lives, Hillary and her husband Jeff made it their mission to support their
child--no matter what.
From the earliest stages of deciphering Ryland through clothing choices to examining the difficult conversations that have marked every stage of Ryland's
transition, Hillary Whittington shares her experiences as a mother through it all, demonstrating both the resistance and support that their family has
encountered as they try to erase the stigma surrounding the word "transgender." In telling her family's story, she hopes she can assist the world in accepting
that even children as young as five, can have profound and impactful things to say and share. What emerges is a powerful story of unconditional love,
accepting others for who they are, and doing what's right, regardless of whether those around you understand it.    

 Ready to Retire?
What You and Your Spouse Need to Know About the Reality of Retirement
by Lyndsay Green

ISBN: 9781443440561
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins
Pub. Date: 2016-01-05
Pages: 240
Price: $19.99

Ready to Retire?
What You and Your Spouse Need to Know About The New Reality of Retirement
Conceived and written for those about to retire - or already in retirement and the women (and men) who live with them. Ready to Retire?  helps people
understand what they and their partners are going through as they meet the new reality of life beyond the workplace. Cultural messaging has traditionally
reinforced the idea of the man as bread winner and men have a particularly hard time making the retirement adjustment as they so often completely self-
identify with their work.  In light of this cultural trend, bestselling author and sociologist Lyndsay Green sets out to demystify retirement for men and their
partners, and provides an engaging and uplifting portrait of the emotional landscape of men in their sixties and seventies.
While most books on this subject focus on finances, Lyndsay Green writes more about the psychological implications of retirement. More descriptive than
instructional, the book is based on interviews with over sixty people, from age 56 to 88, living in cities, small towns and rural areas.
In spite of the fact that many men have a deep-rooted fear about retirement, and that so often their spouses can be baffled by their inability to express those
fears and needs, Lyndsay Green discovered that the story of men's retirement is mostly one of adjustment, revitalization and reinvention. Ready to Retire? is
an inspiring portrait of the emotional lives of men who have retired or are considering retirement, and the women (and men) they live with.
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 Reasons To Stay Alive

by Matt Haig

ISBN: 9781443443142
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins
Pub. Date: 2016-01-19
Pages: 272
Price: $19.99

A Sunday Times bestseller, Reasons to Stay Alive is both a wonderfully moving and upbeat account of how Matt Haig survived depression and anxiety, and
an accessible, life-affirming guide to helping yourself--and others--through mental illness.
In the western world the suicide rate is highest amongst men under the age of 35. Matt Haig could have added to that statistic when, aged 24, he found
himself staring at a cliff-edge about to jump off. This is the story of why he didn't, and how he recovered and learned to live with anxiety and depression. It's
also an optimistic, joyous and often funny exploration of how to live better, love better, read better and feel more. A wonderful mix of memoir and hard-won
wisdom, Reasons to Stay Alive is, at heart, about making the most of your time on earth.

 Red Platoon
A True Story of American Valor
by Clinton Romesha

ISBN: 9780525955054
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Dutton
Pub. Date: 2016-05-03
Pages: 400
Price: $36.00

The only comprehensive, firsthand account of the thirteen hour firefight at the Battle of Keating by Medal of Honor recipient Clinton Romesha, for readers
of Black Hawk Down by Mark Bowden and Lone Survivor by Marcus Luttrell
  
 "'It doesn't get better.' To us, that phrase nailed one of the essential truths, maybe even the essential truth, about being stuck at an outpost whose strategic
and tactical vulnerabilities were so glaringly obvious to every soldier who had ever set foot in that place that the name itself -- Keating -- had become a kind
of backhanded joke."
  
In 2009, Clinton Romesha of Red Platoon and the rest of the Black Knight Troop were preparing to shut down Command Outpost Keating, the most remote
and inaccessible in a string of bases built by the U.S. military in Nuristan and Kunar in the hope of preventing Taliban insurgents from moving freely back
and forth between Afghanistan and Pakistan. Three years after its construction, the army was finally ready to concede what the men on the ground had
known immediately: it was simply too isolated and too dangerous to defend. 
  
 On October 3, 2009, after years of constant smaller attacks, the Taliban finally decided to throw everything they had at Keating. The ensuing 14-hour
battle-- and eventual victory-- cost 8 men their lives. 
  
 Red Platoon is the riveting first-hand account of the Battle of Keati ...
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 Rightful Heritage

Franklin D. Roosevelt and the Land of America
by Douglas Brinkley

ISBN: 9780062089236
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins
Pub. Date: 2016-03-15
Pages: 752
Price: $43.50

The acclaimed, award-winning historian--"America's new past master" (Chicago Tribune)--examines the environmental legacy of FDR and the New Deal.
Douglas Brinkley's The Wilderness Warrior celebrated Theodore Roosevelt's spirit of outdoor exploration and bold vision to protect 234 million acres of
wild America. Now, in Rightful Heritage, Brinkley turns his attention to the other indefatigable environmental leader--Teddy's distant cousin, Franklin
Delano Roosevelt, chronicling his essential yet under-sung legacy as the founder of the Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC) and premier protector of
America's public lands. FDR built from scratch dozens of State Park systems and scenic roadways. Pristine landscapes such as the Great Smokies, the
Everglades, Joshua Tree, the Olympics, Big Bend, Channel Islands, Mammoth Cave, and the slickrock wilderness of Utah were forever saved by his
leadership.
Brinkley traces FDR's love for the natural world from his youth exploring the Hudson River Valley and bird watching. As America's president from 1933 to
1945, Roosevelt--consummate political strategist--established hundreds of federal migratory bird refuges and spearheaded the modern endangered species
movement. He brilliantly positioned his conservation goals as economic policy to combat the severe unemployment of the Great Depression. During its nine-
year existence, the CCC put nearly three million young men to work on conservation projects--including building trails in the national parks, pollution
control, land restoration to combat the Dust Bowl, and planting over two billion trees.
Rightful Heritage is an epic chronicle that is both an irresistible portrait of FDR's unrivaled passion and drive, and an indispensable analysis that skillfully
illuminates the tension between business and nature--exploiting our natural resources and conserving them. Within the narrative are brilliant capsule
biographies of such environmental warriors as Eleanor Roosevelt, Harold Ickes, and Ros ...

 Rightful Heritage LP (Large Print Edition)
Franklin D. Roosevelt and the Land of America
by Douglas Brinkley

ISBN: 9780062441553
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins
Pub. Date: 2016-03-15
Pages: 1312
Price: $43.50

The acclaimed, award-winning historian--"America's new past master" (Chicago Tribune)--examines the environmental legacy of FDR and the New Deal.
Douglas Brinkley's The Wilderness Warrior celebrated Theodore Roosevelt's spirit of outdoor exploration and bold vision to protect 234 million acres of
wild America. Now, in Rightful Heritage, Brinkley turns his attention to the other indefatigable environmental leader--Teddy's distant cousin, Franklin
Delano Roosevelt, chronicling his essential yet under-sung legacy as the founder of the Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC) and premier protector of
America's public lands. FDR built from scratch dozens of State Park systems and scenic roadways. Pristine landscapes such as the Great Smokies, the
Everglades, Joshua Tree, the Olympics, Big Bend, Channel Islands, Mammoth Cave, and the slickrock wilderness of Utah were forever saved by his
leadership.
Brinkley traces FDR's love for the natural world from his youth exploring the Hudson River Valley and bird watching. As America's president from 1933 to
1945, Roosevelt--consummate political strategist--established hundreds of federal migratory bird refuges and spearheaded the modern endangered species
movement. He brilliantly positioned his conservation goals as economic policy to combat the severe unemployment of the Great Depression. During its nine-
year existence, the CCC put nearly three million young men to work on conservation projects--including building trails in the national parks, pollution
control, land restoration to combat the Dust Bowl, and planting over two billion trees.
Rightful Heritage is an epic chronicle that is both an irresistible portrait of FDR's unrivaled passion and drive, and an indispensable analysis that skillfully
illuminates the tension between business and nature--exploiting our natural resources and conserving them. Within the narrative are brilliant capsule
biographies of such environmental warriors as Eleanor Roosevelt, Harold Ickes, and Ros ...
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 Ripley's Believe It Or Not

Absolutely Absurd
by RIPLEY'S

ISBN: 9781609911447
Binding: Hardback 
Series: CURIO
Publisher: Ripley Publishing
Pub. Date: 2016-02-16
Pages: 384
Price: $17.99

Are you ready for something Absolutely Absurd? The tenth book in Ripley's wildly successful Curioddities series offers more than 1,200 incredible stories
of the hard to believe, the hard to swallow, and the hard to miss! From Romeo, a Bengal cat who rides a skateboard, to musician Oz Bayldon's super-cool gig
at the 21,825-foot summit of Mera Peak in the Himalayas, you won't believe the jaw-dropping facts, stories, and photos contained in every one of this book's
384 full-color pages. From cover to cover, Absolutely Absurd! is filled to the brim with Ripley's fun for all ages.Welcome to Ripley's world of the
Absolutely Absurd! This brand-new installment in the bestselling Curioddities series features even more of the amazing stories, astounding full-color photos,
and incredible facts Ripley's is famous for. Is pop culture your thing? Discover Lord of the Rings fan Jeremy Telford's very own Hobbit Hole--which he built
out of 2,600 balloons! Love animals? Meet Buddy, the five legged and five-pawed dog! From food to sports and everything in between, you'll find
something to amaze and astound you on every one of this book's 384 pages. A must-have for Ripley fans and perfect for reluctant readers of all ages, you
won't believe what you'll find in Absolutely Absurd!

 The Road to Little Dribbling
Adventures of an American in Britain
by Bill Bryson

ISBN: 9780147526878
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: Random House Audio
Pub. Date: 2016-01-19
Pages: 
Price: $58.00

A loving and hilarious--if occasionally spiky--valentine to Bill Bryson's adopted country, Great Britain. Prepare for total joy and multiple episodes of
unseemly laughter.

 Twenty years ago, Bill Bryson went on a trip around Britain to discover and celebrate that green and pleasant land. The result was Notes from a Small
Island, a true classic and one of the bestselling travel books ever written. Now he has traveled about Britain again, by bus and train and rental car and on
foot, to see what has changed--and what hasn't.

Following (but not too closely) a route he dubs the Bryson Line, from Bognor Regis in the south to Cape Wrath in the north, by way of places few travelers
ever get to at all, Bryson rediscovers the wondrously beautiful, magnificently eccentric, endearingly singular country that he both celebrates and, when called
for, twits. With his matchless instinct for the funniest and quirkiest and his unerring eye for the idiotic, the bewildering, the appealing, and the ridiculous, he
offers acute and perceptive insights into all that is best and worst about Britain today.

N ...
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 The Road to Little Dribbling (Large Print Edition)

Adventures of an American in Britain
by Bill Bryson

ISBN: 9780399566783
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Random House Large Print
Publisher: Large Print
Pub. Date: 2016-01-19
Pages: 528
Price: $38.00

A loving and hilarious--if occasionally spiky--valentine to Bill Bryson's adopted country, Great Britain. Prepare for total joy and multiple episodes of
unseemly laughter.

 Twenty years ago, Bill Bryson went on a trip around Britain to discover and celebrate that green and pleasant land. The result was Notes from a Small
Island, a true classic and one of the bestselling travel books ever written. Now he has traveled about Britain again, by bus and train and rental car and on
foot, to see what has changed--and what hasn't.

Following (but not too closely) a route he dubs the Bryson Line, from Bognor Regis in the south to Cape Wrath in the north, by way of places few travelers
ever get to at all, Bryson rediscovers the wondrously beautiful, magnificently eccentric, endearingly singular country that he both celebrates and, when called
for, twits. With his matchless instinct for the funniest and quirkiest and his unerring eye for the idiotic, the bewildering, the appealing, and the ridiculous, he
offers acute and perceptive insights into all that is best and worst about Britain today.

N ...

 The Road to Little Dribbling
More Notes From a Small Island
by Bill Bryson

ISBN: 9780385685719
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Doubleday Canada
Pub. Date: 2015-10-13
Pages: 400
Price: $34.95

Bill Bryson returns to his internationally beloved topic, Britain, with his first travel book in fifteen years.

In 1995, Bill Bryson went on a trip around Britain to celebrate the green and kindly island that had become his home. The hilarious book he wrote about that
journey, Notes from a Small Island, became one of the most loved books of recent decades.
    Now, in this hotly anticipated new travel book, his first in fifteen years and sure to be greeted as the funniest book of the decade, Bryson sets out on a
brand-new journey, on a route he dubs the Bryson Line, from Bognor Regis on the south coast to Cape Wrath on the northernmost tip of Scotland.
    Once again, he will guide us through all that's best and worst about Britain today--while doing that incredibly rare thing of making us laugh out loud in
public.
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 Same Kind of Different As Me Movie Edition (Revised Edition)

A Modern-Day Slave, an International Art Dealer, and the Unlikely Woman Who Bound
Them Together
by Ron Hall

ISBN: 9780718077297
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Thomas Nelson
Pub. Date: 2016-10-18
Pages: 240
Price: $21.00

Soon to be a Major Motion Picture  
A dangerous, homeless drifter who grew up picking cotton in virtual slavery.
An upscale art dealer accustomed to the world of Armani and Chanel.
A gutsy woman with a stubborn dream.
A story so incredible no novelist would dare dream it.
 
It begins outside a burning plantation hut in Louisiana . . . and an East Texas honky-tonk . . . and, without a doubt, inside the heart of God. It unfolds at
a Hollywood hacienda . . . an upscale New York gallery . . . a downtown dumpster . . . a Texas ranch.
Gritty with betrayal, pain, and brutality, it also shines with an unexpected, life-changing love.
Bonus material in this special movie edition includes:
a new epilogue with updates on the authors since the release of the original book;
the amazing story behind the movie, how it got made, and the incredible experiences while filming in Jackson, MS;
16 page color photo insert from the movie set.
 

 Saving Alex
When I Was Fifteen I Told My Mormon Parents I Was Gay, and That's When My Nightmare
Began
by Alex Cooper

ISBN: 9780062374608
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins
Pub. Date: 2016-03-01
Pages: 256
Price: $31.00

When Alex Cooper was fifteen years old, life was pretty ordinary in her sleepy suburban town and nice Mormon family. At church and at home, Alex was
taught that God had a plan for everyone. But something was gnawing at her that made her feel different. These feelings exploded when she met Yvette, a girl
who made Alex feel alive in a new way, and with whom Alex would quickly fall in love.
Alex knew she was holding a secret that could shatter her family, her church community, and her life. Yet when this secret couldn't be hidden any longer, she
told her parents that she was gay, and the nightmare began. She was driven from her home in Southern California to Utah, where, against her will, her
parents handed her over to fellow Mormons who promised to save Alex from her homosexuality.
For eight harrowing months, Alex was held captive in an unlicensed "residential treatment program" modeled on the many "therapeutic" boot camps
scattered across Utah. Alex was physically and verbally abused, and many days she was forced to stand facing a wall wearing a heavy backpack full of rocks.
Her captors used faith to punish and terrorize her. With the help of a dedicated legal team in Salt Lake City, Alex eventually escaped and made legal history
in Utah by winning the right to live under the law's protection as an openly gay teenager.
Alex is not alone; the headlines continue to splash stories about gay conversion therapy and rehabilitation centers that promise to "save" teenagers from their
sexuality. Saving Alex is a courageous memoir that tells Alex's story in the hopes that it will bring awareness and justice to this important issue. A bold,
inspiring story of one girl's fight for freedom, acceptance, and truth.
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 Scream

A Memoir of Glamour and Dysfunction
by Tama Janowitz

ISBN: 9780062391322
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins
Pub. Date: 2016-08-09
Pages: 288
Price: $31.99

In this darkly funny, surprising memoir, the original "Lit Girl" and author of the era-defining Slaves of New York considers her life in and outside of New
York City, from the heyday of the 1980s to her life today in a tiny upstate town that proves that fact is always stranger than fiction.
 With the publication of her acclaimed short story collection Slaves of New York, Tama Janowitz was crowned the Lit Girl of New York. Celebrated in
rarified literary and social circles, she was hailed, alongside Mark Lindquist, Bret Easton Ellis, and Jay McInerney, as one of the original "Brat Pack"
writers--a wave of young minimalist authors whose wry, urbane sensibility captured the zeitgeist of the time, propelling them to the forefront of American
culture.
In Scream, her first memoir, Janowitz recalls the quirky literary world of young downtown New York in the go-go 1980s and reflects on her life today far
away from the city indelible to her work. As in Slaves of New York and A Certain Age, Janowitz turns a critical eye towards life, this time her own,
recounting the vagaries of fame and fortune as a writer devoted to her art. Here, too, is Tama as daughter, wife, and mother, wrestling with aging, loss, and
angst, both adolescent (her daughter) and middle aged (her own) as she cares for a mother plagued by dementia, battles a brother who questions her choices,
and endures the criticism of a surly teenager.
Filled with a very real, very personal cast of characters, Scream is an intimate, scorching memoir rife with the humor, insight, and experience of a writer with
a surgeon's eye for detail, and a skill for cutting straight to the strangest parts of life.

 A Secret Vice
Tolkien on Invented Languages
by J.r.r. Tolkien

ISBN: 9780008131395
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2016-04-07
Pages: 300
Price: $34.99

No Description

 Shaking Hands with Death
by Terry Pratchett

ISBN: 9780552172776
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Random House Canada UK Distribution
Pub. Date: 2015-10-27
Pages: 64
Price: $6.95

Terry Pratchett on our right to a good life and a good death -- the text of his landmark BBC Richard Dimbleby Lecture.
     Why we all deserve a life worth living and a death worth dying for.

'Most men don't fear death. They fear those things -- the knife, the shipwreck, the illness, the bomb - which precede, by microseconds if you're lucky, and
many years if you're not, the moment of death.'

When Terry Pratchett was diagnosed with Alzheimer's in his fifties he was angry -- not with death but with the disease that would take him there, and with
the suffering disease can cause when we are not allowed to put an end to it. In this essay, broadcast to millions as the BBC Richard Dimblebly Lecture 2010,
he argues for our right to choose - our right to a good life, and a good death too.
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 The Shred Power Cleanse

Eat Clean. Get Lean. Burn Fat.
by Ian K. Smith

ISBN: 9781250061225
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: St. Martin's Press
Pub. Date: 2015-12-29
Pages: 224
Price: $26.99

Dr. Ian is answering Shredder Nation's call for a short-term, fast-acting cleanse that will help you reset and power through to your new weight loss goal!  The
SHRED Power Cleanse  takes the classic detox plan to a new level. You won't find any fiberless, anemic juices on this plan! Dr. Ian lays out each day of the
two-week program, giving you everything you need to jump-start BIG change: - More than 50 smoothie recipes built to boost your immunity and maintain
your protein and fiber intake, including Dr. Ian's signature Purple Power Cleanse smoothie  - Fresh salads and other clean foods to fill you up and keep your
energy level high - Detoxifying exercise regiments for beginner, intermediate, and advanced levels - A Weekend Power Tune-up bonus, designed to keep
you on track long after the two weeks of the cleanse are up and all some Shred Cleansers will need.  The SHRED Power Cleanse  will keep you satisfied,
clear your mind, and leave you several pounds lighter.

 Smarter Faster Better
by Charles Duhigg

ISBN: 9780385680912
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Doubleday Canada
Pub. Date: 2016-03-08
Pages: 384
Price: $35.00

From the bestselling author of The Power of Habit comes a fascinating new book exploring the science of productivity, and why, in today's world, managing
how you think--rather than what you think about--can transform your life.
Productivity, recent studies suggest, isn't always about driving ourselves harder, working faster and pushing ourselves toward greater "efficiency." Rather,
real productivity relies on managing how we think, identify goals, construct teams and make decisions. The most productive people, companies and
organizations don't merely act differently--they envision the world and their choices in profoundly different ways.
     This book explores eight concepts that are critical to increasing productivity. It takes you into the cockpit of two passenger jets (one crashes) to
understand the importance of constructing mental models--telling yourself stories about yourself in order to subconsciously focus on what really matters. It
introduces us to basic training in the U.S. Marine Corps, where the internal locus of control is exploited to increase self-motivation. It chronicles the outbreak
of Israel's Yom Kippur War to examine cognitive closure--a dangerous trap that stems from our natural desire to feel productive and check every last thing
off our to-do lists, causing us to miss obvious risks and bigger opportunities. It uses a high-achieving public school in Cincinnati to illuminate the concept of
disfluency, which holds that we learn faster and more deeply when we make the data harder to absorb. It shows how the principles of lean manufacturing--in
which decision-making power is pushed to the lowest levels of the hierarchy--allowed the FBI to produce a software system that had eluded them for years.
It explores how Disney made Frozen into a record success by encouraging tension among animation teams--a version of what biologists refer to as the
Intermediate Disturbance Hypothesis, which posits that nature is most creative when crises occur. With the combination of relentless curiosity, deep
reporting and rich storytelling that defined The Power of Habit, Charles Duhigg t ...
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 The Sound of Gravel

A Memoir
by Ruth Wariner

ISBN: 9781427268143
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: Macmillan Audio
Pub. Date: 2016-01-05
Pages: 
Price: $45.99

Ruth Wariner was the 39th of her father's 41 children in a polygamist Doomsday cult. When she was only a few months old, Ruth's father - the man who had
been the founding prophet of the community - is brutally murdered by his brother in a bid for church power. Just a couple of years later, Ruth's mother
remarries, becoming the second wife of another faithful congregant.   Ruth's mother gives birth to six more children. In need of government assistance and
supplemental income, Ruth and her siblings are carted back and forth between Mexico and the United States, where her mother collects welfare and her
stepfather works a variety of odd jobs. Ruth comes to love the time she spends in California and Texas, but as she enters adolescence, her stepfather begins
seeking her out, forcing her to sit on his lap, touch him, and endure his molestation.  Ruth enters her teen years the victim of abuse in a community in which
opposition toward men is tantamount to arguing with God and women are to abide by the righteous council of their husbands. Try as she might, Ruth cannot
persuade her mother or church elders to question her stepfather. Finally, and only after devastating tragedy, Ruth finds an opportunity to escape. The
remarkable true story of a girl forced to define her own faith within a community of misguided believers,  The Sound of Gravel  is an unforgettable and
gripping tale of triumph, hope, courage, and resilience.

 The Sound of Gravel
A Memoir
by Ruth Wariner

ISBN: 9781250077691
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Flatiron Books
Pub. Date: 2016-01-05
Pages: 352
Price: $32.50

The Sound of Gravel  is Ruth Wariner's unforgettable and deeply moving story of growing up in a polygamist Mormon doomsday community. The thirty-
ninth of her father's forty-one children, Ruth is raised on a farm in the hills of Mexico, where polygamy is practiced without fear of legal persecution. There,
Ruth's family lives in a home without indoor plumbing or electricity and attends a church where preachers teach that God will punish the wicked by
destroying the world. In need of government assistance and supplemental income, Ruth and her siblings are carted back and forth between Mexico and the
United States, where her mother collects welfare and her father works a variety of odd jobs. Ruth comes to love the time she spends in the States, realizing
that perhaps the belief system into which she was born is not the one for her. As she enters her teen years, she becomes a victim of abuse in a community in
which opposition toward men is tantamount to arguing with God. Finally, and only after devastating tragedy, Ruth finds an opportunity to escape. Recounted
from the innocent and hopeful perspective of a child,  The Sound of Gravel  is the remarkable true story of a girl forced to define a place for herself within a
community of misguided believers. This is a gripping tale of triumph, courage, resilience, and love.
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 THE SOUP CLEANSE

A Revolutionary Detox of Nourishing Soups and Healing Broths from the Founders of
Soupure
by Angela Blatteis

ISBN: 9781455536665
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Grand Central Publishing
Pub. Date: 2015-12-29
Pages: 240
Price: $26.50

Souping is the new juicing!
When Angela Blatteis and Vivienne Vella set out to create Soupure, the LA-based soup company at the forefront of the souping movement, they wanted to
share the power of healing soups with the world. With a few simple, delicious recipes they've helped people lose weight, boost their energy, and feel better
every day. Now with THE SOUP CLEANSE they are bringing their satisfying, 100 percent good-for-you, whole food-based soups straight into your kitchen.

With more than 50 delicious recipes and a flexible, easy-to-follow detox program, you'll learn how to nourish and purify your body while flooding it with
essential nutrients. You will sip your way through high-fiber soups packed full of regenerative whole food ingredients. Unlike juicing and many other quick-
fix diets, THE SOUP CLEANSE is built on simple, satisfying recipes that won't leave you feeling hungry or deprived, making it accessible and easy to stick
to-even for those with the busiest lifestyles. 
Get ready to rejuvenate, revitalize, and reclaim your health-one sip at a time!

 Spark Joy
An Illustrated Master Class on the Art of Organizing and Tidying Up
by Marie Kondo

ISBN: 9781607749721
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Ten Speed Press
Pub. Date: 2016-01-05
Pages: 304
Price: $24.99

Japanese decluttering guru Marie Kondo's The Life-Changing Magic of Tidying Up has revolutionized homes--and lives--across the world. Now, Kondo
presents an illustrated guide to her acclaimed KonMari Method, with step-by-step folding illustrations for everything from shirts to socks, plus drawings
of perfectly organized drawers and closets. She also provides advice on frequently asked questions, such as whether to keep "necessary" items that may not
bring you joy. With guidance on specific categories including kitchen tools, cleaning supplies, hobby goods, and digital photos, this
comprehensive companion is sure to spark joy in anyone who wants to simplify their life.
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 Startle and Illuminate

Carol Shields on Writing
by Anne Giardini

ISBN: 9780345815941
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Knopf Random Vintage Canada
Pub. Date: 2016-04-26
Pages: 240
Price: $29.95

In the course of her extraordinary career, which included the novels The Stone Diaries, Larry's Party, The Republic of Love and Unless, as well as poetry,
short stories, biography and plays, Carol Shields was unfailingly encouraging of other writers. She read and commented on her friends' manuscripts. She
taught writing classes and she spoke and wrote on the craft of writing. Her own discipline rarely faltered. Her daily practice was to write a new page, then
edit the page written the day before, then repeat, until, after a year or so, her book was finished. Now in her own words, as clear and straightforward as a
glass of water, comes Startle and Illuminate, the best possible guide to the writing process, from conception to publication. This essential work, drawn by her
daughter and grandson from her voluminous correspondence with other writers, essays, notes, comments, criticism and lectures, is a last gift from one of our
finest novelists meant for both aspiring and established writers. It helps answer some of the most fundamental questions about writing: such as, why we write
at all, whether writing can be taught, what keeps a reader turning the pages, and how a writer knows when a work is done. 
     For Shields's devoted readers, Startle and Illuminate reveals her own thoughts on why we read--to be the other, to touch and taste the experience of the
other; and why we write--for the joy of the making, to reimagine our world, to discover patterns and uncover forms that echo our realities as well as
interrogate them, to imagine alternate worlds. It is a beautiful legacy.

 The Stash Plan
Your 21-Day Guide to Shed Weight, Feel Great, and Take Charge of Your Health
by Laura Prepon

ISBN: 9781501123092
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Touchstone
Pub. Date: 2016-03-01
Pages: 288
Price: $35.00

From Laura Prepon, star of Orange Is the New Black, and integrative nutritionist Elizabeth Troy comes an exciting 21-day plan combining the latest in food
science with ancient dietary wisdom, to shed stubborn weight for good and achieve overall wellness.Despite her glowing on-screen presence as the star of
That 70's Show and Orange Is the New Black, Laura Prepon has always struggled with weight issues, digestive issues, bloating, and low energy. After years
of starving herself with crazy diets and punishing herself with tortuous workouts, Prepon met integrative nutritionist Elizabeth Troy, who combines Eastern
holistic medicine and food science in her practice. Troy "unstuck" Prepon's malfunctioning organs and metabolism through targeted eating and stretching
that finally allowed her to lose those stubborn pounds and thrive. Wanting to share this life-changing success, Prepon joined with Troy to create The Stash
Plan, a 21-day plan and lifestyle guide that combines modern nutritional science with Chinese Meridian Theory (CMT) to detoxify the body and burn fat. In
The Stash Plan, you'll learn what to cook and how to create a combinable "stash" of meals--proteins, carbs, and vegetables--and nutritional bone broths to eat
throughout the week. With twice-weekly cooking sessions as the basis of the plan, Prepon and Troy will show you how to make healthy, budget-friendly
meals that are easy and ideal for a busy, on-the-go lifestyle. The Stash Plan gives you the key to heal yourself from the inside out and start living the life
you've always wanted.
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 The Super Natural

A New Vision of the Unexplained
by Whitley Strieber

ISBN: 9781101982327
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Perigee
Pub. Date: 2016-02-02
Pages: 384
Price: $36.00

Two of today's maverick authors on anomalous experience present a perception-altering and intellectually thrilling analysis of why the paranormal is real,
but radically different from what is conventionally
 understood.

Whitley Strieber (Communion) and Jeffrey J. Kripal (J. Newton Rayzor professor of religion at Rice University) team up on this unprecedented and
intellectually vibrant new framing of inexplicable events and experiences. 

Rather than merely document the anomalous, these authors--one the man who popularized alien abduction and the other a renowned scholar and "renegade
advocate for including the paranormal in religious studies" (The New York Times)--deliver a fast-paced and exhilarating study of why the supernatural is
neither fantasy nor fiction but a vital and authentic aspect of life.

Their suggestion? That all kinds of "impossible" things, from extra-dimensional beings to bilocation to bumps in the night, are not impossible at all: rather, 
they are a part of our natural world. But this natural world is immeasurably more weird, more wonderful, and probably more populated than we have so far
imagined with our current categories and cultures, which are what really make these things seem "impossible." 

The Super Natural considers that the natural world is actuall ...
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 Sweet Dreams Are Made of This

A Life In Music
by Dave Stewart

ISBN: 9780451477682
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: New American Library
Pub. Date: 2016-02-09
Pages: 336
Price: $36.00

A no-holds-barred look into the remarkable life and career of the prolific musician, songwriter, and producer behind Eurythmics and dozens of pop hits. 
  
 Dave Stewart's life has been a wild ride--one filled with music, constant reinvention, and the never-ending drive to create. Growing up in industrial northern
England, he left home for the gritty London streets of the seventies, where he began collaborating and performing with various musicians, including a young
waitress named Annie Lennox.
  
 The chemistry between Stewart and Lennox was undeniable, and an intense romance developed. While their passion proved too much offstage, they thrived
musically and developed their own sound. They called themselves Eurythmics and launched into global stardom with the massively popular album Sweet
Dreams (Are Made of This).
  
 For the first time, Stewart shares the incredible, high-octane stories of his life in music--the drug-fueled adventures, the A-list collaborations and
relationships, and the creative process that brought us blockbusters from Eurythmics like " Here Comes the Rain Again" and "Would I Lie to You" as well as
Tom Petty's  "Don't Come Around Here No More," No Doubt's "Underneath It All," Golden Globe winner "Old Habits Die Hard" with Mick Jagger, and ma
...
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 Taller, Slimmer, Younger

21 Days to a Foam Roller Physique
by Lauren Roxburgh

ISBN: 9781101886175
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Ballantine
Pub. Date: 2016-02-02
Pages: 304
Price: $24.00

From the A-list bodyworker, trainer, and alignment expert dubbed "the body whisperer" by Goop comes Taller, Slimmer, Younger--a powerfully simple
daily foam roller routine to help you sculpt longer, leaner muscles, stand an inch taller, look ten pounds slimmer, and renew your body and mind. Are you
ready to roll?
  
 ALIGN YOUR BODY, ALIGN YOUR LIFE
  
 There's a new buzzword in the fitness world: fascia. It's the connective tissue that wraps around your muscles and organs and helps keep everything in place.
But in our increasingly busy and often stressful lives, tension and toxins are often stored within our fascia, resulting in serious long-term consequences
including poor posture, excess weight, acute anxiety, and chronic pain.
  
 Fitness and alignment expert Lauren Roxburgh--who has worked with such stars as Gwyneth Paltrow, Gabby Reece, Melissa Rauch, and Baron Davis--has
the solution to keep your fascia supple, flexible, and strong. Using only a foam roller, you can reshape and elongate your muscles for a leaner, younger look,
while also releasing tension, breaking up scar tissue, and ridding yourself of toxins. In just fifteen minutes a day, Roxburgh's 21-day program will guide you
through a simple series of unique rolling te ...

 Testimony
A Memoir

ISBN: 9780307401397
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Knopf Random Vintage Canada
Pub. Date: 2016-11-15
Pages: 608
Price: $35.00

One of the most spellbinding, entertaining, major books of the fall: the long-awaited memoir from the Canadian music legend takes us candidly, in his own
voice, into his extraordinary life and friendships with some of the greatest artists of the last half-century.
     Robbie Robertson's singular contributions to popular music have made him one of the most beloved songwriters and guitarists of all time. But few could
have expected that a young Canadian would pen some of the most distinctively American songs, music that seems soaked in the mythology of the Old South.
With songs like "The Weight," "The Night They Drove Old Dixie Down," and "Up on Cripple Creek," Robertson and his partners in The Band fashioned a
new popular music lexicon that has endured for decades, influencing countless musicians. 
     In this captivating memoir of The Band's storied career, Robertson weaves together his half-Jewish, half-Mohawk upbringing on the Brantford Six
Nations Reserve and in Toronto; his odyssey south at sixteen and rollicking early years on the road with rockabilly legend Ronnie Hawkins; the slow
formation of The Band, their trial-by-fire with Bob Dylan on his 1966 world tour, and the forging of their unique sound. He recounts being catapulted to
fame with the success of their groundbreaking debut, and takes us through the astonishing run of albums that culminated in one of history's most famous
farewell concerts: the movie The Last Waltz, directed by Martin Scorcese. 
     This is the story of a time and place--the moment when rock 'n' roll became life, when electric blues legends like Muddy Waters and Otis Rush criss-
crossed the circuit of clubs and roadhouses from Texas to Toronto. It's the story of exciting change as the world tumbled into the '60s, and figures like Dylan
and The Band redefined music and culture, with a little help from sex and drugs. And it's the moving story of the profound friendship between five young
men who together created a new kind of popular music.
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 This Is Not My Life

A Memoir of Love, Prison, and Other Complications
by Diane Schoemperlen

ISBN: 9781443434201
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins
Pub. Date: 2016-04-26
Pages: 400
Price: $22.99

From the Governor General's Award winning author of Forms of Devotion, Our Lady of the Lost and Found and By the Book
"Never once in my life had I dreamed of being in bed with a convicted killer."
For almost six turbulent years, award-winning writer Diane Schoemperlen was involved with a prison inmate serving a life sentence for second-degree
murder. The relationship surprised no one more than her. How do you fall in love with a man with a violent past? How do you date someone who is in
prison? This Is Not My Life is the story of the romance between Diane and Shane--how they met and fell in love, how they navigated passes and parole and
the obstacles facing a long-term prisoner attempting to return to society, and how, eventually, things fell apart. While no relationship takes place in a
vacuum, this is never more true than when that relationship is with a federal inmate. In this candid, often wry, sometimes disturbing memoir, Schoemperlen
takes us inside this complex and difficult relationship as she journeys through the prison system with Shane. Not only did this relationship enlarge her
capacity for both empathy and compassion, but it also forced her to more deeply examine herself.

 Throwing Rocks at the Google Bus
How Growth Became the Enemy of Prosperity
by Douglas Rushkoff

ISBN: 9781617230172
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Portfolio
Pub. Date: 2016-03-01
Pages: 288
Price: $37.00

Why doesn't the explosive growth of companies like Facebook and Uber deliver more prosperity for everyone? 
 
What is the systemic problem that sets the rich against the poor and the technologists against everybody else? 
 
When protesters shattered the windows of a bus carrying Google employees to work, their anger may have been justifiable, but it was misdirected. The true
conflict of our age isn't between the unemployed and the digital elite, or even the 99 percent and the 1 percent. Rather, a tornado of technological
improvements has spun our economic program out of control, and humanity as a whole--the pro-testers and the Google employees as well as the
shareholders and the executives--are all trapped by the consequences. It's time to optimize our economy for the human beings it's supposed to be serving. 
 
In this groundbreaking book, acclaimed media scholar and author Douglas Rushkoff tells us how to combine the best of human nature with the best of
modern technology. Tying together disparate threads--big data, the rise of robots and AI, the increasing participation of algorithms in stock market trading,
the gig economy, the collapse of the eurozone--Rushkoff provides a critical vocabulary for our economic moment and a nuanced portrait of humans and
commerce at a critical crossroads.
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 Together Is Better

A Little Book of Inspiration
by Simon Sinek

ISBN: 9781591847854
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Portfolio
Pub. Date: 2016-09-13
Pages: 160
Price: $32.49

New York Times bestselling author Simon Sinek is an unshakable optimist and he wants to share that optimism. With this beautifully illustrated book of
axioms he inspires readers to seek out a brighter future - and build it together.
 
Simon Sinek has inspired hundreds of thousands of readers with his two classic bestsellers, Start With Why and Leaders Eat Last. The mission of all his
work, from the biggest speech to the simplest tweet, is to build a world in which people wake up every day inspired to go to work, feel safe while there, then
return home feeling fulfilled at the end of the day.
 
Now, in this delightfully illustrated book of axioms and anecdotes, Sinek amplifies that vision with new ideas that will inspire readers to overcome obstacles
and become the leaders they wish they had. 
 
The book is organized around the challenges we all face in the modern world of work, whether we're just out of college or trying to lead a giant company.
From confronting doubts, to building a team, to recovering from failure, Sinek helps us see things in a fresh and inspiring way.  Consider just a fe ...

 The Total Boating Manual
by Kevin Falvey

ISBN: 9781681880457
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Weldon Owen
Pub. Date: 2016-05-17
Pages: 224
Price: $32.00

If you spend some serious time (or want to start spending serious time) on the water, this is the book you need. Whether you're actively chasing trophies in a
bass boat, or prefer a lazy afternoon in a pontoon, the Total Boating Manual has everything for the active, passive, new or old boater. With high-quality
design, intricate detail, and a durable flexicover--this manual is the perfect gift!Boating magazine is the destination for powerboat information, whether your
goal is competitive deep sea fishing or soaking up rays on the lake. Month after month, year after year, the magazine provides readers with unbiased and well-
researched reviews and tips on boating gear, open-water techniques, repair and maintenance, and more. The Total Boating Manual pools all the knowledge
from the experts at Boating to bring you the most up-to-date and comprehensive guide to boating of all sorts.  Find the perfect boat: New or used, speedboat
to bass rig, how to narrow down your search, get the most bang for your buck, and find the perfect boat for you. Special content on buying a used boat, how
to tell if a fixer-upper is worth it, and upgrading your existing boat to the craft of your dreams.  Get the gear: From essential electronics to basic aftermarket
equipment, to trailers and accessories, we've got you covered. Do you really need a fish-finder? How do tow chains work? What's the best GPS for open
water? It's all here.  Water Safety: What you need for the everyday excursions to serious deep-sea sport fishing, find all the safety tips and techniques you
need to stay safe out there.  Insider Hints: Best practices in piloting a boat, essentials of seamanship, all the knots you'll ever need, how to back up a trailer in
a dangerously tight spot, and much more.  DIY Tricks: From DIY repairs to time (and money) saving tips - get all the insider info straight from the experts. 
Pick up your copy of the Total Boating Manual to brush up on old techniques, learn some new things and maximize your time on the water. For the novice
and the avid amateur boater alike, there's no better resource. 
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 The Total Grilling Manual

by Lisa Atwood

ISBN: 9781681880471
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Simon & Schuster
Pub. Date: 2016-03-07
Pages: 224
Price: $32.00

While there are loads of grilling books on the market, this is the one that's pooled all the knowledge you could ever need into one book.  This a-z, all-
inclusive guide to grilling has everything for the first time grilling and the seasoned veteran alike. Find top tips, tricks to get the most out of your grill, and
delicious recipes that everyone will love in the Total Grilling Manual. With high-quality design, intricate detail, and a durable flexicover--this manual is the
perfect gift!Everything your need to know to have a great grilling experience. The Total Grilling compiles the best 250+ skills from a number of top grilling
and outdoor cooking experts, all accompanied by step-by-step guides, recipes and photographs.  Equipment:  From charcoal to wood burning, gas to oven -
find the most up-to-date guide to the best grilling equipment, the information you need to properly use each one.  Fuels: Keys to picking the right fuel(s) or
charcoals for your grill and more.  Tips and Stories: All the legend and lore from all the grilling pros. From how to make the perfect burger to smoking
techniques, find all the expert advice here.  Recipes: From steaks and ribs to shellfish and sides this section has a recipe for everyone.   Whether you're
looking to polish up your grilling skills or are buying your first grill, the Total Grilling Manual, has everything you need to successfully serve up any meal.
Pick up this essential guide for the griller in your family, or for yourself! 

 Trespassing Across America
One Man's Epic, Never-Done-Before (and Sort of Illegal) Hike Across the Heartland
by Ken Ilgunas

ISBN: 9780399175480
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Blue Rider Press
Pub. Date: 2016-04-19
Pages: 288
Price: $34.95

Told with sincerity, humor, and wit, Trespassing Across America is both a fascinating account of one man's remarkable journey along the Keystone XL
pipeline and a meditation on climate change, the beauty of the natural world, and the extremes to which we can push ourselves--both physically and
mentally.
  
 It started as a far-fetched idea--to hike the entire length of the proposed route of the Keystone XL pipeline. But in the months that followed, it grew into
something more for Ken Ilgunas. It became an irresistible adventure--an opportunity not only to draw attention to global warming but also to explore his
personal limits. So in September 2012, he strapped on his backpack, stuck out his thumb on the interstate just north of Denver, and hitchhiked 1,500 miles to
the Alberta tar sands. Once there, he turned around and began his 1,700-mile trek to the XL's endpoint on the Gulf Coast of Texas, a journey he would
complete entirely on foot, walking almost exclusively across private property.

Both a travel memoir and a reflection on climate change, Trespassing Across America is filled with colorful characters, harrowing physical trials, and strange
encounters with the weather, terrain, and animals of America's plains. A tribute to the Great Plains and the people who live there, Ilgunas's memoir grapples
with difficult questions about our place in the world: What is our personal responsibility as stewards of the land? As members of a rapidly warming planet?
As mere individuals up against something as powerful as the fossil fuel industry? Ultimately, Trespassing Across America is a call to embrace the belief that
a life lived not half wild is a life only half lived.
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 The Happiness Equation

Want Nothing + Do Anything = Have Everything
by  Neil Pasricha

ISBN: 9780399169472
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Putnam
Pub. Date: 2016-03-08
Pages: 320
Price: $34.95

What's the formula for a happy life?  

 Neil Pasricha is a Harvard MBA, a Walmart executive, a New York Times-bestselling author, and a husband and dad. After selling more than a million
copies of his Book of Awesome series, he now shifts his focus from observation to application.

 In The Happiness Equation, Pasricha illustrates how to want nothing, do anything, and have everything. If that sounds like a contradiction, you simply
haven't unlocked the 9 Secrets to Happiness.

 Each secret takes a common ideal, flips it on its head, and casts it in a completely new light. Pasricha then goes a step further by providing step-by-step
guidelines and hand-drawn scribbles that illustrate exactly how to apply each secret to live a happier life today.

 Controversial? Maybe. Counterintuitive? Definitely.

 The Happiness Equation ...

 Blockchain Revolution
How the Technology Behind Bitcoin Is Changing Money, Business, and the World
by Don Tapscott

ISBN: 9780670069972
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Penguin Canada
Pub. Date: 2016-05-10
Pages: 368
Price: $34.00

The first book to explain why blockchain technology will fundamentally change the Internet, what it does, and how we use it

Over the past 30 years, no theorist of the digital age has better explained the next big thing than Don Tapscott. For example, in Wikinomics, Tapscott was the
first to show how the Internet provides the first global platform for mass collaboration. Now, he writes about a profound technological shift that will change
how the world does business--and everything else--using blockchain technology, which powers the digital currency Bitcoin.
     The Internet as we know it is great for collaboration and communication, but is deeply flawed when it comes to commerce and privacy. The new
blockchain technology facilitates peer-to-peer transactions without any intermediary such as a bank or governing body. Keeping the user's information
anonymous, the blockchain validates and keeps a permanent public record of all transactions. That means that your personal information is private and
secure, while all activity is transparent and incorruptible--reconciled by mass collaboration and stored in code on a digital ledger. With its advent, we will not
need to trust one another in the traditional sense, because trust is built into the system itself.
     Although many opportunities for the blockchain require a digital currency, Bitcoin is only one application of this great innovation in computer science.
The blockchain can hold any legal document, from deeds and marriage licences to educational degrees and birth certificates. Call it the World Wide Ledger.
It enables smart contracts, decentralized autonomous organizations, decentralized government services, and transactions among things. The Internet of
Everything needs a Ledger of Everything: the blockchain is a truly open, distributed, global platform that fundamentally changes what we can do online,  ...
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 Until We Are Free

My Fight for Human Rights in Iran
by Shirin Ebadi

ISBN: 9780812998870
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Random House
Pub. Date: 2016-03-08
Pages: 304
Price: $35.00

The first Muslim woman to receive the Nobel Peace Prize, Shirin Ebadi has inspired millions around the globe through her work as a human rights lawyer
defending women and children against a brutal regime in Iran. Now Ebadi tells her story of courage and defiance in the face of a government out to destroy
her, her family, and her mission: to bring justice to the people and the country she loves.

 For years the Islamic Republic tried to intimidate Ebadi, but after Mahmoud Ahmadinejad rose to power in 2005, the censorship and persecution intensified.
The government wiretapped Ebadi's phones, bugged her law firm, sent spies to follow her, harassed her colleagues, detained her daughter, and arrested her
sister on trumped-up charges. It shut down her lectures, fired up mobs to attack her home, seized her offices, and nailed a death threat to her front door.
Despite finding herself living under circumstances reminiscent of a spy novel, nothing could keep Ebadi from speaking out and standing up for human
dignity.

 But it was not until she received a phone call from her distraught husband--and he made a shocking confession that would all but destroy her family--that
she realized what the intelligence apparatus was capable of to silence its critics. The Iranian government would end up taking everything from Shirin
Ebadi--her marriage, friends, and colleagues, her home, her legal career, even her Nobel Prize--but the one thing ...

 Making It Up As I Go Along
by Marian Keyes

ISBN: 9780718182526
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Penguin UK
Pub. Date: 2016-03-22
Pages: 464
Price: $31.99

Welcome to the magnificent Making It Up as I Go Along - aka the World According to Marian Keyes(TM) - A bold, brilliant book bursting with Marian's
hilarious and heartfelt observations on modern life, love and much, much else besides.  Such as? you are determined to ask.  Well, how about her guide to
breaking up with your hairdresser? Or the warning she has for us all after a particularly traumatic fling with fake tan. There's the pure and bounteous joy of
the nail varnish museum. Not to mention the very best lies to tell if you find yourself on an Arctic cruise. She has words of advice for those fast approaching
fifty. And she's here to tell you the secret secret truth about writers - well, this one anyway.  You'll be wincing in recognition and scratching your head in
incredulity, but like Marian herself you won't be able to stop laughing at the sheer delightful absurdity that is modern life - because each and every one of us
is clearly making it up as we go along.
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 Valiant Ambition

George Washington, Benedict Arnold, and the Fate of the American Revolution
by Nathaniel Philbrick

ISBN: 9780525426783
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Viking
Pub. Date: 2016-05-10
Pages: 448
Price: $39.00

From the New York Times bestselling author of In The Heart of the Sea--soon to be a major motion picture starring Chris Hemsworth and directed by Ron
Howard--comes a surprising account of the middle years of the American Revolution, and the tragic relationship between George Washington and Benedict
Arnold.
  
 In September 1776, the vulnerable Continental Army under an unsure George Washington (who had never commanded a large force in battle) evacuates
New York after a devastating defeat by the British Army. Three weeks later, near the Canadian border, one of his favorite generals, Benedict Arnold,
miraculously succeeds in postponing the British naval advance down Lake Champlain that might have ended the war. Four years later, as the book ends,
Washington has vanquished his demons and Arnold has fled to the enemy after a foiled attempt to surrender the American fortress at West Point to the
British. After four years of war, America is forced to realize that the real threat to its liberties might not come from without but from within. 
             Valiant Ambition is a complex, controversial, and dramatic portrait of a people in crisis and the war that gave birth to a nation. The focus is on
loyalty and personal integrity, evoking a Shakespearean tragedy that unfolds in the key relationship of Washington and Arnold, who is an impulsive but
sympathetic hero whose misfortunes at the hands of self-serving politicians fatally destroy his faith in the legitimacy of the rebellion. As a country wary of
tyrants suddenly must figure out how it should be led, Washington's unmatched ability to rise above the petty politics of his time enables him to win the war
that really matters.

 The Vanishing of Flight MH370
The True Story of the Hunt for the Missing Malaysian Plane
by Richard Quest

ISBN: 9780425283011
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Berkley
Pub. Date: 2016-03-08
Pages: 304
Price: $35.95

CNN Aviation Correspondent Richard Quest offers a gripping and definitive account of the disappearance of Malaysian Airline Flight MH370 in March
2014.

On March 8, 2014, Malaysian Airlines Flight MH370 disappeared with barely a trace, carrying 239 people on board--seemingly vanishing into the dark
night. The airplane's whereabouts and fate would quickly become one of the biggest aviation mysteries of our time...
  
 Richard Quest, CNN's Aviation Correspondent, was one of the leading journalists covering the story. In a coincidence, Quest had interviewed one of the two
pilots a few weeks before the disappearance. It is here that he begins his gripping account of those tense weeks in March, presenting a fascinating chronicle
of an international search effort, which despite years of searching and tens of millions of dollars spent has failed to find the plane.
  
 Quest dissects what happened in the hours following the plane's disappearance and chronicles the days and weeks of searching, which led to nothing but
increasing despair. He takes apart the varying responses from authorities and the discrepancies in reports, the wide range of theories, the startling fact that the
plane actually turned around and flew in the opposite direction, and ...
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 With My Eyes Wide Open

Miracles and Mistakes on My Way Back to KoRn
by Brian Head Welch

ISBN: 9780718030605
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Thomas Nelson
Pub. Date: 2016-05-17
Pages: 240
Price: $31.00

He left KoRn to help himself. He went back to help others. And along the way, he nearly lost everything.
A life-changing spiritual awakening freed Brian "Head" Welch from a stranglehold of drugs and alcohol and prompted him to leave the highly successful nu-
metal band KoRn in 2005. What followed was a decade-long trial by fire, from the perils of fathering a teen lost in depression and self-mutilation to the
harsh realities of playing solo and surviving the shattering betrayal of a trusted friend. In this intensely inspiring redemption saga, perhaps most inspiring is
Brian's radical decision to rejoin KoRn and reconcile with the tribe of people he once considered family in the metal music scene.
Brian returned to his musical roots with a clear head and a devoted heart. Though his story is wild, hilarious, and deeply poignant, the message is simple:
God will love you into the freedom of being yourself, as long as you keep the relationship going and never, ever quit.

 The Way of the Gun
A Bloody Journey into the World of Firearms
by Iain Overton

ISBN: 9780771068652
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: McClelland & Stewart
Pub. Date: 2016-04-05
Pages: 384
Price: $32.00

A "riveting," "relentlessly engrossing," and "brilliantly researched" investigation of the life of the gun -- its manufacture, its sale, and its impact -- and of our
world's hugely complex relationship with firearms.

In some places of the world, getting a gun is easier than getting a glass of water. In some parts of the world, an individual is allowed to carry concealed
firearms into schools. In some parts of the world, there are more guns than people to shoot them. 
     There are almost 1 billion guns across the globe today, a shocking number that is higher than ever before in history. Each year, 12 billion bullets are
produced -- almost two bullets for every person on the planet. And over 300,000 people are shot dead over an average year worldwide. 
    In The Way of the Gun award-winning investigative journalist Iain Overton takes readers on a shocking and eye-opening journey to over 25 cities all
across the globe, from Cape Town to Tokyo, from San Pedro Sula to Phnom Penh, along the way encountering people from all walks of life affected by
guns: Zionist anti-terror gun trainers; El Salvadoran gangland killers; porn starlets who appear as snipers in triple-X films; and South African doctors soaked
in the blood of gunshot victims -- unearthing some hard truths about the terrible realities of war and gun crime.
     Harrowing and sobering, this riveting expose on the long-reaching and mostly unknown life of a gun is an essential and important book in today's world.
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   Adult Nonfiction
 We Are Afghan Women

Voices of Hope
by BUSH PRESIDENTIAL CE

ISBN: 9781501120503
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Scribner
Pub. Date: 2016-03-08
Pages: 352
Price: $34.00

Here are Afghan women in their own words. Words that are by turns inspiring, moving, courageous, and heartbreaking. Their powerful stories create a
compelling portrait of the lives, struggles, and successes of this extraordinary nation and its extraordinarily resilient women. With an introduction by Laura
Bush, honorary founding co-chair of the U.S.-Afghan Women's Council.Afghanistan has been described as "the worst nation in the world to be a woman."
More than fifty percent of girls who are forced into marriage are sixteen or younger. Too many women live in fear and in many areas, education and
employment for women are still condemned. The women featured in We Are Afghan Women are fighting to change all that. From rug weavers to domestic
violence counselors to business owners, educators, and activists, these courageous women are charting a new path for themselves, their families, their
communities, and their nation. Told in their own voices, their stories vividly capture a country undone by decades of war and now struggling to build a
lasting peace. Meet Dr. Sakena Yacoobi, who ran underground schools for girls until the Taliban fell, and today has established educational centers across
Afghanistan to teach women and girls basic literacy. Or Freshta Hazeq, who as a female business owner, has faced death threats, sabotage, and even
kidnapping threats against her children. Naheed Farid is the youngest female member of Afghanistan's parliament. During her campaign, opponents cut
Naheed's face out of campaign posters and her family risked complete ruin, but her husband and father-in-law never wavered, encouraging her to persevere.
Here, too are compassionate women such as Masooma Jafari, who started a national midwives association. Her own mother was forced into marriage at age
twelve and gave birth to her first child at age thirteen. With an introduction by former First Lady Laura Bush, We Are Afghan Women chronicles the lives of
young and old, daughters and mothers, educated, and those who are still learning. These determined women are defying the odds to lead Afghanistan to a
better future. Their stories are a stark reminder that in some corners of the world the struggle continues and that women's progress in society, business, and
poli ...

 Wheat Belly 10-Day Grain Detox
by William Davis

ISBN: 9781443446228
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins
Pub. Date: 2015-11-10
Pages: 288
Price: $22.99

When Wheat Belly was first published in 2011 it changed the national conversation about health and weight loss and became an international bestseller.
Millions of people read and learned how to reverse years of chronic health problems by removing wheat from their daily diet.
Now, for the first time, Dr. Davis provides a simple plan in Wheat Belly 10-Day Grain Detox. With carefully designed meal plans and delicious recipes,
you'll have everything you need to fully eliminate wheat and related grains from your diet in just ten days. You will be guided through the complete detox
experience and provided with instructions on how reduce or eliminate wheat-withdrawal symptoms. This plan is for people who follow Wheat Belly but may
have fallen off the wagon, or for newcomers who need a quick jumpstart to weight loss and better health.
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   Adult Nonfiction
 Why Liberals Win the Culture Wars (Even When They Lose Elections)

The Battles That Define America from Jefferson's Heresies to Gay Marriage
by Stephen Prothero

ISBN: 9780061571299
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins
Pub. Date: 2016-01-05
Pages: 336
Price: $33.50

In this timely, carefully reasoned social history of the United States, the New York Times bestselling author of Religious Literacy and God Is Not One places
today's heated culture wars within the context of a centuries-long struggle of right versus left and religious versus secular to reveal how, ultimately, liberals
always win.
Though they may seem to be dividing the country irreparably, today's heated cultural and political battles between right and left, Progressives and Tea Party,
religious and secular are far from unprecedented. In this engaging and important work, Stephen Prothero reframes the current debate, viewing it as the latest
in a number of flashpoints that have shaped our national identity. Prothero takes us on a lively tour through time, bringing into focus the election of 1800,
which pitted Calvinists and Federalists against Jeffersonians and "infidels;" the Protestants' campaign against Catholics in the mid-nineteenth century; the
anti-Mormon crusade of the Victorian era; the fundamentalist-modernist debates of the 1920s; the culture wars of the 1980s and 1990s; and the current
crusade against Islam.
As Prothero makes clear, our culture wars have always been religious wars, progressing through the same stages of conservative reaction to liberal victory
that eventually benefit all Americans. Drawing on his impressive depth of knowledge and detailed research, he explains how competing religious beliefs
have continually molded our political, economic, and sociological discourse and reveals how the conflicts which separate us today, like those that came
before, are actually the byproduct of our struggle to come to terms with inclusiveness and ideals of "Americanness." To explore these battles, he reminds us,
is to look into the soul of America--and perhaps find essential answers to the questions that beset us.

 You Don't Have to Be a Shark
Creating Your Own Success
by Robert Herjavec

ISBN: 9781250092236
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: St. Martin's Press
Pub. Date: 2016-05-17
Pages: 288
Price: $32.50

Many people assume that effective sales ability demands a unique personality and an aggressive attitude. It's not true, and Robert Herjavec is proof. Known
as the "Nice Shark" on the ABC's hit show SHARK TANK, Robert Herjavec is consistently selected the most popular "shark" by viewers, who respond to
his affable nature. He has developed an honest and genuine approach to life and selling that has set him apart from his cut-throat colleagues, and rewarded
him with a degree of wealth measured in hundreds of millions of dollars, and a level of fame and respect that most people can only imagine.In  You Don't
Have to Be a Shark, Robert transcends pure sales technique and teaches the "non-businessperson" what they need to know in order to sell themselves
successfully. We are each our own greatest asset, and in order to achieve our goals, we need to be able to communicate with others, position ourselves and
even look the part. Robert's philosophy is simple: Great salespeople are made, not born, and no one achieves success in life without knowing how to sell.
Entertaining, enlightening and effective,  You Don't Have to Be a Shark  will reveal the secrets of one of North America's most successful businessmen, who
also happens to be one of today's most prominent TV personalities. All is delivered in a friendly, down-to-earth manner, and filled with anecdotes and
observations to support its hard-nosed advice.
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   Adult Nonfiction
 Your Song Changed My Life

From Jimmy Page to St. Vincent, Smokey Robinson to Hozier, Thirty-Five Beloved Artists
on Their Journey and the Music That Inspired It
by Bob Boilen

ISBN: 9780062344441
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins
Pub. Date: 2016-04-12
Pages: 288
Price: $31.99

From the beloved host and creator of NPR's All Songs Considered and Tiny Desk Concerts comes an essential oral history of modern music, told in the
voices of iconic and up-and-coming musicians, including Dave Grohl, Jimmy Page, Michael Stipe, Carrie Brownstein, Smokey Robinson, and Jeff Tweedy,
among others--published in association with NPR Music.
Is there a unforgettable song that changed your life?
NPR's renowned music authority Bob Boilen posed this question to some of today's best-loved musical legends and rising stars. In Your Song Changed My
Life, Jimmy Page (Led Zeppelin), St. Vincent, JÃ³nsi (Sigur RÃ³s), Justin Vernon (Bon Iver), Cat Power, David Byrne (Talking Heads), Dave Grohl
(Nirvana, Foo Fighters), Jeff Tweedy (Wilco), Jenny Lewis, Carrie Brownstein (Portlandia, Sleater-Kinney), Yusuf Islam (Cat Stevens), Colin Meloy (The
Decemberists), Trey Anastasio (Phish), Jackson Browne, Valerie June, Philip Glass, James Blake, and other artists reflect on pivotal moments that inspired
their work.
For Wilco's Jeff Tweedy, it was discovering his sister's 45 of The Byrds' "Turn, Turn, Turn." A young St. Vincent's life changed the day a box of CDs
literally fell off a delivery truck in front of her house. Cat Stevens was transformed when he heard John Lennon cover "Twist and Shout." These are the
momentous yet unmarked events that have shaped these and many other musical talents, and ultimately the sound of modern music.
A diverse collection of personal experiences, both ordinary and extraordinary, Your Song Changed My Life illustrates the ways in which music is revived,
restored, and revolutionized. It is also a testament to the power of music in our lives, and an inspiration for future artists and music lovers.
Amazing contributors include: Jimmy Page (Led Zeppelin), Carrie Brownstein (Sleater-Kinney, Portlandia, Wild Flag), Smokey Robinson, David Byrne (Tal
...
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